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Merger bill clears .senate,
heads to House of Reps.
Staff Writer

sity of Texas coincided in this
particular case."

A merger bill passed in the
Texas Senate Monday without
opposition and will now head to
the House where a similar bill is
awaiting action.

Rep. Alex Moreno said there
may be trouble in the House as a
resultofUribe's inclusion of freestanding status . for the
Brownsville campus.

EDWIN AGUILAR

Graduate student Anthony Ramon was hospitalized after hitting the windshield of a pick-up with his head.
Ramon, riding a motorcycle, was not wearing a helmet and suffered a slight concussion.
(Photo by Leticia Cavazos)

Grad student breaks leg
in truck/motorcycle crasn
A student remains hospitalized
after a motorcycle-truck collision Monday night in which the
student motorcyclist was hurled
into the windshield of a Ford
pick-up truck.
Graduate counseling student
Anthony Earl Ramon, 28, of
Edinburg suffered a slight concussion, numerous lacerations
a'ld a broken leg after his head

section, Ramon swerved left to
avoid a collision.
Ramon's Yamaha hit the front
left fender of the pick-up, sending Ramon flying into the windRAY GOMEZ
shield.
"Even yesterday (Tuesday) I Copy Editor
was picking glass out of my foreThe pick-up truck, driven by head," Ramon said.
A former dean will appeal to
Ramon has received no word
Jesus Villanueva Reyes of San
the
Board of Regents next week
Juan, was leaving parking Lot B as to when he will be released
to
reverse
last week's decision
through the west exit. When the from Edinburg General Hospiby
President
Miguel Nevarez not
pick-up pulled out into the inter- tal.
to reinstate him to his former
position.
Dr. Ernest O'Neil, former dean
of the school of education, had
requested an open hearing with
PAU is "an institution worthy of state could approve the merger, Nevarez following O'Neil's
but not the funding.
being upgraded."
removal as dean by Dr. Ronald
Hunter said increasing educa- Applbaum, vice president of
State Rep. Bob Hunter, a
memberoftheHigherEducation tional opportunities will help the academic affairs.
Committee, of Abilene said he Valley to develop economically,
O'Neil has decided to pursue
definitely favors the merger and which is "vital to the future of the matter and go through the
our state." ·
full funding.
final stage of the appeal process
PAU is requesting 8.3 million
The legislators also visited by appealing to the Board of
dollars in special line item fund- maquiladora plants in Reynosa Regents to reinstate him to his
ing to develop cooperative pro- and discussed the importance of former position. O'Neil will
grams with several UT schools the Valley to Texas.
appear before the board on March
in nursing, engineering, preThe tour ended Sunday and 10. The system of appeals will
engineering, international busi- included a visit to the Eagle Bus have been exhausted after this
· ness, social work and the Texas Manufacturing
Co.
in step.
Center for Border Economics and Brownsville and the ConfederApplbaum had based his deciEnterprise Development project. ate Air Force base in Harlingen.
The annual legislative tour was
This funding is a separate request in addition to the merger sponsored by the Valley Chamrequest. It is possible that the ber of Commerce.
smashed into the windshield of
the white Ford pick-up truck.
Ramon said he was traveling
north on Sugar Road after 10
p.m. when the accident occurred
at the intersection of Sugar Road
and Kuhn Street.

Legislative aide Romelia Rios
said Moreno's own House bill,
H.B. 56, co-sponsored with Rep.
Juan Hinojosa, does not include
degree granting status for P AU-

B.
"Moreno's bill sticks strictly to
the letter of the law," Rios said.
The enabling act for the
Brownsville campus stipulates
the institution must meet certain
requirements before it will be
granted independent status.
Among these are stipulations that

Moreno's bill is expected to be
sent to committee early next
month.
"A lot of people don't know
the difference between the two
bills." Rios said. "Alex wants
PAU to merge with U.T., "It's
just that the methodology is different form Uribe's bill."
Rios said a compromise bill

will probably have to be drawn
up to iron out the differences
between the two bills, but approval of the PAU-UT merger is
all but certain.

O'Neil will appeal pres. decision

Legislators visit, plug merger
Several state legislators said
they supported a merger between
PAU and the University of Texas
system during their annual tour
of the Valley last Friday.
Lawmakers were asked to
support the proposed merger
between PAU and UT during a
lunch on the Pan American
campus. During the tour, PAU
Regent Shan Rankin told legislators that the regents and the
community are "very much behind the merger."
State Rep. Alex Moreno, a
member of the Appropriations
Committee, of Hidalgo County
said the merger supporters
wanted to show 13,.W_!llakers that

Sponsored by Sen. Hector
Uribe, S.B 47 calls for the merger
of Pan American with the University of Texas system and the
granting of full independent
status to Pan American University in Brownsville.
In published reports, Uribe
said he anticipates no problems
in the bill being approved by the
House.
"I don't see why there would
be any differentreception,"Uribe
said Monday, "The interests of
Pan American and the Univer-

the institution own 200 acres of
land upon which to build. At
present, PAU-B does not own
the required acreage, though the
city of Brownsville has offered
to donate the land.

sion to remove O'Neil on the
results of a faculty evaluation of
the dean which recommended his
removal.
In a memo to O'Neil, Nevarez
notified him that he would not be
reinstated as the Dean of Education, butrecommendedhe be kept
on as a full-time professor of
education and paid accordingly
what other full-time professors
are paid with the university at
least until the end of his contract
on August 31, 1989.
Nevarez's memo stated the
following: " ...if you choose to
teach a full semester load, you
will be allowed to receive full
salary and benefits for the remainder of your current contract,
which expires Aug. 31, 1989."
Nevarez's decision will not effect O'Neil's tenure.
O'Neil had received a temporaryrestraining orderfromJudge
Fernando Mancias of the 93rd
District Coun. However, when

O'Neil tried to get an injunction
to prevent his removal, Judge
MarioE. RamirezJr. ofthe332nd
District Court ruled he had no
jurisdiction in the matter.
Since Applbaum had initiated
the action against O'Neil, the next
step in the appeal process was an
openhearingbeforeNevarezthis
past Feb. 17, where both O'Neil
and Applbaum had a chance to
present their cases.
Nevarez had been given seven
class days in which to take the
matter under advisement.
Nevarez's decision to uphold
Applbaum's action came as no
surprise to O'Neil and offered
what O'Neil said was some insight as to some of the behind the
scene reasoning that was used
against him by Applbaum.
"I wasn't surprised, a bit dissappointed, but not surprised,"
O'Neil said. "I keep a very positive perspective even though this
is the dimmest part of my career.

See O'Neil p. 8

Administration evaluations discussed
BEATRIZ MOYA

Reponer
Faculty salaries and faculty
evaluation ofadministrators were
the top issues facing the Faculty
Senate, according to a vote by
the senators on proposed issues
for the next calendar year's
agenda during last week's senate
meeting.
Other proposed issues for the
agenda ranged from improving

standards of classroom student
behavior to the university merger.
Senators voted on issues from
a list of more than 40 proposed
items considered most important
by the faculty.
Ten to 12 of
the issues will be selected for
further evaluation by the senate.
Other issues voted on included
defining and establishing collegiality as to be accepted by both
faculty _and administration, reduction ofpaperwork for promo-

tion and tenure and the issue of
overload and part-timers (with a
need for more full-time faculty).
The issues with the least votes
included the merger, an improved
method of student counseling,
the improvement of walkways
and the standard of classroom
behavior for students.
The final agenda for the year
will be decided upon at the next
senate meeting.

Faculty sen. chooses chair
BEATRIZ MOYA

Reponer
Dr. David Alvirez, professor
of sociology, has recently been
elected chair of the Faculty Senate.
Alvirez has been a member of
the Senate for three years, serving as vice-chairman for the last
two years.
Because any one senator can
only serve two two-year terms,
this will mark Alvirez' last year
with the Senate. However, he
does not feei deterred by this
hurdle.

Alvirez said he feels the two
most important issues this year
concern the merger and the T ASP
(Texas Academic Skills Program).
Before he steps ctown at the
end of this year, Alvirez also
plans to push for a change in the
Faculty Senate constitution that
Alvirez, along with the rest of will enable the existing vice-chair
the senators, plan to "somehow to become the new chair.
try to get the administration to
"The added year of continuity Anathony Rojas and Olen 8. Stevens apply make-up in pr~paratio~ for Sunday's pertormance of
more seriously consider faculty makes a lot of sense," he said.
"Amadeus." The play will run tonight through Saturday at 8 p.m. with a matinee performance on Sunday at 2
input" concerning university
Alvirez has been at Pan Ameri- p.m. in the University Theater. For ticket information, call the theater box office at 381-3581.
issues by strengthening the lines can University since 1973.
(Pholo by Joseph Kertesz)
of communication.

"One of the things that continues to concern me is the poor
communication that exists between (the) Senate and administration," he said. "The faculty
believe they should have more
imput into what goes on in this
university."
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Early extinction is
•
a serious
threat
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t would seem that as man advances rapidly in his technology and use of resources, the possibility of driving animals
high on the evolutionary chain into extinction proportionately increases.
Two good examples of this are chimpanrees and the lowland
gorillas of Africa. Each is facing a decline in population directly because of man's actions.
The chimpanrees did receive some help Monday, as the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service placed the African chimpanree on the
endangered species list. There are only an estimated 175 000 of
. these animals left in the wild.
'
While it is admirable that the Fish and Wildlife Service
declared the chimps endangered, the service also compromised
wi~ researchers. The service classified captive American
chimps as "threatened" rather than endangered in order for
researchers to continue the practice of using the animals for
medical research.
This decision makes one ponder as to whom the agency is
really protecting-the chimps or the researchers. Currently,
there are approximately 1400 chimps in American laboratories,
zoos and circuses. These animals surely seem sparse enough in
numbers to merit protection.
As for the lowland gorillas, they are extremely shy and elusive beasts living in the remote forests of the Central African
Republic, Cameroon and the Congo. These animals are also
being threatened by man.
Logging camps are beginning to develop in the area that is
now the gorillas' habitat. Coupled with this is the frequency of
illegal poaching, as smoked monkey meat is considered a
delicacy in that region.
There is not much the U.S. government can do to protect the
lowland gorilla or even the African chimpanzee. They are
residents in foreign nations that the U.S. has no control over.
However, the government could take steps to insure the safety
of primates on this continent. Rather than buckling under to the
pressure of the researchers, the Fish and Wildlife Service could
have placed the captive American chimps on the endangered
species list.
While research is essential to testing and discovering remedies
to human ailments, methods other than using man's closest
relatives in the animal kingdom should be explored.
By doing so, the service will show it is primarily concerned
with the welfare of fish and wildlife and not the welfare of
man's interests in the wildlife.

Music boycott based
on wrong· motives
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ashington, D.C. radio station announced last week it
ould discontinue playing songs by Cat Stevens, a folk
rock singer in the early 70s because of his voiced
suppon for the execution of Salman Rushdie, author
of the controversial book "Satanic Verses."
Stevens, who changed his name to Yusuf Islam in 1981 after
converting to the Moslem religion, voiced support of Iranian
leader Ayatollah Khomeini's call for the execution of the
author.
The classic rock station said it would not play the music of a
man who endorses murder-hence the boycott of Steven's music.
This action shows poor judgment on the part of the radio station.
Stevens is not showing support for murder. Rather, he is
showing a deep conviction toward his religion. The Koran,
which is to Moslem's what the the Bible is to Christians, calls
for death to those who blaspheme the Moslem religion.
Just as Christians in the United States have been vehemently
protesting the right to have legal abortions because of their
faith, Stevens is also demonstrating a strong adherence to his
beliefs.
The saddest part of the station's action is that Cat Stevens'
music has an overriding theme of peace and family. In the eyes
of his critics, the messages of his songs are far more positive
than his present negative actions.
.
Indeed, Stevens' songs have a far better meaning than many
of the rock and roll tunes being released by today's artist, such
as Guns 'N' Roses, Bon Jovi, et al.
Stevens wrote his pop music long before he became a Moslem. His music reflects the time and spirit of the early 70s. The
music of Cat Stevens has little to do with Yusuf Islam. Radio
stations must keep this in mind when they decide to take action
against a musician's work.
Stevens' actions do not detract from the message in his music.
To boycott music because of a person's beliefs is absurd.
Responsible program directors should keep good music on the
airwaves and shoddy politics off the air.
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Public information is a public right
cent Freedom of Information seminar on campus conducted by the Freedom of Information Foundation of
Texas proved to be a valuable tool for those interested
in gaining information from public bodies. The
insight gained in this seminar may allow people to get their hands
on valuable information many people do not know they have
access to, as well as information which may have been denied them
in the past.
Unfortunately for us, governmental
bodies are frequently opposed to allowing citizens to examine information upon
request.
These podies, s~cb. ~ city councils, •
schools, police departments, or any other
entity receiveing state or federal funding, .
keep all kinds of records on file. These
records run the gamut from traffic reCOLUMN
ports to FBI files on individuals to minALA
utes of meetings. The vast majority of the
MODE
information kept is available for public
scrutiny due in large part by both state
EDWIN AGUILAR
and national statute.
Staff Writer
It is tragic that government has often
been recalcitrant about letting the public
examine their records. Withoutthe ability to examine relevant documents, or at least to be provided with
cursory information, the citizenry of this country has to blindly

place its complete faith in the hands of a bureaucracy which, time
and again, has not proven itself to be completely up front with the
people of this country.
This lack of availability of information also defeats the purpose
behind establishing this country on democratic ideals, where each
person is a participant in the political process. When the populace
is denied access to information concerning them, government
undercuts the ability of the public to be a meaningful actor in this
democracy. This is mainly so because those with the information,
and hence knowledge, have an advantage over those without
information. This assertion is based upon the adage that knowledge is power, which we should be willing to accept as an axiom.
M~ t,w.ipon_@~Y,.,,thisx_efp,sal of government to be_µp front with
informatfon gives us a glimpse into the almost adversarial position'
that government has placed itself in vis-a-vis the public at large.
Government has to a very real extent managed to reverse its
pos_ition in the relationship, making the citizenry subordinate to its
whims, rather than the other way around. This example of
government subordinating the wishes of the people bears wimess
to the assertion.
This troubling condition cannot be entirely remedied by making
sure that government is open to information requests from its
citizenry, but it will allow us to regain an imponant foothold into
our democracy. This is because positive responses to information
requests help alleviate the adversarial relationship between citirens and government, and help point us back into the direction of
democracy.

Critics beating on wrong door

R

ecently, an article appeared in "The McAllen Monitor"
describing the disturbing facts of a rape case that was
held at the Hidalgo County Courthouse with meticulous detail. The case, which was held in the Edinburg
Courthouse due to a change of venue request, dealt the trial of a San
Diego man charged with rape in an alleged gang rape occurring in
the small Texas community.
Many people were outraged and an.
'
gered by the reporter's handling of the
case because they felt it was unethical to
have such risque material printed in a
,
.....
,✓.
newspaper. Some were simply embar:~/ ~
rassed by this heinous crime and didn't
l· ~--- ,'
want to read about it. Sexual transgres~_,,,-,,• I
•
sions of the law tend to bring out a queasiness in individuals, especially when
confronted by them in the local meclia.
SMALL
Criticism of a public medium is the
FRY
norm and is considered essential to any
public forum to insure its objectivity and
RAY GOMEZ
sanguity. However, when a story, such as
Copy Editor
the one dealing with the rape case, is
criticired for reporting the details of what
actually occurred, the basis of public
condemnation must be scrutinired.
Public criticism should take into consideration all possible
aspects of a news story and analyre all possible conclusions. Some
were so offended by what was printed, they overlooked any
possible good that could have resulted from having been informed
about this terrible incident.
People allowed themselves to become emotionally involved in
the story and could relate to the helplessness that was felt by the
victim. That is good journalism. However, they should realized
they can channel their energies in a more effective manner other
than criticizing the story itself.

..-.-~~~;.,"'r-~

L E TT ER 5 P O L I C Y:

"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
· faculty and staff of Pan American University. Letters to the
editor should be 300 words or less. They may be edited for
space or libelous statements, but letter writers are responsible for
correcting spelling and grammatical errors. All letters must be

Those who responde~ negatively to. the_ article were probably
not truly angry at the wnter or the pubhcat10n, but with the crime
and at the criminal. The fact that the criminal received only a
probation_ary sentence for his acJions only makes matters worse.
The very idea that anyone could commit a crime of this nature and
only receive probation as punishment serves as the cornerstone for
the public's outrage.
Those Y'ho were an~ered by the article should have tried to
make a difference. It is outrage such as this that catches the
attention of p~lit~cians and is use~ to change laws. An excellent
example of thlS is the Valley resident who was instrumental in
pushing the state le~islature to imple~ent the auto liability insurance law after a ~amity member was killed by an uninsured driver.
We have legislators and representatives in this area and our
opinions are just as valid and as insightful as those of people from
othe,r ~as of the state. When w~ are offended by something we
don t ~e, we sho~ld ~ to hav~ 1~ stopped or changed. Blaming
the w:1ter and p1;1bhcat1on for pnntmg what has occurred, is not the
solu~ion. Hangmg· a me~senger fo! an undesirable message is
medieval and self-defeating.
.O~ers. w~o have criticized what they see as laxity in the
cmmnal Justice system. ~ave ofte~ met with unwary stares from
tl!ose who are not~ p_o~mcally active. Cases, such as this one, that
directly effect the md1vmal because of bizarre circumstances make
one wonder whe~er one should take a politcal if not cons ·
stand. "W_e can't hide from everything that is c~nsidered ba~~st
happens m the world.
a
I'm not suggesting that we don suits of shining armour d · ·
an JOIO
'
l
.
a ~~sad~- What I m mere Y. trymg to get across is that ublic
opm~on 1s a powe~l utensil. It should be used wisel p and
sparingly,
y'
. ~ and not
. agamst those who would otherw;.,A
..,., be thesource
of our m1orr!1ation. Although self-regulation is not feasible in
many fields, it seems to work rather effectively in the
d.
Not all stories will be appreciated by all individual ~ew~me. it
1
to have access to them is still a necessity we all shs,
are.ut e ng

signed and include the writer's address, telephone number, and
where applicable, major and classification or job title. Names
may be withheld upon request. Letters must be submitted at the
Student Publications Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the
Monday prior to publication. The editors reserve the right to not
print any letter.
'(
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READER'S
Merger dupes
Valley citizens

VotcE----------~--------- will automaticaliy be taken
care of simply because Pan Am
will become a part of UT.
Hogwash! In as much as the
merger bill does not provide for
a single joint program or an
ounce of additional funding, I
submit to you that one can go
to Pan Am for two-to-four
·• years and then transfer to UT
and accomplish whatever this
merger pretends to accomplish.
I hope the people of South
Texas will not be fooled into
believing the PAU-UTmerger
is anything other than a feather
in a few people's caps.
Also, it's easy to criticize a
concept and yet not offer any
alternatives; consequently, I'll
be writing again in the future
(Editor willing) to submit more
criticisms of this merger and to
offer an idea for increasing
educational opportunities and
degree programs across the
board, without raising a single
tax. This idea involves a
shifting of priorities. Targeted
is a Texas state bureaucracy
which consumes millions of
Texas tax-payers' dollars per
year and whose benefits, as
they're currently being administered, are highly questionable.
I hope others will submit their
ideas and opinions, as well.
Finally, and I hope this
doesn't sound too pretentious,
don't you think it's about time
we put government back in the
hands of the citizenry? Mind
you, not mob rule ... but government for the people, of the
people and by the people.
Thanks for listening.
Aaron Dean Bell

However, I now doubt that
assumption very seriously.
You see after class I arrived at
my truck in the makeshift
parking lot north of Traffic &
Security to find it and some 15
other cars sandwiched in.
Now this may come as a
suprise to some of you, but we
don't all arrive and leave at the
same time. What a revelation!
Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you. Can
you say that? Sure you can!
Come on folks! Act your
age, not your brain size! I
Don't make P.A.U. cut off
this much needed priveledge
because of our selfishness. ·
Security can't (nor should
they be) expected to babysit
that parking lot.
If you 're one of the jerks who
sandwiched others in, don't do
it again. If you 're one of those
who got sandwiched in, lets
make some noise; spread the
word.
Laura Medina
Communications

To the Editor:
I'd like to say a few things
about the move to merge Pan
Am University with the University of Texas. But first I'd
like to say I'm not one of those
individuals who believes
education spending constitutes
"pork-barrel spending."
Rather, it's my personal belief
spending on education is
desperately needed, and will
actually curb "pork" in the
future by providing a better
educated work force, as well as
providing incentives which are
necessary if viabl~ indusnies
and businesses are to locate in
South Texas. Nevertheless,
I'm not in favor of the PAUUT merger bill (as it's currently being negQtiated) and I
don't believe you should be
either. Here's why:
A close examination of the
PAU-UT merger reveals that
it's not what some people
believe it to be. In fact, we're
'North is probably
likely being duped. For example, the merger bill does not
a liar, thief, cheat.'
provide for a single joint
program with UT, nor does it
To the Editor:
provide a single dollar of
Those of us who have been
increased spending on students'
following
the Oliver North trial
education at Pan Am. Many
this past week have experipeople falsely believe the
enced a perhaps shocking
merger guarantees "expanded
and upgraded" programs for
revelation: North is probably a
liar, thief, and cheater. To
Pan Am. Not so. Indeed, Pan
some of us this is no surprise
Am is facing the possibility of
but to the vast majority of the
having its budget cut by some
television
viewing public who
$3 million. Obviously, a $3
saw
him
looking
like Jimmy
million budget cut does not
Stewart on the Iran-Contra
represent an "upgrading" of
Parking situation hearings, this is a major letPAu or any of its programs.
down.
Ironically, if we listen to all the appalls reader
He may have lied bald-faced
politicians working on this
to 240 million people, but he
merger, we're led to believe
, seemed sincere. He had that
T9 the editor:
that something great and
"star quality" some talked
I
made
a
somewhat
dangerwonderful is about to take
about. Like many a politician
ous assumption that all of us
place; we 're led to believe the
here ~ P A,Vc,at~ tfigp School before hirp. Oliver North knew
d~parities whicl\ exist in ·
that a good screen presence
graduates with at least some
higher education funding and
was necessary for hoodwinking
memory of the "golden rules"
• programs in South Texas,
if
nothing
else.
the
American public (and
relative to the rest of the state,
COLLEGE GRADUATES!!!
PUBLIC HEALTH ENTHUSIASTS!!!
FIND YOURSELF IN THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE AS A PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATE
WORKING WITH THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL.

Entry level positions in the area of
sexually transmitted disease intervention
are available nationwide.

./?
~':
'---..!!r..,.11-1---

Reader thinks
coach st1"nks
To the Editor:
Well Coach Hicks, it's been
several weeks since people
started writing to the editor
ciriticizing your coaching
actions. I know that the season
is over, however the girls
basketball team record is still
there to prove your ineptitude
as a coach.
Since you or any other person
has written to defend your
coaching, I figure that there
might be two things going on.
One either you don't have the
support from other school
personnel or two you just don't
give a damn what happens.
Like I wrote in the last article,
people like you just don't
belong in sports when you do
not have the proper methods to
motivate players.
I hope that somebody has the
guts to look at your face and
tell you that as a coach you are
not good and that as a person
your actions stink. Please
remove this man as a coach.
He does not have the materials
to fulfill a coaches position.
Jesus Martinez

We need college graduates with
STRONG INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

who wish to establish careers
with advancem-,nt opportunities
in the field of Public Health.
A bachelor's degree or qualifying master's
degree or relevant graduate coursework
is required.

CANDIDATES MUST BE WILLING TO RELOCATE INITIALLY,
AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE, to areas where need exist
and be available for subsequent career transfers,
reimbursable at government expense, as program needs
dictate.

"Continue ctefensive training
classes even with low turnout"
appearing in the February 23
edition of The Pan American
does not logically address
several problems related to
personal security, student
demographics, and University
finances.
There is a very large gap
between being exposed to some
self-defense tactics
and..."fending off an
attacker"...or..."to fight off a
thug," ...as suggested in the
editorial.
The course being sponsored
by SGA is not the answer to
protecting one's self on campus
or any place else for that
matter. Hand-to-hand combat,
and that is what it is, requires a
great deal of training and
practice plus the mental mindset to do bodily injury to
another person.
The real danger is that a little
bit of training and practice can
lead to a false sense of security.
Using one's brain and common
sense is the best way to avoid
trouble. Walking alone in dark
deserted areas late at night is
not conducive to living a long
life
Student demands belt.even if you do have a black
Activities as a whole at PAU
night tutoring
do not attract crowds of students. PAU is a commuter
To the Editor:
college with many students that
I am a night student who
are employed in the afternoon
wonders why there is not
and evenings. Rather than
tutoring for night students.
trying to affix blame as to why
There are some subjects which the classes were not well
do help to get tutoring in. We
attended, one should realize
the night students do deposit
that a low level of attendance is
capitol to the school budget.
notunusuaL
The school seems to be prejuThe very tbought of spending
dice against the night students. $350 for each session regardless of how few students attend
The school doesn't offer too
much to the night students. Yet is fiscally irresponsible. This
the issue is why do the Univer- casual approach to spending
sity provide tutoring for the
my (all student's) money on an
night students. PAU offers
activity that is of marginal use
tutoring between 8-5, which
(in training students to defend
themselves) and poorly atmeans most night students
tended indicates that this
work those hours. The school
editorial subject was just
tried hard to cut the spending
written about, not thought out.
yet they don't helV th@ night
students. ...,, " ... • I would suggest getting both
At least tutor on 2 nights and editorial feet on the ground
before trying a ..."flying round
Saturday. I believe that the
kick."
PAU has some bias feelings
against night students even
Joseph Kertesz
though we do increase the
school budget.
Raul Garza Jr.

members ot Congress as well).
Admittedly, North isn't a
Reader wants
politician per se. His main
ordinary things
motivation is not to sell weapons or party platforms, but to
save his own hide from doing
OyeEd,
time. Understandably, he must
Take a look at some good
be bitter that the AdministraChicano books, bato. Let me
tion selected him and Admiral
give you some of my favorites:
Poindexter to take the fall for
· Nationalchild Plumaroja and
this colossal blunder in AmeriTimespace Huracan by Alucan foreign policy, but it is a
sista; Chicano and It's Cold by
bit ironic that his defense is
Abelardo Delgado; Restless
remarkably similar to that of
Serpents by Bernice Zamora;
The Day of the Shallows and
certain defendants at the
Nuremburg Trials: "I was only Sun Image by Estela Portillo.
Read them all!
following orders."
I mean, instead of going
In any case, this trial differs
around calling yourself a
from the Iran-Contra hearings
"crazy writer" and a "commuin two important respects: (A)
nist," do something ordinary.
we get to hear both sides of the
· To be sure, at times your
story, and (B) it is not being
writing does not sound sound.
But, then again, I do not bebroadcast on television. It is
hoped that the American public lieve you are being sincere to
will not be distracted by
us. When you do become
North's innocent-seeming
sincere, I may include you to
my favorite list of Chicano
demeanor this time.
writers. However, it seems that
Phillip Lozano
you still have a long row to
Soph.-Comrnunications
hoe, bato.
Samuel Cavazos

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

N87

Training not enough
To the Editor:
The editorial suggestion to

I
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Near
PAU. Call 383-3425, Carmen
Gomez. Females only.

SMALL APARTMENT.

FOR SALE: 1983 Chevrolet Ce-

ATTENTION-Government
seizedvehiclesfrom$100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide 1-602838-8885 Ext. A-4490.

lebrity 2 door. Runs good and in
excellent condition. Asking
$2,900.00. Call 687-3996.

TERM PAPERS. Resumes. Let-

ATTENTION-Hiring! Government jobs-your area. $17,840$69,485. Call 602-838-8885 Ext.
R-4490.

TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & editing. English/Spanish.
Call. 585-2838.

ters. General typing. Public
Notary. A.E. Morin Secretarial
Service, 300 N. 7th St., McAllen. 682-4030.

Springbreal(.
Connection
A. Travel Connection

For Studenta

FLUENCY IN SPANISH IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE for some
geographical areas in the country. All applicants
must be U.S. Citizens and possess a valid driver's
license to be considered for employment•.
Starting Salaries range from $19,413 (Bachelor's Degree)
to $21,443 (Applicable Graduate Degree or Coursework)
For additional information please call 1-800-537-2522
In Georgia, phone 639-1816
or write to:
The Centers for Disease Control
Freeway Office Park, Room 345, MS E07
1600 Clifton Road N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

$400 / Person Dbl. 0cc.
$350 I Person Trpl. 0cc.
$310 / Person Quad. 0cc.

• Round trip air transportation
• 7 days / 6 nights at a choice of
beach front hotels
• Transportation from airport to hotel
• A welcome cocktail party and
orientation upon reception
• A FREE yacht cruise to the

Island Isla Mujeres
• An airplane ride along the
island and town
• A beach party at night with
FREE mild margarita drinks
• A departure toast (Margarita.
style) .

• Prices are based on Charter Airfares, hotel category&. room occupancy (Prices do not include meals)

The first 1,000 people to register will receive a FREE $29. 95 video
cassette "TO KNOW CANCUN" - or be one of the first 2,000 students
to register and receive a FREE t-shirt from SBC Beach Club!
FOR INFORMATION CALL (512) 687-8414

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Long Distance Call 1-800-848-8985 • FAX (512} 687-8415
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The Pan American------------------------------------------NEWS BRIEFS
Applicants must have completed 26 hours of pre-requisite work
with an "C" or better in each of the courses, have total scores of 24
on the English and Social Studies sections of the ACT and have
passed the Nelson-Denny reading test with at least an 11th grade
reading level score.
.
. ..
Application forms may be picked up at the Div1S1on of Health
Related Professions in the Nursing building.
For more information, call Joe Wilkinson at 381-2291.

Teaching applications due
The deadline for submitting an application for student teaching
for the Fall 1989 semester is Friday, March 21.
The general requirements are:
•Passed the P-PST and/or TASP test.
•Minimum 90 semester hours completed.
•Minimum of 3/4 of required semester hours in major completed with a 2.25 G.P.A.
.
•Minimum of 1/l of required semester hours m minor completed with a 2.25 G.P.A.
•All general education courses completed.
•English 1301 and English 1302completed with a grade of C or
better.
•Any additional requirements as specified by the department of
the major or minor field of the student's degree plan.
•An overall 2.0 G.P.A.
Application forms are available in the Education Building,
Room 139,Mondaythrough Thursdayfrom8 a.m. to5:30p.m. and
Friday from 8 a.m. to noon.
For more information call 381-3407.

Installment due today
Payments are due today for students paying tuition installments
on the half and quarter payment plan.
Students may make payments in the Student Services building,
Room 115, from 8:30 a.m. to noon and from l to 4:30 o.m.
A $5 late fee will be added after March 3 and a $25 rein-statement
fee will be added after March 8. Late payments may be made in the
Administration building, Room 137.
Anyone who has not paid by 4:30 p.m. on March 13 will be
withdrawn from the university . To be reinstated, the balance of the
tuition must be paid in full plus the $25 late charge.
For more information, call 318-2715.

BSU to present 'Caught'
The Baptist Student Union will present the movie "Caught" this
coming Thursday at 7 p.m. in the LRC Media Theater.
"Caught" is about the stuggles of a college-aged man who travels
to Europe in search of his father.
Starring in "Caught" are John Shepherd, Amerjit Deu and Alex
Tetteh-Lartey.
The showing is open to the public and is free of charge. For more
information, call 383-7491.

Alpha Kappa seminar set
Alpha Kappa Psi is sponsoring a seminar on stress management
today during activity period in the Business Administration building, Room 110.
Dr. George Roper, Ph. D., director of psychiatric services at
Charter Palms Hospital in Mission, will be discussing ways of
controlling academic stress and stress in the work place.
All students and faculty are invited to attend.

Self defense workshop set
Two certified self-defense instructors from Texas Southmost
College (TSC) will present a Rape and Personal Safety Workshop
Tuesday at 7:30 o.m. in the U.C. ballroom.
Dr. Judith Walton, P.E. department head, and Zelma Mata, a P.~.
instructor, will present a combination of several forms of basic
self-defense methods. The 45 minute seminar will begin with an
information lecture and conclude with actual demonstrations.
The University Program Board (UPB) is sponsoring the workshop.
For more information, call the UPB at 381-2260.

Emergency board meet Fri.
The Board of Regents will meet today in executive session at
4:30 p.m. in the Administration Building, Regents Room 306 to
discuss a lawsuit the university has filed against MFC & Associates.
The Austin-based company is a consulting firm that was hired by
Pan Am to evaluate and recommend computer equipment purchases. They are accused of committing mail and wire fraud,
which cost the university more $200,000 in damages.
Any action on the matter will take place in an open session
following the meeting.

Phys. ther. deadline nears
The deadline for applicants seeking enrollment in a series of
physical therapy assistant classes beginning June 5 is March 15.
Three classes will be offered during the summer, two in the fall,
and two in the spring, and will cover the applications of various
physical therapy treatments.
.
. .
Patti Sheinberg, physical therapy mstructor, and Joe Wilkmson,
assistant professor and physical therapy assistant, will te~ch the ,
courses.

Support
our
advertisers

Veteran 1-M team wanted
The Veteran's Affairs Office is looking for veterans intereSred in
joining a softball team for the upcoming intr~ural ~eason.. .
The team will play starting March 14, but will begm pracucmg
as soon as possible.
b the
For more information, call Jesus Pefia at 381-228~ or go. Y.
sixth floor veteran's affairs office in the Student Services bmldmg.

UPB features guitarist
The University Program Board (UPB) will present Mary Brooks,
an acoustic guitar player and singer, in concert March 9 at 12:30

p.m. in the campus Snackbar.
.
The Austin-based guitarist has been featured on the Nashville
Network and has appeared at the Kerrville Folk Festival..
Brooks will perform original tunes and various selecuons by
Bruce Hornsby and the Range, Tracy Chapman and the group
Crosby, Stills and Nash.
For more information, contact the UPB at 381-2260.

CRIME REPORT
Feb. 21, a blue Schwinn ten-speed bike with 27" wheels was
stolen at 8 :30 p.m. from the H&PER II. It had been left unsecured
by the owner and is valued at $200.
Feb. 23, a gray 1980 Pontiac was burglarired between 7 p.m. and
11 p.m. in Lot B. The thief entered an unsecured rear door and
removed five cassette tapes.
Feb. 26, an officer malting his rounds in the Fine Arts complex
at 6:30 p.m. discovered a coin-operated machine in the second
floor hallway that had been tampered with. A blue-handled kitchen
broom and one brick were found next to it and a footprint had been
left on the machine. Also the second floor girls locker room was
ransacked and eight locks were broken. The same type ofbrick that
was found near the second floor machine was found in the locker
room.
Between 10:30 p.m. Feb. 27 and 12:55 a.m. Feb. 28, a case of
criminal mischief occurred in the men's residence hall. Shaving
cream was sprayed on some doors and firecrackers were popped.
University Police officials turned the matter over to residence hall
personnel
Feb. 27, a student was arrested on a warrant issued by aJ .P. court
for the offense of forging a check and was taken to the Hidalgo
County Jail.
Feb. 28 between 4:30 and 4:45 p.m., a black cloth purse was
stolen from the top of a desk in a second-floor office of Emilia Hall.
The bag contained various I.D. and credit cards, a PAU check for
$285, car keys, and $32 cash. The victim did not see anyone at the
scene.
Feb. 28 at approximat,ely 12:30 p.m,~ ~ young woman w~
walldng alongthe covered walkway beside the CAS building when. '
she felt something hit her backpack. She saw three anglo males
approximately between 18 and 20 years of age wearing Bermuda .
shorts and t-shirts horsing around and pointing a nonlethal gun
(possibly a pellet gun) at each other. However, she was not able to
identify them sufficiently.
Note: Although in recent weeks car thefts seem to have subsided, University Police Chief Greg Salazar said students still need
to be on the lookout for suspicious activity.

PEACE CORPS SERVICE:
A Good Career Move

Order your college ring NOW.
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Peace Corps Representatives will be on campus to

DATE: MARCH 9 & 10 TIME: 9th - 9-3 & 10th - 9-12 DEPOSIT REQUIRED: $50
Payment Plans Available
PLACE: BOOKSTORE

~ [::::]l~ iil

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore

88 739(CP 526 89)

discuss opportunities for overseas service. Please plan
to stop by the CAREER DAY booth, or call:
1-800-442-7294 ext. 144

PAN AM CAREER DAY, March 7, 9:00 - 3:00
University Field House
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Career day features 125 reps.
About 125 representatives from
companies, school districts, 811d
government agencies are expectedoncampusforCareerDay
Tuesday, March 7, at Pan American University.
Career Day will be held from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. in the University
Fieldhouse.
Derly Guajardo, directorof the
Office of Placement, Testing, and
Cooperative Education, said
freshman and sophomore students" are especially encouraged
to come to this event to begin
their career planning and exploration."
Many of the representatives
will have displays and materials
for students to take with them,
Guajardo said. Nine of the recruiters will stay over another
day for additional interviews with
students.
More than 80 recruiters so far
have signed up for Career Day
and more are expected, Guajardo
said.
Those who will stay Wednesday, March 8, for interviews are
the U.S. Department of Labor,
Allstate Insurance, Computer
Sciences Corp., Fort Worth Independent School District, Internal Revenue Service, J.C. Penney Co. of Dallas, J.C. Penney
Co of San Antonio, NCR Corp.,
and Army and Air Force Exchange Service.
Otherrepresentatives planning

of the Lake University, Peace
Corps, Peat, Marwick, Main and
Co., Pharr-San Juan-Alamo
I.S.D.
Raymondville I.S.D., Rio
Grande State Center (MHMR),
Roma I.s.d., San Antonio Police
Recruiting, San Antonio State
Hospital, Southland Corp. (?Eleven), South San Antonio
I.S.D., Southwest I.S.D., Stafford Municipal School District,
Temple I.S.D., Texas A&M
University, Texas Commerce
Bank of McAllen, Texas Commission for the Blind.
Texas Comptroller of Public
Accounts, Texas Department of
Agriculture, Texas Department
of Human Services, Texas Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation, Texas
Employment Commission,
Texas Home Health Inc., Texa
Parks and Wildlife Department,
Texas Rehabilitation Commission.

to attend are from:
Baylor U'niversity Graduate
School, Brazosport College,
Bureau of the Census, Campus
Ministry, Centers for Disease
Control Public Service Region
VI, Central Intelligence Agency,
City of Garland, City of San
Antonio, Civilian Personnel
Office, Coastal Emergency Services.
Commanding Office ofthe U.S.
Coast Guard Central Regional
Recruiting Command, U.S. Navy
Commissionetl Officer Programs, Cypress-Fairbanksl.S.D.,
Dallas Police Department, Donna
I.S.D., Dow Chemical U.S.A.,
Easter Seal Society of the Rio
Grande Valley, and EdcouchElsa l.S.D.
El Paso I.S.D., U.S. Department of Labor's Employment
Standards Administration , FederalB ureau of Investigation, First
City, Texas-McAllenBank,Ford
Aerospace and Comm. Corp.,
Ford Motor Co., Gardland 1.S.D.,
Goose Creek C.I.S.D., Grant
Thornton, and J.C. Penney Co.,
Inc., Judson I.S.D., Kinney Shoe
Corp.
K-Mart Apparel, Kraft Inc.,
Lady Foot Locker, U.S. Border
Patrol of McAllen, McAllen
Medical Center, Mid-Valley
Bank, Mobil Oil Corp., Northern
Ilinois University Graduate
School, Office of the Inspector
Geheral (Agriculture), Our Lady

U.S.AirForce, U.S.D.A.Plant
Protection & Quarantine, U.S.
Department of Labor, U.S. General Accounting Office, U.S.
Secret Service, U.S. Treasury
ATF, Unisys Houston Operations, United Travel Schools,
University of Texas School of
Law, Valley Baptist Medical
Center, Valley View l.S.D.,
Victorial.S.D., Waddell & Reed,
and Weslaco I.S.D.

New computer enhances periodical info
A new CD-RUM compuu.:1
storage system increased access
to periodical literature last week
after installation was completed
at the Leaming Resource Center.
The CD-ROM disks, similar to
music compact disks, are capable
of storing 550 megabytes each or
about as much information as is
stored in an encyclopedia.
Two workstations are available
for use in the reference area, and
u~ are expe~ted to llmJt';'rheir
time to thirty minutes pe{session.

Instruction on the i;se of the
CD-ROMS will be given by the
LRC reference staff.
The disks available for access
are: Compact Medbase, and index to medical periodical information from 1966 to date; Compact Disclosure that contains
annual financial statements of
corporations; Psyclit which contains an index to literature of
psychology from 1974 to date
and; Cm£ernnie.ot Publications
and Periodicals containing the
Government Printing Office and

Index to U.S. Periodicals.
Also available are: Social Sciences Index; Reader's Guide to
Periodical Literature, 1983 to
date; B';lsiness Periodicals Index;
Educat10n Index, December
1983 to date; Resources in Education, 1969-1981; Education
Mat~rials in Libraries, pre-1800
to nud-1987, and ERIC, 1982 to
December 1988.
For more information, call
Barabara Villareal at 381-2755.

Domino's delivers
delectable dining
Imagine if you will studying in
the library one afternoon and
deciding you should stop and get
some food into your system.
Being a dedicated student, however, you know you shouldn't
. stop studying for such an unimponant matter as food. What
should you do in such an emergency? Call Domino's Pizza and
they'll bring the food to you for
under five dollars.
Without a doubt, Domino's
Pizza is the best under five deal
reviewed yet. Forameager$3.70,
Domino's Pizza will deliver a
10-inch pizza to wherever you
are calling from, including a
topping of your choice. This
means the study/eat dilemna can
be solved! You need not leave
the library, just trundle down to
the snack area, pick up the phone,
call for a pizza, wait less than

many people, it goes against the
very tenets of pizza making.
Pizza without anchovies is like a
glass of Coke without fizz. Indeed, in Italy a political furor has
arisen over what is truly pizza.
One of the proposals limits pizza
to include only those topped with
mushrooms and anchovies.
Missing anchovies aside,
The first is that much of the
pizza which is delivered may go Domino's does provide a good,
to waste. Although not necessar- convenient meal for an asily detrimental to the dining toundingly low price. They will
experience, this does create a also deliver drinks with the pizza
hassle later on when one tries to · for an extra charge.
Overall, Domino's rates four
return to the upper floors of the
library. A solution to this would forks, which would have been
be to order with a group offriends four and a half had they had
and enjoy the pizza in the first anchovies.
floor lobby.
Also troubling is that Domino's Pizza has no anchovies on
t.ieir toppings list. Although this
may not make a difference to
thinyminutes(duringwhich you
study) and then prepare to feast
on your own personal lunch
pizza! Truly, a bargain for the
price.
Unfortunately for Domino's,
there are a few drawbacks to the
deal.
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Breakfast Special $1.69 Choice of ,
Huevos Rancheros or Migas or Choice of
Chorizo & Huevos, Bacon & Eggs $1.89

i
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Across Pan American

A new course added this semester to the music department
curriculum offers a slice of the
Mexican culture to the u;1iversity.
Music instructor DahliaGuerra
has taken 15 students under her
tutelage and formed a first rate
group of musicians with a very
unique sound.
Guerra teaches a History of
Mexican Folk music class. She
has done extensive research in
area of Mexican folk music.
"I started the course and the
ensemble because I'm interested
in preserving and promoting the
musical heritage of the MexicanAmerican community," Guerra
said. "I want to expose students
to the musical folk culture it
represents." ·
The origin of the term "mariachi" stems from the French
culture which swept throughout
Mexico during the brief reign of
Emperor Maximillian in 1865
and is taken from the French word
"marriage."
The term was given to string
groups who went from village to
village playing music for weddings. Guerra said the original
homeland of the mariachi were
the highlands of Jalisco,Mexico:

Fajita Plate ..... ... ,3.99
Carne Guisada ... .. $3.79
Chicken Fajitas . . . . ~3.99
Asado de Puerco . . $3.79
All Above Served 1With Rice, Beans, Flour Tortillas

I

1410 West University Dr.
Edinburg, TX 78539 ·

OLGA KNUDSON

Reporter

Flour Tacos - 2 for $1.99

*

:~ t

New course promotes culture

Breakfast Tacos 2 for $1.59
I.=:±=.!.=~~ Choice of Potato & Eggs, Chorizo & Eggs,
Bacon & Eggs, Bean & Eggs

-EAT IN or CARRY our
Coupon must be presented after
I Ill
2:00 p.m. Weekdays
I
1
I
or
AH.
DAY
Saturday
________________________ J __

Ill 1
Ill I

1

I

Playing the guitarron, Ricky Garcia of La Joya is a member of the newly formed mariachi group on campus.
(Phcto by Jay Lewis)
The 15 member groups, part of a new course in the music department,

Breakfast Special Served With 2 Tortillas & Beans
NOW OPEN IN EDINBURG
Corner of Business 281 & Freddy Gonzalez

Visit us at: El Centro Mall, Pharr - La Plaza Mall, McAllen
and Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen

"They played a variety or "We still need some trumpet
Mexican folk styles such as pol- players," Guerra said," but that
kas, corridos (narratives) and doesn't stop us from performsones, and that is what we like to ing."
recreate," Guerra said.
She said the group has preShe added that audiences tend sented several programs includto enjoy perennial favorites such ing a Christmas concert with the
as "Jesusita en Chihuahua," a PAU Folkloric Dancers, a local
polka representing the German banquet in the Ballroom and the
influence in Mexican folk music, recent Fiesta Hidalgo.
"La Negra" and "La Culebra."
One of their most popular
Triple T Restaurant
numbers is "Siete Leguas," a
Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie
narrative sung by Jorge Chavez
Mon. • Sat. 6 am - 2 pm
about the notorious Mexican
Breakfast Special $1.99
revolutionary bandit/hero, PanDaily
Lunch
Plate w/Dessert .... $4.25
cho Villa and his horse.
21
Piece
Shrimp
Plate .... .... . $4.25
Originally, mariachi groups
Mexican
Plate
.
.
.. .. .. .. . . .. .. $3.95
consisted of violin, harp and
10%
Student
discount w/1.D.
vihuela players, but when it was
discovered that this sound did
381-1788
not carry well over the radio
524 W. University
Orders
waves, the trumpet was added to
Two Blocks East Of Campus
To Go
help carry the melodic tunes.

...

+~

El BOSQUE Apts.

81-nceretv you.rs
Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candies
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
1619 South Closner
381-5661

3-bedroom • 2 bath
2 bedroom • 2 bath
Nice I bedroom apts at affordable
prices
1609 W. Schunior
Edinburg, TX.

383-8382 or 383-6162

Edinburg

SPRING BREAK
STUDENTS, _
STAFF, FACULTY
•

MAZATLAN MEXICO
7 DAYS
$199.00 Per Person
•
•
•
•

includes
Transportation
Hotel (4 Nights, Beach)
Tour Escourted
Visas, Tax

Global Tours
110 Pecan
McAllen, TX
686-4960
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Assistant Alma Roque leads karate stretching exercises in a self defense class being offered on campus.

The second session of se~-defense classes will begin Monday in the Universtty Ballroom.

(Pim> by Jat Lewis)

Martial arts master-offers students
pointers on self-defense tactics
LETICIA CA VAZOS
Staff Writer

Coordination, reaction time and
concentration were a few of the
main objectives of the self-defense classes sponsored by Student Government Association
and Intramurals.
Taught by karate master Bob
Davis and assistants, the classes
were a success even though only
fewtookadvantageoftheopportunity to learn the how-to's of
street defense.

and Kenpo self-defense, bag
training and weapon training.
The program provides the necessary information to defend yourself and uses advanced learning
methods. The last session was a
review of the previous three
classes and a cenificate was given
to the participants.
Davis mentioned the environment as the main key to selfdefense.

discipline of reaction time,"
Davis said. "It's a very dramatic
lesson, cause if you don't react,
you '11 get hit," he added.
As part of the class, participants attempt to break a 1" x 11"
wooden board.
"I didn't think I could do it,"
Sandry Griffin, a junior, said.
Nevertheless, she did.

Those who attended were glad
"You must learn to use your they did
··
"D av1s
. sai'd.
.
env1nonment,
"I've learned
a lot,"ArielCasDavis~ .~d ,~l\tfay{i, c,h,~, , tro said.
·
·><>rnn • ·> 1 'fflfl., .,
.
BobDavis is a 4th degree black tables and objects we sometimes I
The next self-defense sessions
belt master instructor wjth 17 think of as harmless as a means
years of training and teaching to defend yourself against an will be held March 6, 8, 13 and
15 from7:30-9:30p.m.inthe UC
experience. He currently has attacker.
Ballroom.
Price is $5.
karate academies in McAllen,
Students
faught
against
each
Mission and Pharr.
For more information on selfThe four-day session provided other with the shinais, sword- defense courses, workshops and
stretching techniques, basic Tae like wooden weapons.
p,rivate group sessions, call Davis
"Weapons are used to develov at 686-8630.
Kwon Do karate moves, Aikido

Practicing a classic karate punch, Ariel Castro follows the directions of Bob Davis.

Using a shinai, a kendo weapon, instructor Bob Davis and Ariel Castro, a student, practice simulated combat.
(Prob by L.stty Cavazos)

oorrectly avoids breaking your wrist

(Photo cy Jay Lewis)

Sandra Griffin. trys out the standard front kick, effective in selfdefense when targeted at the legs, groin or stomac~.
(Photo by Jay Lewis) .

1S
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Landry's firing
unexpected, unfair

T

is' a sad, sad day in Dallas...in Texas...even in the
nation.
Torn Landry, a living legend, an institution, 'the
only coach they've ever had', is no longer coaching
the Dallas Cowboys and he has said he will not coach again.
It was so sudden.
·1ne rumor surfaced Friday. An Arkansas oil tycoon, Jerry Jones, was reportedly deeply involved in negotiations to purchase the team.
Saturday afternoon the deed was done
and Landry's fate was sealed. Jones
announced he was bringing in his college roommate, Miami Hurricane coach
Jimmy Johnson, to run the Cowboys .
. Landry's men of the silver and blue
The Extra
had fallen on rocky times winning just
Point
17 of 47 games since 1986.
Mind you, I don't fault Jones for removing
Landry. He paid $140 million
MARK MAY
for the team and the lease on Texas
Managing Editor
Stadium and for that amount he can do
whatever he damn-well pleases but it's
the way Landry was removed which galls me.
The man who personified class and dignity on the sidelines for
nearly three decades was shoved aside without a moment's
thought or care to be replaced by a man who has never coached
pro football.
The firing was handled in a slipshod, highly disrespectful manner.
!ones di~n 'twin rn~y fans over when he gushed "the greatest
thmg that 1s ever gomg to happen to the Cowboys is Jimmy
Johnson".
Jones is enthusiastic. He wants to take pan in every organizational decision. I like that.
I don't like anything less than ideal for the man from Mission
Tx. who ~as always been co_oper~t_ive and cordial with his peers'.
the media and the fans. His ability to put wins and losses in
perspective with his charming Texas lilt was as rare in the

Returning a shot, sophomore Oliver Trittenwein from South Africa
defeated James Regrnund of Texas A&I 7-6, 6-2, in the Pa~

pressure-cooker world of sports as it was welcomed.
Monday, Landry cleaned out his desk. From now on he will be
yesterday's news.
Hired ~uring the Eisenhower administration, Landry's reign
sneaked mto the. Bush administration before being snuffed out.
He leaves behind a legacy of almost unparralled proportions.
*An NFL record 20 consecutive winning seasons (19661985i
,
. *270 ~aree~ vi~tories, including a record 20 playoff wins. He
IS the thrrd wmnmgest coach in the league's 69 year history.
*Two wor!d charnpions~ip~ (Super Bo~ls VI and XII), five
conference titles and 13 d1v1s1on utles. HIS teams qualified for
the playoffs 19 times over a 21 year period.
*The Cowboys fmished first or second in their division from
1965-1983. They made the final four of the p,layoffs 13 times.
Landry was an innovator. He's credited w1ih inventing'ffie'.lf3 and the complicated "flex" defenses. In 1975 he reanimated a
radical passing formation which had been labled a failure and
forgotten about 14 years before. Landry perfected the shotgun
formation with lethal results.

American Invitational Feb. 19. The Broncs swept the four dual
matches. The women took two of three. (Photo by Delcia Lopez)

tournament begins tomorrow
MARK MAY
Managing Editor

: PanArnericanisgearingupfor
qne last push as the race for the
American South Conference's
basketball crown enters its' final
tum this weekend.
: The Broncs, with a 4-6 confer~nce record, are ranked fourth in
the six-team field and will play
#5 Southwestern Louisiana tol}lorrow at 8 p.rn. in Lafayette,
La. USL is hosting the tournament.
The game will be carried live
qn KRGE Radio, AM (1290).
: New Orleans, picked unanimously to finish last in pre-sea-

son polls, beat Louisiana Tech
Thursday and Arkansas State
Saturday to win the reguiar-season title with a 7-3 mark. They
shared top honors with Louisiana Tech last year but lost all five
starters and began this season
with a new coach.
Along with UNO, Arkansas
State (6-4) will draw a first round
bye while third place Louisiana
Tech (6-4) and sixth-placed
Lamar (3-7) play Friday at 6 p.m.
just before Pan Am and USL.
If Pan Am beats the Raj in'
Cajuns in the 12,000seatCajundome they will face New Or-

The conference champ will not
leans on Saturday while the
receive
an automatic bid for the
Lamar /Tech winner gets ArkanNCAA
Tournament since the
sas State.
conference has not existed for
Pan Arn is the only team to beat the rninurnum three years. Howthe Privateers in both meetings ever, an invitation extended to
this year. Their only other con- one or more teams is always
ference loss came against Ar- possible.
kansas St.
Last year, Louisiana Tech,
The championship game will Arkansas State and New Orleans
be aired live on ESPN (cable were invited to the NIT while no
channel six) at 8:30 p.m. on •one made the NCAA field.
Sunday. Last year, Tech beat
Arkansas St. and Louisiana
UNO69-66.
Tech have good chances to qualThe Indians of Arkansas St. ify for the NCAA this time beroped Pan Arn 67-62 in Lhe first cause both are ranked among the
nation's top 40 teams.
round of the 1988 tournament.

J?h~son is a good coach. He was highly successful at Miami,
f~1sh11:g _number t~o last year after winning the national champ10nsh1p m 1987. I m sure he will be as dedicated to restoring the
luster of the star on the Cow boys' helmets as Landry would have
been.
Cowboy cornerback Everson Walls summed it up best.
"It's the end of an era, but we '11 remember him for the rest of
our lives. "
So will we Everson. So will we.

lB ronc's take 2 of 3 ballgames
MARK MAY
Managing Editor

86-75, and UMKC, 62-59.

Pan Arn completed the regular
~eason winning two of their last
three basketball games beating
Missouri-Kansas City, Lamar
and bowing to Sam Houston
State.
The Broncs will bring a 15-12
record into the American South
Conference Tournament beginning tomorrow at 8 p.m. against
Southwestern Louisiana in
Lafayette, La. (see related story,
p.7).
Before losing to Sam Houston
State, 72-64. Pan Am beat Lamar.

f;.~ P RTO

In Huntsville Monday, Sam
Houston State used a 9-2 run in
the second half to overtake the
Broncs, who played sluggishly,
72-64.
MelvinThomas'founhstraight
basket, a 15-foot jumper handed
the Broncs their last lead, 38-37,
with 15 minutes left. Thomas led
Pan Arn with 20 points.
The Broncs led by six points,
19-13, in the opening half but fell
behind on Bearkat Dennis
Green's three-pointer, 29-27, 35
seconds before the half. Green

Mexican Food to Go
Unlley Wide

MAR.c it SpEciAl
1 CltAlupA,
1 BEEF PATO,
SpANislt RicE,
RANC~ERO BEANS,

WNIT£fLOUI

PATOS

& 12oz. CokE
ONLY $2.89

TRY 'EM . . • . • YOU'LL LOVE 'EM
Now opEN oN NoRTk 10Tk Fok
FASTER SERViCE

: SPECIALIZING IN HAND- MADE
. F'·OUR TORTILLAS ON THE
"
PREMISES.

CAll 682-1 ~76

!I

All food cookEd fRESlt
dAily. NoTltiNG fRoZEN!
OPEN DAIL1
]

A. M . -

8

p.M.

SUNllAY 9 "·"'· - J P·"'·

FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL JSJ-072~
IN EDINBURG
ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE
ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, &
HARLINGEN

led all scoring with 21 points.
Bearkat guarci Tim Keyes
dished off 11 assists and pro. duced four spectacular slamdunks finishing with 14 points.
Eric Montgomery and Keith
Campbell scored 12 points but
the Broncs were Ofor nine from
the three-point arc.
Saturday, Pan Arn won their
last home game of the season
shelling conference foe Lamar,
86-75.
Trailing37-35 at intermission,
guard Keith Campbell hit one of
his three three-pointers to spark a
17-4 run giving the green and

orange a 52-4f lead. Campbell pair also, putting Pan Am up, 62- were in vain.
58.
nailed 31 points, better than any
Lee Boddie led Bronc scoring
The Kangaroos, who lost to
other Bronc scorer this season.
with
19 points. Thomas and
Pan Am by two earlier this year,
The Cardinals pulled to within missed a desperation 50-foot shot Rainey ripped down nine ,.resix but the lead ballooned to 14, at the buzzer. Russell's 21 points bounds apiece.
78-64, before Pan Arn secured
an 11 point win.
The Broncs jumped to a 36-26
leadatthehalf andheldonforthe
62-59 victory.
con. games all games
A three-point shot and a fastNew Orleans
7-3
18-9
break layup by Kangaroo forArkansas State
6-4
20-8
ward Baxter Russell tied the game
Louisiana Tech
6-4
19-8
at 58 with 1:35 remaining.
Pan American
4-6
15-12
Center Steve Rainey hit two of
Southwestern Louisiana 4-6
16-11
his 14 points from the foul line.
3~7
Lamar
12-15
Senior Eric Montgomery hit a

ASC Standin~s

Men's basketball, final standings
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One American Airlines Ticket be
given away at the show.

I

Sponsored by: TRAVELS ONLY

I

~
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523 S. Closner / Edinburg

381-8000

FREE

I
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I

ADMISSION ••

II

AMERICA'S
LEADER IN
STUDENT TRAVEL
FOR 30 YEARS!

I

CLUB EUROPA

CAFETERIA OVERFLOW ROOM I

TRAVEL SHOW

11:30 A.M.

I

II
I

With American Airline the best Airline to Europe

II
MONDAY MARCH 6
ALL ARE WELCOME!
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Baseball begins home tournament O'Neil-----------:.
Pan Am won four offive games doublea to 1eaa ott the seventh
with Big lOmemberNonhwest- and final inning. After Victor
ern last week and begin a slew of Manriquez sacrificed him to
home games next week as five third, Mike McCallum bunted
teams compete in the Palm Val- Voss home giving Charlie Gerley Baseball Tournament Mar. man a 1-1 ledger.
Sunday, the Broncs surren6-11.
Coach Al Ogletree now has deredfourruns in the sixth, break994 career wins as the Broncs ing a 3-3 tie. Todd Burgess absorbed the loss.
raised their record to 5-7.
Pan Am, Central Michigan,
Friday, they swept two games,
Wake
Forest University, Baylor
6-4 an<l 9-2. History repeated
itselfSaturday when Pan Am won University, the University of
8-2 and squeaked out a 2-1 win. Maine and Arkansas State UniSunday belonged to the Wildcats versity will all compete in the
who lefttown with a 7-4 triumph. weeklong Palm 'Valley TournaMike Eiffert had two RBI to
ment to be held at Jody Ramsey
help Pan Am overcome a 4-2
deficit in the fifth inning of Fri- Stadium this coming week.
Monday, the Broncs play Cenday's opener. Skip Johnson tral Michigan at 4 p.m. before
struck out seven and gave up five
Maine at 7 p.m.
hits, earning his first win (1-2). tackling
At7 o.m. Tuesdav;Bavlnrwill
Sydney Holland hammered a
oppose Pan Am. The Broncs have
grand-slam producing four of Pan a rematch with Maine on
Am's nine sixth inning runs in Wednesday at the same time.
the twilight game. Joel Gilmore
Wake Forest of the Atlantic
raised his record to 2-0.
Coast
Conference will step up to
Four double plays and a basesthe
plate
at 7 p.m. Thursday.
loaded triple by Mike Henry
produced the right offensive and
American South adversary
defensive combination to generArkansas
State will bat first as
ate Pan Am's 8-2 win in Sat1uthe official home team during
day's opener. Loy Gillis evened
its' three games with Pan Am.
his record at 1-1.
ASU and the Broncs have a
With the score tied 1-1 m the
double-header
beginning at 4
nightcap, sophom~re Mark Vo~s

p.m. Friday. Then they play their
last game at 1 p.m. Saturday.

"Onealwayslooksforfairness of education deans)," he said. linking them outside of the uni:
in matters such as these and hope "Th
.• h b
&
d versity.
.
e posmon as een re1erre
" wh en I go be1ore
&
that the evl.dence w1·11 speak 1&or
the board
itself when weighed and to as 'a revolving aoor· by others of regents, much of this will be
judged... a decision should be and myself.
revealed."
"The spotllight should be on
based on that and not on bias.
O'Neil said he feels confident
Applbaum...clearlyorchestrated _mr fo!111e~ advisor, Applbaum,"
0 Neil said.
about his chances of success
a biased evaluation."
O'Neil said he feels that when
O'Neil continued by saying he when the board meets to discuss
a position such as the dean of will be prepared for his final his case.
"Since 1 made the Valley my
education is changed as many appeal before the board of re·
· h ·
fi
ts
times as 1t as m as ew years as . gen •
home, the Valley has been good
Applbaum has been the academic
"I have not exposed individu- to me and I'm good for the Val-:
'll be
d
advisor, it is time to investigate als in the school of education
. . d wit
. hApplb aum ley ...," he said. "I t h 'ar,oun :
theonerequestingallthechanges. wh o h aveJome
h
be
db A lb
,, here one way or ano er.
:
"Since Ronald Applbaum has or av~ .~nuse y. pp au~,
been the vice president of aca- he said. . ...new evidence_ will
Applbaum stated that he would ·
demic affairs there have been clearly pomt outthat some m the have no comment to make on
the
have
O'Neil
to say.
five
.._
_ chan~es
_ _ _df
_
_guard
_ _(school
_ _ _school
_ _ of
_education
____
_interest
_ _ _anything
_ _ _that
__
_ _had
__
_~
1

•••

Track takes
2nd and 5th
Pan Am's Nancy Mireles was
voted the outstanding performer
at the America South Confrence
h
. h.
. J
b
c amp1ons 1ps m ones oro,
Ark., which Arkansas State won.
Pan Am 's women fin1·shed a
close second while the men
dragged home fifth.
Mireles settwo school records
capturing
first in therun,
1,600-meter
run, 3,000-meter
and the
5,000-meter run.
Arkansas State repeated as
women's champs edging Pan Am
150to 131.Lamarwasthird with
75 points. Southwestern Louisiana had 61, Louisiana Tech nine
and New Or leans had seven
points.
Bronc coach Reid Harter was
voted the ASC 's women's coach
of the year.
In the 800-meter run. Diana
Garcia won first place with a
time of two minutes, 23 seconds.
Lucy Ramirez took second in
2:24.
Monica Wesley jumped 38 feet

7 inches to win first in the triple
jump. Wesley also nailed third in
the long jump leaping 17'-9".
In the 3,200-meter relay Garcia, Lucy Ramirez, Vanessa
Moreno and Mireles won first
with a time of 9 minutes 48 seconds.
Arkansas State crushed the
competition with a total of 144
points in the men's division.
Southwestern Louisiana was
second with 119 points while
Louisiana Tech was third with
97. Lamar had 77, Pan Am finished fifth with 25 and New

Orleans had one.
Harter said the highlight for
the men was the speedy Robert
Barron getting third in the mile
and the 3,000-meterrun.
"I was suprised at how tough
Francis Nabity was in the 3 ,000meter run," Harter continued."
"He lead the race with 200 meters to go. He ran a real gutsy
race."
Nabity finished fifth.
"I think both teams did a super
job,"Harteradded. "The women
almost won the indoor confrence
championship and the men

,, Iwasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights game.''

doubled their point total from'
last year."
~:
~

T~nnis
tries

~

.:

Victory is becoming a f~rnilia{.
word with the men's tenms team:
after they performed well in the;
Roadrunner Classic, a flighted:
tournament at the University of:
Texas at San Antonio last week.:
In a flighted tournament each:
seed competes with the same:
seeded players in a mini-tourna-:=
ment, which allow players to wi.t!l
individual honors.
. ::
Winning first place in the~:
flights were third seed Lauran~!
J acqumin and sixth seed Anthony~
Hampton.
"It used to be we wouldn't even
get to the finals of these tourna- :
mems, we'regeningfurtheralong ·
in these tournaments than we ever :
have before," Coach David Cross :
said.
_:
The doubles teams of first:
seeded Brad Melville and Jae- :
qumin and third seeded Barerra:
and Mclsaac won first place
their flights.
:
Second seeded Abraham Pa.::,
dron and Hampton won second:
place for the men.
:
Opponents included Texas:
A&I, Southwest Texas State,:
Hardin Simmons, Paris Junior:
College, Abilene Christian, St. '
Edwards, Lamar and Sam Hous- :
·
ton State.
"We still have a long way to go ·
, it's an expectation now that we ·
go so far in a tournament. Now :
we need to go one step fanher ,
and start winning,"Cross said. :

in:

Reward
offered

Go ahead and gloat. You can

rub it in all the way to Chicago
with A1&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who :,aid your team
muld never win three straight.
So give him a call. It msts a
lot less than you think to let him
know whds headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone~
If youtl like to know more about
Al&T products and services, like
International atlling and the AT&T
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

A $1,000 reward has been of- ·
fered for information leading to ;
the return of a red 1987 Chev- :
roletSilverado Pickup truck with ·
a short wheel base and bearing
Texas license plate 285-7NE.
The vehicle was stolen Feb. 28
between 1 and2:40p.m.fromthe
southern area of Lot F near the
Health and Physical Education
Building (HPE~).
Dean McClaugherty, a freshman business major, returned to
the parking lot after his Computer Information System class
to find his vehicle missing.
"I iustlookedforitarid it wasn't .
there," McClaugheny said. "I.
called my dad and he called the :
Edinburg Police. They said they:
couldn't do anything and that I'
was supposed to get in touch.
with (PAU) security."
· University Police Chief Greg
Salazar said Sargeant Lopez too~
the inital report, but all of the
officers are on the case.
:
"It applies to all ofus," Salazar;
said.
:
"We called the Hidalgo Polic~
Department which is right at the
bridge," he continued. "but nti
c.,nehadadvisedanyoneoutthere :
(that the vehicle had been :
:
sighted).
"We have no leads at this time," :'
Salazar added. "This is why we !
are pleading with students in that :
area who might have seen any- :
one tankering with a red pickup :
truck or a wrecker picking up a :
vehicle, particularly in Lot F :
between 1 and 2:40 p.m."
:
The money will be rewarded :
only if the pickup is in good :
condition. Anyone with infor- :
mation about the vehicle is urged :
to contact McClaugherty at 383- :
4498.

'
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Health services prepares for measles

,,,.

M~~ di~a~ter P:~ic_ipants Armando Solis Jr. and Jorge Lozano transport particip~nt Sherry L:wton, a

critically IOJ~red v1ct1m" of a "mock explosion" at the Nursing Building. The drill teaches the principles of
emergency trrage and transport of disaster victims.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)
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"MOONSTRUCK"

"PRETTY IN PINK"

"LESS THAN ZEROH

.,HAIRSPRAY'.

March 1 &
2:00p.m.
March 8
2:00p.m.

March 2
7:30p.m.

March 2
2:30p.m.

March 9
2:JOp.m.

9
& March
7:30p.m.

NEW RELEASE Ma~h15 &
2:00p.m.

Health services is gearing up
for a possible measles outbreak
here after several cases have been
reported in the area. Vaccine is
available for students at health
services.
Students who were vaccinated
before 1980should be vaccinated
again because 25 percent ofcases
reported now had been vaccinated before that date, Margaret
Prater, health services nurse, said.
• Apparently some of the vaccine
at that time was faulty, she added.
..We've seenafewpatients who
were already recovering," Dora
Castillo, director of health services, said. "We're really on pins
and needles because we saw alot
of students with fever and runny
noses last week. We'll just have
to wait and see if it is actually
measles."
Anationwide measles outbreak
has reached epidemic status in
Houston withl,018 cases since
mid-December. Texas Tech had
100 cases in February and several cases were diagnosed at the
INS Detention Center at
Bayview. One INS worker also
was diagnosed with, Castillo said.
Edinburg Hospital also has two
cases.
"The health department is now
vaccinating the refugees and
screening them for other health
problems," Castillo said. "We are
particularly concerned for our
students from foreign countries
because many of them have not
been vaccinated."

"FERRIS BUELLER·s
DAY OFFH

Ma~h16
7:30p.m.

March 16 - 2:30p.m.
\

'

Early symptoms of rubeola,
highly contagious and also
known as the red measles, are
fever,runnynose,coughandeyes
that are watery and sensitive to
light. The incubation period is
seven to 14 days.
About four days after the early
symptoms start, a blotchy, red
rash appears, usually beginning
on the face and spreading to the
body and to the arms and legs.
The blotches are almost as big as

'

\

Bu a

a dime, Castillo said.
Anyone with fever or other
early symptoms should check his
medical records to see when he
was vaccinated or previously had
rubeola, Castillo said.
If a red rash appears, report to
Health Services as soon as possible, or to the county health
department or private physician.
Ifnot properly treated, measles
can cause complications from
secondary infections such as
pneumonia or encephalitis, Castillo said.
Treatment for measles includes
staying at home in bed and taking
Tylenol until the fever breaks.
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Measles usually runs its course
in 10 days. Health services will
notify professors of students who
have measles. Students themselves, however, should contact
the professors for their assignments to avoid falling behind in
their work.

Flu remedies suggested
MELISSA DOWNEY

Staff Writer

Several students came down
with colds and the flu during the
last few weeks because of the
recent cold fronts.
Jane Ballew, Student Health
Service Information Consultant,
said that cold and flu viruses are
more prevalent during the late
fall and early winter because
people are more likely to be in
small places with large groups as
opposed to the spring and summer months.
. "It's mostly spread by coughmg or sneezmg on your hand
then touching something " Bal~
lew said.
'
"Someone else comes by and
touches it and becomes infected
with the virus," she said. "You
can even reinfect yourself."
Student Health Services Coordinator Dora Castillo could not
speculate as to whether more
cases of colds and the flu have
occurred recently than in past
semesters, but she said the number of patients at the health center have increased.
"We feel we are getting more
students using the health services," Castillo said. "Because of
the high cost in the community
(medical services), more students
are coming here."
Symptoms of a cold are sneezing, runny nose, stuffy head,
headache, sore throat, cough,
hoarseness and a fever below
100.5 degrees. Colds can last
from 7 to 10 davs.
Flu symptoms include weakness, fever above 100.5 degrees,
aches and pains, dry cough, head-

ache, sore eyes, runny nose, sore
throat and sneezing. The symptoms can last from one to two
days. Complete recovery can
take up to a full week.
Ballew offered some tips on
avoiding colds and the flu:
•Keep up natural resistance with
a well-balanced diet, plenty of
sleep and exercise.
•Keep nurrudity up by using
humidifiers and keep thermostats
down.
•Keep away from people with
colds; avoid crowds during outbreaks of colds; avoid individuals with colds, use separate
dishes, towels, etc.; and wash
your hands often.
•For nasal congestion, try steam
or hot drinks, increase fluid intake, or use a decongestant for no
longer than three days, unless
approved by a physician.
•For a dry cough, suck on hard
candies.
•For a sore throat, use a warm
salt-water gargle or suck on either hard candy or lozenges.
•For fever and chills, drink fluids
and take aspirin or Tylenol.
•Don't smoke.
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Avoid aspirin because it has been
connected with the occurance of
Rey~s Sy~drom following a viral rnfect10n and measles is a
viral infection, Castillo said. Nose
drops and cough medicine would
make the patient more comfortable, Castillo said. In case of
itc~ing, use benadryl orcaladryl
louon.
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There's nothing quite like enjoying a
hot, fresh, made-to-order Whataburger®
with a friend,
1bis offer is our way of saying tharuG
to you, our frie nds, our customers. So
come in, ~-pring for a friend, and get
your Whataburger • absolutely free!

To celebrate the coming of Spring,
Whataburger •- has an offer guaranteed
to make you smile!
For a limited time, when you come
in and spring for a friend's Whataburger :
and bring this coupon, you'll get your
Whataburger •, absolutely free!

r-------------------~------,
: Buy a Wha1aburger®for a friend :
1

I

II
I
I

Get yours FREE!
visit. May not oc used in conjunction
with any other offer. No substitutes.
Coupon good only at participating
Whatahurger • restaurant'i.

TESTING CENTER

16(;4 l:D CAr<!::Y DI<. SU!TL 2
l1N<LIN(.;f:_N TX 7855(:,

:

i
♦

WH"~~BUIGER.

I
II
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1

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION
COUNSELING ADOYI'ION
REFERRALS SERVICE

FOR INFORMATION CALL
423-4355
24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL
1-800-622-7388

HOT. FRESH AND MADE JO ORDEft I

L--------------------------~
Coupon expires March 15, 1989.

• ~~R~~x~~y

:

Pleac;e present coupon to ca'ihkr before ordering. Umit one coupon per customer pt:r

By The Texas Department Of Health
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1. Buy a Macintosh.
,... _ .,..,..__,

_____., ________ -

2. Add a peripheral.
003244

;

,

3. Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh®SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple® peripherals you add on - so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

Technology Resources LRC 116
M-Th 8:00am-5:30pmJ Fri. 8:00atn-12 Noon

0 J'JIJ9Ap(Jlt Cctn{Mer, Inc. Ap(Jle, lbe Ap(Jle II/go, andMocint&h are register«/ trademorl,i ofApple Cctn{Me,; Inc. Certain 1IISfri,:Ji(Jns D{J{Jly. All rebales subjtel /ostrictcomplianctJ uilhtheTermsand Condilionsoftbt · ~ lb)o Half'~ Glddtll1tt,i, /llJtllktb'6,-,,-;
authorized Apple reseller. Offer IXlid where prohibited by /au,
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$21,000 bail set
in campus arrest
cers Joseph Kertesz, Feliciano
Mancha and Jose Lopez arrested
A $21,000 bail was set at the Arrevalo.
As he was being transported in
arraignment of a Donna man and
his parole was revoked after he the patrol car to the University
was arrested on campus March 1 Police Department, Arrevalo
on charges of assault and public kicked the officers, inflicting
injuries to Mancha causing him
intoxication.
to
seek medical attention.
Atapproximately9p.m.,Francisco Arrevalo assaulted a fe"He's (Mancha) been out of
male custodian, who wished not the office for two days because
to be identified, near the Math of this," University Police Chief
Building.
Greg Salazar said.
Arrevalo, the woman's boyMancha is under medication
friend, began beating her. Break- and in a doctor's care.
ing away, she ran into an office to
Kertesz suffered a contusion to
·
call University officials. Offi- his right tricep.
MELISSA DOWNEY
Staff Writer

Arrevalo was arraigned by
Justice of the Peace Guadalupe
Garces on a $21,000 bond until
his hearing.
Garces said this type of incident is an example ofstate efforts
to relieve crowded conditions in
prisons.
"I believe he had a prior record
of assault," Garces said. "And
the parole officers in charge of
his case (saw fit to) release him
on probation."
Arrevalo's probation officers
could not be reached for comment on whether he posted bail.

Regents to hear appeal

A papier-mache SSSSerpent adorns the scenery for "Toxcatl: A Celebration of the Fifth Month," an
original ballet production of Aztec music and dance. A special performance for students, faculty & staff
will be given today at activity period. Weekend performances are at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2:30
p.m. Sunday.
(Photo by Joseph Kertesz)

attorney general's office on behalf of Pan Am against Lee
Polanco and MFC & Associates
of Austin.
The suit alleges MFC and
Polanco failed to meet up to
contractual obligations to the
university.
Before the meeting, a committee meeting will be held to discuss and makerecommendations
on policy. The committee meeting will be held in the law library

The Board ofRegents will hold
a regular meeting tomorrow at
10 a.m. in the Regents room in on
the third floor of the Administration Building.
The board will hear an appeal
from Dr. Ernest O'Neil, former
dean for the School of Education. O'Neil was removed as
dean in January.
In addition, the regents will
discuss in executive session the
pending litigation filed by the

on the third floor of the Administration Building.
The committee will discuss
setting university policy on a
drug-free workplace, as mandated by the federal government.
Policy on choosing department
chairs will also be discused by
the three-member committee.
RegentsofthecommitteeareNoe
Fernandez, Natividad "Nat"
Lopez and Shan Rankin.

Student steals own car from thieves
MELISSA DOWNEY
Staff Writer

Many cars are stolen weekly in
the Valley, and most of them
wind up either stripped beyond
recognition, abandoned in a ditch
or driven across the bordernever
to be seen again. The owners of
these vehicles must live with the
regret and distress of money
invested for nothing.
However, once in a long while
one case will break away from
the statistics. One such case
involves Fernando "Nano" Torres, a senior criminal justice major
of Elsa.
On Nov. 14, 1988, at approximately 12:45 p.m., Torres
stopped at the Learning Resource
Center (LRC) on his way home
from school. He parked his car in
frontoftheLRC, and thinking he
would return in just a few minutes, did not turn off the engine.

When he returned with a friend,
his car was nowhere in sight.
"At first I thought one of my
friends had pulled a prank on
me," Torres said. "At first I
laughed. And then (my friend)
goes, 'Well maybe somebody
stole it.' I had never thought
about it since I had parked it out
there in front."
He asked her to take him to her
truck so that they could look
around for it.
Torres said when they got there,
"I saw one of the (University)
cops there and I told him about
(the car), and he said to look
around for thirty minutes."
University Police Chief Greg
Salazar said that this was not
true.
"Once it is confirmed that a
vehicle is stolen, we get right on
it," he said. If they have the
infonnation we go ahead."

Other than this, Salazar and
Rocha declined from answering
to any other allegations by T?rres about the department 1 s mvolvement in the case until a
future meeting can be set up
between the officers and Torres.
When they didn't find the car
after thirty minutes, Torres said
the officer sent them to the University Police station.
Torres said that nothing happened until early January when
Officer Willie Rocha called
Torres into his office for some
paperwork. "He made me sign
an affidavit, stating that I had
nothing to do with stealing my
own car," Torres said.

cause he was going to buy a new
car that afternoon.
They went without him to a
restaurant near the downtown
marketplace.
"I pulled into the parking lot
where we usually park," Chapa
recalled. "It's funny because
Noni said, 'Wouldn't it be awesome to find Nano' scar?' I said,

'It would be awesome, but there's
no way."'
At that moment, they turned a
corner in the parking lot and a
black 280 ZX, with Torres's license plate number, sat before
them.
"When we saw the car," Garza
said, "My friend and I looked at
Laterthatweek,Jan.12, Vicky each other and screamed,
Chapa and Adriana "Noni" Garza 'There's no way!' We started
invited him to go to lunch with shaking (with excitement)."
Chapa parked her car and they
them in Reynosa, Mexico. Torres declined the invitation be- ran towards the vehicle. They

found that one of the front doors
was unlocked.
"We opened it up and recognized his things," Chapa said
excitedly. "There was a bag and
a cap and a bunch of things that
had his name on them. His name
was everywhere."
"Of course we got excited,"
Chapa added. "We knew (the
car) was his."
At that point, the parking lot
attendant came over to them.
"The guy came to hand me my
ticket for the lot," Chapa said.
"We asked him questions about
the car and he said the owner
took the keys. I was about to say
something about it being stolen,
but Noni caught me and said not
to say anything."
Fearing the man might notify
the thief before they could contact Torres, they pretended to be
ignorant.

"We asked how long it had
been there and he said two
months," Garza.continued. "We
kept our mouths shut and found a
phone to call Nano."
"No one would let us borrow a
phone," Chapa said. "So we
parked my car in front ofhis ... so
no one could get his car out. We
went to my aunt's house to call
Fernando (Torres)."
Chapa's cousin, a member of
the Rio Bravo police department, overheard them.
"We were kind of excited,"
Chapa said, "so he asked what
was going on."
They told him what had happened and he advised them not to
do anything because by that time
the car might be gone.

See 'Torres' pg. 3

Profs discuss S. Padre erosion
YVETTE QUIROZ
Staff Writer

a build-up in the dam which results in Falcon Darn in being
- Unless something is done to dregged. The sediment that flows
remedy the erosion problem, out of Falcon Dam replenishes
South Padre Island will be sub- the shoreline".
stantially more narrow by the
He also pointed out that dunes
21st century.
act as protection from storms. ·
That was the message given by
"During a stonn, the dunes ·
a PAU professors at a recent receive the sea's force and act as
history conference sponsored by seawalls," Judd said.
theMeadowsProgramforTeachDamage to vegetation on dunes
ing Excellence.
also causes beach erosion beAccording to Dr. Frank Judd, cause without vegetation the sand
professor of biology atPAU and blows away.
Coastal studies lab director, the
Vegetation prevents erosion by
primary cause of beach erosion .holding the sand in place and
I on the island is the lack of sedimaking the dunes' position
ment because of the addition of stable.
Falcon Dam.
"We have no Dune Protection
"The sediment has decreased
tenfold," Judd said."The addi- Act, but we do have a law which
tion of Falcon Dam has not al- does not allow anyone to build in
lowed enough sediment to flow advance of the vegetation line,"
out of the dam, therefore there is Judd said.

Dr. Robert Rodgers, professor
of biology, adds that the long
shore current is a cause of beach
erosion. The surface current
spreads the sand along the shore.
"The long shore current is like
ariver,"Rodgers said. "It moves
parallel along the shore, south to
north, which results in a net loss
of sand at the south end of the
island."
"The sand is washing away into
the Laguna Madre," Judd said
Rodgers says that the island is
becoming more narrow year by
year.
"In the past 100 years, 1,000
feet of erosion has occurred at
South Padre Island that is about
nine to ten feet per year," he said.
"Not many people realize the
shore line is moving toward the
city (South Padre Island)," Rodgers said adding that "They see

the dunes and everything on the
beach as permanent features.
Judd pointed out that the rise in
sea level also contributed to beach
erosion.
"The sea level is predicted to
rise five feet between now and
the turn of the century, which is
right around the corner," he said.

t

According to Judd, the best
solution offered to day is the
dregging. "This is a process in
which the the sediment from the
Brownsville Channel is sucked
up then put on the gulfside where
it naturally drifts toward the island. This process replenishes
the island and protects it from
erosion.
This procedure is done once
every two years by the Army
Corps of Engineers.

SGA proposes campus crime watch
LETICIA CAVAZOS
Staff Writer

A study on the feasibility of a
student crime watch on campus
was proposed by the Student
Government Association (SGA)
Senate in their weekly meeting
Friday.
Seven senators favored the
motion by sohpomore senator

John DuPree while four opposed
it
Junh: senator Marissa Marmolejo said a crime watch was a
good idea, but "it could be also
very dangerous."
"This isn't to stop crimes that
are being committed," Robert
Alvarez, SGA pre1:irlent, said.

"The thing is to deter crime, and
that's all it is."
Alvarez added that just having
someone walk through the parking lot would be a deterant to
criminals.
Junior senator Suzy Montesdeoca suggested installing a crimestoppers hotline.

This suggestion was well received by the Senate.
"That is a really good idea,"
Marmolejo said. "They can give
the information. That is one step
closer to getting whoever is doing
it (committing crime)."
See 'SGA' pg.3

If h~ing could help, the Broncs had heaps from teammates on the
bench during the Baylor vs. Pan Am baseball game during the Palm
Valley Tour- nament. Pan Am lost 5 -2. The Broncs play Wake Forest
today at 7 p.m. a doubleheader Friday at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m . and Sunday
at I p.m. (Photo by Joseph Kertesz)
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Aid overhaul
unnecessary

FIL-M---

G

eorgia Senator Sam Nunn has recently introduced
legislation to revamp the federal financial aid programs for college students. The legislation, if enacted by Congress, would be detrimental to many
students, particularly here in the Valley.
The bill calls for the phasing out of the current federal aid
programs and implementing a program in which all students
receiving financial aid must either serve two years in the military or work one or two years in community service.
Each person participating in the program would be paid $100
a week while doing the community or military service. The
students would then receive up to $24,000 to pay for college
education or job training, or for a down payment on a home.
The proposed legislation could cause severe hardships for
many prospective and current college students from the Valley.
In addition, the ceiling of $24,000 for financial aid may not be
enough of a contribution to put a student through a four-year
program in a private institution. A student not having the
means to make a substantial contribution toward a private
school's tuition would be forced to take out a hefty loan to
finance an education at the college of his or her choice.
A good percentage of high school graduates in the Valley are
large contributors to their families' income. It is very probable
that for many of these students, The $100 per week would not
be a substantial contribution to their respective family budgets.
Consequently, these students would be unable to receive federal
aid monies and would have to search for other sources to fund
their higher education.
Proponents of the legislation contend that those choosing to
do community service could improve conditions of community
housing. However, it seems little thought was put into this
idealistic premise. If a structural failure occurs as a result of a
volunteer's work, who would be held legally liable for the
accident-the volunteer, the federal government or both? Many
other hypothetical scenarios could easily be construed.
The legislation would affect not only aid recipients but higher
education institutions as well. It seems most definitely that
most institutions would show a marked decline in enrollment
during the first few years after the federal aid program, as many
entering freshmen would opt to contribute two years of service
for federal aid. ·
"'
Another concern of colleges and universities would be toe
status of the College Work/Study, a federally funded program.
If Federal aid relied solely on one or two year service, the
program may be severely crippled. Consequently, schools
would have to boost their budget to compensate for the lost
money used for wages.
Aid for college should have no prerequisites other than need.
The government may not be getting a direct, tangible service
from giving aid to students. But, the government would be
strengthening the workforce, adding well-educated people to the
mainstream. The federal aid programs need a little fine tuning,
not a complete overhaul.

L E TT ER S P O L IC Y:

"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and staff of Pan american University. Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or less. They may be edited for space or
libelous statements, but letter writers are responsible for
correcting spelling and grammatical errors. All letters must be
signed and include the writer's address, telephone number, and
where applicable, major and classification or job title. Names
may be withheld upon request. Letters must be submitted at the
Student Publications Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the
Monday prior to publication. The editors reserve the right to not
print any letter.

Merger means UT-Where?

F

or months now legislators, university officials, regents
and other so-called leaders have told us the quality of
education in South Texas, specifically the Valley, lags
behind other areas. To remedy this, a merger of Pan
American University with the University of Texas system is in the
works and will almost certainly be passed. Unfortunately the
proposed post-merger name of the university does not reflect
where the university is, nor what it is about.
Legislators have proposed that the name
of the university should be UT-Pan
American, a name which indicates absolutely nothing, other than the fact that the
two universities merged. It is important
for those of us here t9 examine the proposed name, then dee~il:Wshould be:-.::'.,:;,.\,
chosen as the new name.
The most troubling problem is that by
COALt.JMN
attaching Pan American to the name, we
LA
are lying to anyone who as much as reads
MODE
the name. Pan American, according to
Webster's 9th New Collegiate DictionEDWIN AGUILAR
ary is defined as: "of, relating to, or
Staff Writer
involving the independent republics of
North and South America." In effect,
naming ourselves UT-Pan American means that we expect this
university to be a center of study about the region, as well as a
magnet for academics from the region.
The possibility ofthis university being a center for Pan American
study is almost nil, given the current academic situation here. This
is partly because UT-Austin is the UT system school designed to
serve that purpose. At best, attempts at Pan Americanism may be
expected from the soon-to-be implemented Ph.D. in international
business, although it is expected this program will focus mainly on
U.S./Mexico business relations.

• Pan American University •

Panfilo Garcia, Editor

I

n two weeks, PAU students will join the thousands of college
students on South Padre Island in an annual observation of
spring that can only be compared to a religious rite.
During the months of March and April, young people between the ages of 18 and 25 make pilgrimages to the island Mecca.
This hedonistic holiday called Spring Break requires participants
to pack objects, such as a swimsuit, a bountiful supply of tanning
lotion and numerous cases of beer, that are crucial to sun-worshipping rituals.
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Instead of burdening itself with the legacy of Pan American, the
new name should be a completely new step, relating to the people
of the area, not some myth of Pan Americanism that will always
remain a myth.
I propose the new name of the University should be UT-Rio
Grande Valley or simply UT-RGV. By choosing this name, the
university will easily be identified with a region, a people and their
history. and struggle. The name tn:JW\(,.WiOl.dd 'dentif~,the
university as being allied with a people who have fought for its
enhancement.
Admittedly, some people may not know where the Rio Grande
Valley is, but in upcoming years the Valley may be the most
important region in Texas, and those who are not now aware of us
will learn.
Also, it is important to attach the name of the university to the
region it serves for economic reasons. For years, so-called business leaders have told us that they are unwilling to relocate here out
of fear the citizenry is not sufficiently educated to work for them.
Ifthe name of the university includes reference to the Rio Grande
Valley, it will be impossible for business types not to know there
is a four-year higher education institution located here. They will
never be able to give us that excuse again.
I am not the only person who wants the university to be named
UT-RGV, nor am I the first person to think of it. I hope all the
others who agree will come forward and bring pressure upon our
representatives to change the proposed name. Without inclusion
of RGV in the name, we turn our backs on our history, our culture,
and our struggle to improve the educational quality of the area.

Break safely this spring

THE PAN AMERICAN
37th year

It is also highly unlikely the university will be a major draw for
academics from the region. Unlike the motto on the university seal
which states this is" a university for all the Americas," it is actually
a university for all the Valley. It is almost impossible to imagine
the university spanning all the Americas, when it has trouble
spanning four counties.

WARPED
PEN
MELISSA
DOWNEY
Staff Writer

Generally, the students are there solely
to perfect the fine arts of partying and
tanning. After months of burying themselves under mountains of books and
essays and listening to professors drone,
these victims of academic burn-out join
forces in an almost complete rejection of
civilization. Even the most determined
scholar rarely cracks a book.
Instead, they invest their time outdoors.
They can be found in multitudes stretched
across the shore, frolicking in the oceanif water temperature permits, playing
volleyball or frisbee or lying on the Hilton Quarterdeck.

The most important occasion of Spring
Break is the musical festival-or concert-that includes at least
two bands or artists. Beachgoers flock to this event for a musical
ceremony designed to encourage the crowd in their pleasureseeking ways. This is a chance to break out the ritualistic beer, cut
loose, and participate in the utter chaos of the crowd.
All of this allows for one of the main attractions of Spring Break:
Opposite Sex Ogling. The island holds a wide assortment of

available men and women who come from far and wide to check
out the "scenery." Most of the events are designed specifically for
blatant chauvinism to abound. Contests glorifying the best babe
or dude in wet t-shirts or swimsuits as well as tan-line competitions
are among the favorite activities of Breakers.
Though all of this fun and frolicking may seem harmless enou oh .
it can take its toll. Incidents range from hangovers, to sun ~d
alcohol poisoning, to drunk-driving accidents. Each year needless
accidents result from alcohol-related activities. The numbers on
the injured list are often high and deaths are not uncommon. They
result froniirresponsible people who do not pace themselves when
they drink, and when sufficiently wasted, climb behind a steering
wheel to take an often-fatal drive.
To keep Spring Break safe and to ensure you get home in one
piece, take these tips into consideration.
•Drink in moderation.
•Pace yourself.

•Don't be conned into chugging five beers just to win a free tshirt.

• Don't drink on an empty stomach.
• Designate one person who will remain sober, so they can drive
others who are intoxicated.
• When out in the sun, drink plenty of liquids-aside from
alcoholic beverages.
• When outside for extended periods of time, wear a sunscreen
with a high sun protection factor (SPF) number.
While you 're on the island soaking up rays, sucking down the
~~ds and eyeb~ling me!Ilbe~ of the opposit~ sex, remember that
1t s OK to be a party animal, so long as you re responsible about
it. And_ if you see me on the beach, throw me a burger, a beer or
a beautiful bod.

I
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READER'S lJOICE:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Reader decries
Yusur s actions
Totheeditor:

Inresponsetotheeditorial
about the boycotting of Cat

Stevens'
music:
I too
amnot
a a
Cat Stevens
fan, but
I am

works of literature could be
suppressed on grounds of .
blasphemy? Sho1:1ld a foreign
religious leader dictate what
books should and shouldn't be
read in other nations? Should

SGA-----------------------------

t::~tgi·ous

Amendment rights. To pity
him because one station refuses
to play his music is ridiculous;
to justify the call for Rushdie's
death is insane.
The Ayatollah in Iran has
long used the religious faith of
his people as toolto strike at
his political and ideological
enemies. Many other.Muslim
leaders have rejected his
hysterical demands for
Rushdie's punishment. Many
recognizethisasanattemptto
unify Iran's factions in a
common cause, a distraction
from Iran's severe internal
problems; as Marx said, "Religion is the opiate of the
people."
Rushdie is not the first to be
critical of Islamic theocracy;
Frank Herben's novel "Dune"_.
for example, uses the conflict
between Eastern religious
fanaticism and Western imperialism as its central theme, and
is generally considered a
classic. Likewise, Rushdie's
novel is receiving a great deal
of praise from literary critics.
How manypotentially ~;it .

1 have not yet read "The
Satanic Verses." However, I

plan to do so as soon as the
local Waldenbooks stops taking
orders from Khomeini and
stocks the damn book!
Philip Lozano
Communications Major

From page one--------------

fan ofYusuflslam. Censorwithout becoming a complaint
ship of any kind is deplorable, forum."
but this rationalization of the
Rodriguez said he would pt:ecall for Salman Rushdie's
ter lhe time be used f .):r up~o.mexecution is idiotic and irre'bl .
der is murder no mg events, student recogmtton
convi~and other news that conveyed a
1sponsi
!1aner w
· positive image of the campus.
nons one may have. .
He added that if a problem arose
involving the university could
Stevens, by ad~oc~g_the
murde~ of Rushdie, IS guilty of not be solved in a short period of
th~ ultimate form of censortime, discussion of the problem
ship. It g~es far ~y~nd the
could be aired.
free ex~rci~ of reli~OJ?.,
1n re1atea news, a committee
beco~g mstead reli~ous
was established to investigate the
oppression and terronsm. By
hisactions,Stevens/Islamhas
woefully abused his First

the Ayatollah be allowed to
sentence a British citizen to
death for writing a book?

establishmentofacampusradio
station.
In other Senate action:
•SGA Attorney General Sandra Griffm, said a phone is being
installed in the library for the
establishment of an escort service that will be used to walk students from the library to wherever they need to ~o while on
campus. The Phi S1~~a ~appa
fraternity will be asSistmg m the
project.

The Senate decided to study
the matter in depth before fmalizing any decisions.
Freshman senator Joe Salinas
said that KBFM-FM 104 is offering two minutes of on-the-air
time on Friday afternoons for the
SGA to issue public information
about the campus.
Gary Rodriguez, news director
for KBFM, said the two minutes
will be "open (to all subjects)

Torres----------------------

"So we didn 'tcall then," Chapa
said. "We took off with my
cousin, and he took care 0i talking with the attendant."
Once the attendant saw the
officer, he gave them no problems and charged them $150 for
the two months that the car had
been parked.
.
There were no keys to tne
vehicle, so Chapa's cousin hotwired the car, and Garza and
Chapa drove it out.
"The most scary part was
probably driving the car away
from the lot," Chapa stated.
Garza agreed. "We kept thinking, 'what if he's out there-the
guywhostoleit,'~shesaid. "H~'ll
kill us or somethmg. In Amenc a
we could call the cops, but in
Reynosa it's a different situation."
They drove the car to Chapa's
aunt's house where they called
Rocha, but he couldn't be
reached.
"We came back to the States
immediateJy; •.(:;b-&pa said, "and
called Pernfilldo's house but he

wasn 'tthere. We left a message we got it back and brought it
with his mom."
home."
"When I got home with (my
"By the end of the night when
new car)," Torres said, "my I got the car back," Torres said,
mother told me that my friends "Rocha insisted I be there Monhad called me and that they had day morning with the ear. He
found my car."
needed statements from my
By the time they got to Torres' friends."
home, he was waiting for them.
Torres said that he found some
"About 10:30 or 11 p.m., we interesting evidence in his c&
took off from Edinburg to Rey- when he cleaned it out.
nosa." Garza said.
"There was a black folder that
When they returned to Rio belongedtoacustodianfromPan
Bravotogetthecar,Torrescalled American. Ithadtimesheetsmtt
Rocha.
that had his name on it."
"I told him I needed it off the
He stated that when he inhot list in order to cross it back." formed Rocha of the fmd, the
Torres said. "He said he would officer did not do very much
do it, but when we got to the about it.
border, all the alarms went off.
"Up to now, he's never even
Apparently, the information been in touch with me," Torres
had not yet been cleared through said.
.
the computers in the United States
Both his cars now have antiwhen they got to that side of the theft devices and insurance and
heismuchmorecareful when he
border.
'They pulled us overandques- parks his car.
tioned us," Garza said. "They
"Now I don't leave it on for
put the dogs in and checked for anything," Torres said. "I don't
drugs. We were released to the care if I'm just going in and out.
Hidalgo Police Department, and you learn .. .it can happen to
while filing the report, the com- anybody."
putersaidthecarwascleared. So

BRIEFS

Dixieland band to play
The South Texas Dixieland Band will perform with the PAU
Concert Band Monday in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Dr. Dean Canty will conduct the varied musical program, which
will range from popularsousamarches such as the "Globe & Eagle
March,''. to light opera in Domenico Cimarosa's "Th: ~ecret
Marriage" to Johnny Worrington' s arrangement of"Mr. Dixieland
Fronts the Band."
Tickets for this performance can be bought at the door for $2 for
students and senior citizens and $3 for the public.
Call 381-3471 for more information.

Ladies reach finals
AliciaCavazos, Aminta Cavazos and ArindaRosales will compete
in the Shick Super Hoops Regional Festival in San Antonio, April
22 in three-on-three intramural women's basketball.
This is the culmination of a semester long series of competitions
sponsored by the Housing and Recreation intramural de~artment.
The team will oppose a similar squad from Southwest Texl'.18
State in a championship match during h~me of~ San Antomo
Spurs-Phoenix Suns game at the San Antomo Hermsphere Arena.
In other news, the entry deadline for softball is tomorrow with
games beginning on Tuesday. Entries can be turned in at UC 102.
For more information call 381-3439.

1'dffp't'0a::C1c tiVe
f:.Eei:vtces
t .tn':Assaciation with

Ad.pption Affiliates

:.:Ter6~iding';choices, in Reproductive Health Care .
11111 ,Pregnancy-Testing
< .., _•· ·
• ·if>r.oblem
Cou1Jseling
liiil
,!err;nipatiop (_1 ~t ~ 2nd Trimester)

Pregnc:1ncy
)~regnc1A¢Y
0
,:,,'+ Wa ~71i~:i1tU=hr~t1~1~ill:~-~-gtf6l:Qou.nseling

:;:; : ; :Speake'rs ForEducational Prc.grams _
ii.a Adoptio6 S~rvices . , . ,.·, . :. . .

'::: · ·,. ·. ·'For Information CALL:
(,'··.
428-6242 - 428-6243
Lice~sed By The Texas Department Of Health

f;[ p RTO

~~,,,,. data
systems

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
. 2220 Halne Drl\le
Harlin.g en, Tx. 78550

Mexican Food to Go
Unlley Wide

MARclt SpEciAL

1 CltALupA,

Special Pricing For Qualified Buyers*
Direct From Manufacturer
All Models Available

1 BEEF PATO,

WNITEflOUI

PATOS

~?o~. -a&'..

ONLY $2.89

Now op EN
FASTER

• 80286 Processor, 12/6 MZ, 0 wait states
1 MB RAM

NICAD Battery Pack

OPEN DAILY
]

Jl. M . -

8

p .M.

SUN('IAY 9 A.M. -

The Zenith Data Systems
Z-286 LP Desktop PC

• 20 or 40 MB Hard Disk

I
I
------- I

NAME: - - - - - - -- - - -- ADDRESS: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CITY: - _ _ _ _ __ __ _ ST: _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ _
D Employee
D Faculty
D Student
D Graduate Student
of University/ College:
Home Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Work Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Interest:

D Laptop

D 8088
D 80286

D Desktop O 80386

7 DAYS
$199.00 Per Person

Microsoft windows

College/University faculty, staff, students

CALL (713) 890-6286 or WRITE

Send to:
ZENITH DAT A S YSTEMS
12337 J ones Road, Suite 434
Houston, Texas 77070

We Accept:
• Zenith Data System Credit Card
• Certified Check • Money Order

I
I
1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, &
HARLINGEN

MAZATLAN MEXICO

• 3.5'' 1.4 MB Floppy Disk Drive

For Your Information and Order Package

J p.M.

ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE

STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY

• 1 MB RAM

-------------------------------------1I

IN EDINBURG

SPRING BREAK

• 80286 processor

*Qualified
Buyers:

FO~=:~~~~!~~;•CE

!I

All food cookEd fREslt
dAily. NoTltiNG fRouN!

• 3.5'' 1.4 MB Floppy Disk Drive

•

NoRTlt 10Tlt foR
SERViCE CALL 682-1~ 76
ON

SPECIALIZING IN HAND- MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

• 20 or 40 MB Hard Disk

•

& 12oz. CokE

TRY 'EM • • . . . YOU,LL LOVE ,EM

Portable Laptop
•

SpANislt RicE,
RANCltERO BEANS,

:'~~od11e;~a

Special pricin, offer 1 ooc1 only on purcMKI d irtctly throu,,b Zenilh Cd~ tact(~
tis1cd a bove by shadcnts, facuh y a nd sta_f( f~~ their_own u~ - No
apply. Limit one po!1ab~ com.puter per uwhYid1.11I 1nany 1 moni •
1ubjec1 to chanat wtthovt nottee.
Cl981, Ztnilh O.ta Systems

•
•
•
•

includes
Transportation
Hotel (4 Nights, Beach)
Tour Escourted
Visas, Tax

Global Tours
110 Pecan
McAllen, TX
686-4960
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Aztec ballet
performs today
OLGA KNUDSON
Reporter

Dr. Carl Seale, professor ot
music, and Frank Munoz, director of the Folkloric Dance company are collaborating on
"TOXCATL: A Celebration of
the Fifth Month." The production is an original ballet production of Aztec music and dance.
Seale, composer of the musical
score of the full length ballet,
said "Toxcatl" is the culmination
of his desire to compose a piece
capturing the spirit of the ancient
Aztecs, whose influence is felt
even today in the local culture.
"The Aztecs were a dancing
people," said Seale. "Music and
dancing were a vital part of their
daily lives and especially their
religious celebrations."
To me, the arama of one of
their major religions seemed an
appropriate subject for a full
length ballet," he added.
Munoz, artistic director, said
the joint venture offered his dance
company a new challenge.
"This is the firstmajorproduction we will have performed
entirely to live music," he said.
Much research into the Aztec
civilization went into preparation of the choreography, costume design and dance movement, Munoz said.
·1·h e story of the ballet centers
around a young warrior who is

NEW MANAGEMENT!!
The

picked to personify the principal
Aztec god and finally to be sacrificed as a human offering to the
sun. Adding realism to the story
are authentic, colorful costumes
with plumed headdress, as well
as pyramids and other props
imponed from Mexico City.

- - - -•
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Companies to interview
The Office of Placement, Testing & Cooperative Education is
sponsoring company interviews.
Students are required to fill out a Placement Office general
application before being interviewed as well as meet other requirments.
·
Dates and companies scheduled are as follows:

March 9:

Campbell Soup Co., All business major,
H.E.B., Any Buisness Financial Management
majors, Services, Accounting, Financial,
Computer Science/Computer Information
System,General Buisness Buisness, Office Administration.
J.C. Penney -Houston, All Business except Accounting.
K-Mart, Marketin2', Mana1rement. General Business, Liberal Arts & Merchandising.
Red Lobster, All Maiors.
Colgate Palmolive, Marketing, General Busin~ss,
Management Majors. Waddell & Reed, All MaJors.
General Mills, Management and Marketing Majors.
Luby 's Cafeteria, All Majors interested in Cafeteria
Operations Management.
State Farm Insurance, Business majors.
Firestone, Business Majors.

"The music is eclectic. and
largely a creation of my own
imagination, since we know little
of authentic Aztec melodies or
harmonies, Seale said.
March 13:
Seale composition uses an
ensemble of six percussionists,
March 14:
four wind players and keyboardist playing a synthesizer. The
musicians will play alternately
March 15:
on thirty different instruments in
addition to some conventional
orchestral instruments.
March 27:
Performances will be tomorMarch 28:
row and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the Fine
Ans Auditorium. There will also
be special performance today for
PAU students, faculty and staff
during Activity Period.
Advance tickets are being sold
at most Valley Chambers of
The University Program Board will present Hugh Fink ,a
Commerce, Jones & Jones and comedian-musician,Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in the snack bar.
Fink, a 24-year-old comedian violinist from West Hollywood,
MelhartMusicCenter. Formore
won the title of "The Funniest Person in the Valley," a contest
information, call 381-3471.

UPB featu res comedian
Editors Needed

(West of University Inn)

$1.99
381-5921
MON.-SAT. 10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

•

~

Stncen~C~ youi-s

381-5661

Edinburg

3-bedroom - 2 bath
2 bedroom - 2 bath
Nice I bedroom apts at affordable
prices
1609 W. Schunior
Edinburg, TX.

383-8382 or 383-6162

Las Vegas, Nevada
The Clark County
School District
projects
n new
schools for the 90s!
We will · be at the
Teacher Fair in your
area on

For location and
application
contact your Career
Planning and
Placement Office.
See you at the Fair!
EEO/ AA Employer

~arch 5, a University Police officer, aided by the Edinburg
Poli~.e Department, ~ested three individuals for possession of
manJuana.
Officials found over 4 ounces and less than 5
pounds.
"_(The <?ffenders) do not appear to be students," University
Police Chief Greg Salazar stated."
The indi_viduals were arraigned before a judge on March 6
and are bemg held on a $5,000 bond. A child in the car of the
offenders was taken into custody and turned over to the
mother at the Edinburg Police Department.
Feb. 20, an officer approached a vehicle where two
individuals were acting suspiciously in a vehicle. They drove
off and the officer chas~ ~em. He stopped them off campus
and arrest~d them for fleemg an officer and for attempting to
run the officer off the road. The individuals were believed to
be breaking into a vehicle, but that proved incorrect. They
were let out on a $500 bond.

r------------------•
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Applications can be obtained at Student Publications, Emilia Hall 100.
Applicants may also submit samples of their work.

..._..,_., -

COLLEGE GRADUATES!!!
PUBLIC HEALTH ENTHUSIASTS!!!
FIND YOURSELF IN THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE AS A PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATE
WORKING WITH THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL.

Entry level positions in the area of
sexually transmitted disease intervention
are available nationwide.
We need college graduates with
who wish to establish careers
with advancement opportunities
in the field of Public Health.
A bachelor's degree or qualifying master's
degree or relevant graduate coursework
is required.
CANDIDATES MUST BE WILLING TO RELOCATE INITIALLY,
AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE, to areas where need exist
and be available for subsequent career transfers,
reimbursable at government expense, as program needs
dictate.
FLUENCY IN SPANISH IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE for some
geographical areas in the country. All applicants
must be U.S. Citizens and possess a valid driver's
license to be considered for employment.
Starting Salaries range from $19,413 (Bachelor's Degree)
to $21,443 (Applicable Graduate Degree or Coursework)
For additional information please call 1-800-537-2522
In Georgia, phone 639-1816
or write to:
The Centers for Disease Control
Freeway Office Park, ·Room 345, MS E07
1600 Clifton Road N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30333
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I
I

I Student Government I

·oeadline for applications is 4 p.m., March 30. Applications, an official
transcipt, three letters of reference and supporting materials should be
submitted to the publications se~r~tary in Emilia Hall 100 by . 119..,o,eiQlinj...,..
For more information, call Stude-nt Publications 381-2541:

STRONG INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
El BOSQUE Apts.

CRIME REPORT

I·
ATTENTION!!!
I

Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candies
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
1619 South Closner

Th~ PAU choir, conducted by Christopher Nunn, will present a
special program of Sacred Music, Ancient and Modern Tuesday at
8 p.m. in Fine Arts Complex 103.
Choral selections for this program are "Missa in G" by Antonio
Caldara and "Psalmkonzen" by H.W. Zimmerman.
String and brass accompaniment by several visiting artists will
complement the PAU choir.
For more information, call 381-3471.

An editor must be enrolled in at least three hours at Pan American and
must be in good standing (not be on academic probation).

V

WITH PAU I.D.

Choir slates concert

I
I

BRONCO SUB
& SMALL DRINK

sponsored by the San Fernando, Ca., based "Valley Magazine" and
the L.A. Cabaret.
_F~ qualified by ~ating a field of 100 other competetors. His
wmmng performance mcluded segements on driving on the freeways ~d an imitation of Jesse Jackson "rapping" his way through
the White House.

Applications are being accepted for Editor of The Pan American and Rio
magazine for this summer and for 1989-90.

MEAT & CHEESE MART
1410 W. University Dr.

1----
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Association is now
II : at eptfng aPPlkati"ons · II
I for the following I
II positions: Senators, one II
I Associate Justice, one I
Election Chairperson.

I

I
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Palm tourney continues

USL stops Broncs comeback, 93-87
MARK MAY
Managing Editor

pass was intercepted with 20
seconds left and Pan Am was
It was two games in one. The forced to foul. USL's last five
first half belonged to Southwest- points came via the foul line.
ern Louisianaand the second was
USL' s one-two punch ofKevin
all Pan American in the first round Brooks and Sydney Grider proof the American South Confer- duced nightmares for Pan Am.
ence basketball tournament in Brooks, who led all scorers with
Lafayette, La. Friday.
30 points, hit two straight threeUSL barely escaped with a 93- pointers for the Cajuns in the first
87 victory. Louisiana Tech ulti- half before stuffing a Grider miss.
mately won the three-day tour- Grider, on his next two shots,
nament Sunday.
connected from three-point land
Pan Am's season ended with a and ended up with 21.
Aaron Mitchell and Eric Mou15-13 record, one better than last
year's 14-14 mark.
ton combined for 14 assists as
With 1:45toplay,juniorguard USL built up a 54-34 halftime
Clyde Davis banked in a hoop to lead.
"In the first half we didn't get
tie the score 86-86, capping an
incredible 27 point come back by backdefensively. Wedidamuch
better. job in the second half,"
the never-say-die Broncs.
Sophomore guard Gabriel Wall said.
Pan American shot a dismal
Valdez spurred the comeback,
scoring a career-high 22 points, 45.2 percent to USL's 54.1 percent. The Broncs trailed in reall in the second half.
"It (the loss) is much tougher to bo_unds at that point, 10-24.
"We were a little lethargic oftake knowing we came back and
fensively,"
Wall said. "He.(Valtiedthe game,"CoachKevin Wall
dez) really did a good job of
said.
Trailing 88-86, the Broncs had picking us up."
a chance for the last shot but a
Senior Lee Boddie scored. 16

The Broncs lock horns tonight
with Wake Forest at 7 p.m. in the
Palm ValleyTournamentatJody
points for Pan Am in his last the three-point arc.
game. Eric Montgomery hung
"We were flat the first half," Ramsey Stadium.
Tomorrow Pan Am begins a
up his sneakers after the game as Valdez said. "Coach (Wall) told
well.
us to get it (USL 's lead) down to double-header at 4 p.m. with
TheBroncshad39pointsfrom 15, then 10, then five and go AmericanSouthConferencerival
Arkansas State. ASU and Pan
their bench.
from there."
Am
collide again on Saturday at
The Broncs missed their first
The Broncs were behind 86-75 eight shots ofthe second half and 1 p.m.
when Melvin Thomas hit a pair were left for dead trailing 61-34
The Broncs will technically be
offreethrowsandashortjumper with 17:11 to play.
the visiting team against ASU
with less than three minutes
Pan Am eventually shot 52.5 because the Indians traveled to
remaining. Thomas finished with percent to the Ragin' Cajuns' Edinburg last year and the con14 points.
42.9 percent after halftime. The ference office decided to at least
After a Cajun miss, Valdez Broncs outrebounded USL in the simulate the rule that the conference teams must alternate sites
weaved more of his magic cash- 'second half, 24-14.
In other tournament games, each year.
ing in from 14 feet. Ten seconds
later, Valdez stole the ball at
The Broncs split their firsttwo
midcourt, pulled up for a three- Louisiana Tech pummeled
games
in the Tournament beatpointer, and the Broncs were Lamar 103-80 Friday. New Oring
Maine,
3-2, Monday and
within two, 84-86. The crowd of leans beat the Ragin' Cajuns, 89losing
to
Baylor,
5-2, Tuesday.
4,062 was stunned.
73, on USL's home floor in the
Last
night they had a rematch
The Weslaco native, who ear- semifinals Saturday. Later, Loulier had hit four consecutive isiana Tech handled Arkansas with Maine.
Arthur"Skip" Johnson pitched
baskets for Pan Am, was double- State, 82-65. In the championacomplete-gamevictoryagainst
teamed at one point. He spun to . ship game, the Bulldogs topped
Black Bears evening his rechis left and pulled up from the New Orleans for the second the
ord
at 2-2. His only mistake was
baseline. His shot hit the rim, straight year, 80-60.
bouncing straight up before
plunging through the net. He shot
an uncanny eight of 10 from the
floor, including four offive from

3 tracksters set 4 records
The track teams broke four
school records at the Border
Olympics in Laredo last week.
No team standings were kept.
Monica Wesley set a triple
jump standard while LeShaunne
Conez bettered old marks in the
100 and 200-meter dashes.
Melvin Brooks smashed a 20year-old record in the 110-meter
hurdles.
Wesley won the triple jump
with a leap of 38 feet, 10.25
inches. Her 18-2 plunge in the
long jump was four inches shy of
first place Houston, so Wesley
settled for second.
"Her specialty is the triple
jump," Coach Reid Harter said.
Although sevepth in the 100meters and fourth in the 200,
Cortez erased Bronc records in
those events with times of 12.41
and 25.81, respectively.

l
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ATTENTION-Government
seizedvehiclesfrom$100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide 1-602838-8885 Ext. A-4490.
TERM PAPERS. Resumes. Let-

ters. General typing. Public
Notary. A.E. Morin Secretarial
Service, 300 N. 7th St., McAllen. 682-4030.
Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofre.ading & editing. English/Spanish.
Call. 585-2838.

Brooks' record run m the 110meter hurdles (15.05) broke the
old mark of 15.4 set in 1969.
"I update them (records) and
then I post them," Harter said.
"That should serve as motivation
for them and I think it does."
Harter said times and distances
were hampered Saturday because
of prevailing winds.
"The times were slow on any
of the lap races," he continued.
"Our high jumpers had to jump
into the wind."

Govern-

ment jobs-your area. $17,840$69 ,485. Call 602-838-8885 Ext.
R-4490.
FOR SALE: 1983 Chevrolet C~lebrity 2 door. Runs good an~ m
excellent condition.
Asking
$2,900.00. Call 687-3996.
Near
PAU. Call 383-3425, Carmen
Gomez. Females only.
Lost: Brown wallet containing personal documents in the
CAS building March 3. If found,
call 381-3573 or bring by English dept. office. Reward offered.
BOLD, INNOVATIVE Student
Magazine seeks passionate, creative art poetry, prose, and photography for Gallery '89. CAS
211 & 266.

10 points against TSU and 11
against Lamar said. "Everybody,
I think, is glad it's over."
Sophomore Veronica Guerra
commented on Brooklyn College
snapping their loss streak.
"We kind of felt inspired by
that," she said. "If they could do
it (break streak) we could do it."
Guerra expressed a healthy
attitude toward the Lady Broncs'
tumultuous year.
"I love playing basketball. We
just go out and play our hardest,"
Guerra said.

a two-run homer hit off him in
the top of the sixth inning.
"It was a fastball low and
away," Johnson said of the opposite field homer. "He (Andrew
Hartung) hit a good pitch."
Sydney Holland had two RBI
astheBroncsmanufacturedthree
runs in three different innings.
Against Baylor, Holland hit a
triple to the wall in left center in
the seventh as the Broncs tried to
come back from a 5-1 deficit.
Sardelich knocked Hol· land home.
Loy Gillis drew the loss ( 1-2)
as the Broncs committed four
errors. Only two Baylorruns were
earned.
Beginning Monday, Pan Am
will host the Citrus Tournament.
Their first game is with Bradley
at 7 p.m.
They face Miami (Ohio) at 4
p.m. Tuesday and again at 7 p.m.
Wednesday. Missouri Southern
battles Pan Am at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
.

Lance

Rain dampens tennis hopes

Heavy rain cancelled the fmals
of the Tyler Invitational Tennis
Tournament at the University of
Texas-Tyler last weekend.
Schools that competed in the
flighted tournament included,
UT-Tyler, Abilene Christian
University,MaryHardonBaylor
University, Oklahoma City University-Cenetery, UT-Arlington,
Arkansas State and Pan Ameri-

the fmals of their singles flight in
the women's division.
"I enjoyed playing in the cold
weather, but I was disappointed
we couldn't finish the ~ournament," Mcisaac said.
In the men's division, fourth
seeded Frank Vos, sixth seeded
Anthony Hampton and seventh
seeded Olaf Harens progressed
to the finals of their singles flight.

can.
Pan Am singles players progressed to the finals and two
doubles teams were in the semifmals before being rained out.
Sixth seed Gail Mcisaac and
seventh seed Kim Butler made

"I was disappointed because I
was very confident going into
the fmals," Vos said. "I beat the
guy in the finals of the tournament last week (Roadrunner
Classic at UT SA)."
Second seeded Hampton and

Abraham Padron.and third seeded
Vos and Joskie Castaneda
reached the semi-finals in men's
doubles before the matches were
cancelled.
"Our team would have liked to
play the fmals cµtt Hampton
said. "I think we could have
taken the singles and the
doubles."

"I was really pleased...with the
men's performance...(and) the
women played fairly well,"
Assistant Coach 'Zia Kahn said.
"They are using these tournaments as stepping stones for their
conference meet."

u.s!'ffl'amtiB:riBJ
i~vroUne~\es
MQE .
IMMIGRATION INTO THE UNITED STATES

The OP· 1 Visa Program, also called "The Lottery; allows 20,000 otherwise dis•
_ • · - • \ ·- , Qualified a6ens to immigrate into the United Stales during fiscal years, 1990
,
and 1991.
.
A
""'•~..,,;,~, ,n WHOOU&UFJES2
~
Any clliz- trom 182 ClOUnlrln (Jlally. In facl. the 0!11Y 00Unlrln 1h11 do 11111.. CJldy . .:
China, CololrDla, Dominican ~ . El Salvador, Guyana, Halli, lncla, Jamaica. KOtN,
Merica, ~ ~ 1111 United Klng(lom.
Al Olher Coonlrlff OJally.

HOW CAM A PEA!IQN AIIAI lfX7

0unng lhe period Fabruary 25 !trough 12:01 A.lot., March 26, 1989 apply, In per900, to:

IMMIGRATION I NATIONALITY SECTION
LAW OFFICE •LAURIER B. McDONALD, ESQ.•
600 S. HWY. 281

EDINBURG, TEXAS
~ m e n l Is needed. ,W, during the hours, 8:00 A.lot. to 5:00 P.M., Monday through
P = t ; g fee II 125.00, which lnclldea pilot~.
There may be~ one lldcltion tor Heh PfflOII. Two or more applications by or for lhe
same peoon wtl cancel ii lllll)llcallOns tor 111a1 l)lf10II.

WHO WLL IE lfl FCIEPt
A ~ wlll1ln 1111 Via Olliee of the U.S. Department of Sla1e wll select from among an the
people wllo have apphd.
The fins! 20,000 peraons found to be qual~ied under U.S. Law wll receive an inmigrant Y-,sa.

CAN A HUSIIAND AND WlfE EACH MAKE A SEPARATE Af'PUCATIQNZ
YES.
WIU FILING FOR ·'THE LOTTERY" DAMAGE NX PRESENT CLAIM EAR AMNESTY?
NO.
If A PERSON 18 SELECTED DOES THAT PERSON'S SPOUSE AND/OR CHILD ALSO

mlAUEI1
YES.
~•~~P,rm1,gran1
N:PLX?Visa Under This !:'roQram Can Be Issued To A Child Under Sixteen
Only NTht Child Is ~nylng or Following To Join A Parent.

HAIRMASTERS

TYPING SERVICE:

ATTENTION-Hiring!

In other races, Diana Garcia
led most of the 800-meters before falling to third and finishing
less than a second out of first
(2:24.i).
"She probably led for about
700 meters," Harter said.
Robert Barron was two seconds off the pace, finishing
fourth, in the 1,500-meters recording a time of 4:02.4.
The next outdoor meet for the
BroncsisMar.17-18attheTexas
Southern Relays in Houston.

Lady hoopsters
end dreary season
The Lady Broncs painful season ended mercifully Feb. 25 at
the hands of Lamar, 79-45. Feb.
22, Texas Southern thumped Pan
Am's lady basketball team, 6745.
Pan Am completed the season
with an 0-27 record, their second
straight winless season. They
have lost 56 consecutive games.
Brooklyn College holds the
Division I women's basketball
record for successive losses at
58.
"I'm glad it's (the season)
over," Shelli Ingram who scored
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15% Discount for PAU
students and faculty with ID card
383-9133
walk-ins welcome
2002 W. University

Edinburg, Texas

CAM AH ALIEN IUEQA& I v lff THE U S FILE FOR "'THE LOTTERY"?
YES.
IE I HAYE ACftlMHAL RECORD CAN I QUAUfY?
YES. You may be eligible for a waiver of lneliglbilly,

*Board Certified-Immigration & Nationality Law
Texas Board of Legal Specialization
State Bar of Texas

CLARK DAIHATSU .
DISCOVER DAIHATSU WITH A TEST DRIVE
AND REGISTER TO WIN A-DAIHATSU

SMALL APARTMENT.

Breakfast Tacos 2 for $1.59
~~.::::::====!.l Choice of Potato & Eggs, Chorizo & Eggs,
Bacon & Eggs, Bean & Eggs
Flour Tacos - 2 for $1.99
Fajita Plate ........ $3.99
Carne Guisada ..... $3.79
Asado de Puerco .. $3.79
Chicken Fajitas .... $3.99
All Above Served With Rice, Beans, Flour Tortillas

Breakfast Special $1.69 Choice of
Huevos Rancheros or Migas or Choice of
Chorizo & Huevos, Bacon & Eggs $1.89

Triple T Restaurant
Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie
Mon. • Sat. 6 am - 2 pm
Breakfast Special $1.99
Daily Lunch Plate w/Desser1 . . . . $4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate . . . . . . . . . $4.25
Mexican Plate .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . $3.95
10% Student discount w/1.D.

381-1788
Orders
To Go

524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus

*

Breakfast Special Served With 2 Tortillas & Beans
NOW OPEN IN EDINBURG
Corner of Business 281 & Freddy Gonzalez

Visit us at: El Cenfro Mall, Pharr - La Plaza Mall , McAllen
and Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen

1989 DAIHATSUCES ONLY

6288°0 + T. T & L

5 SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION - 1 LITER 3 CYL ENGINE

CLARK IMPORT HEADQUARTERS *
El DAIHATSU El
CHARLES CLARK CHEVROLET CO. DBA CLARK DAltATSU
TO HAVE A CHANCE TO WIN THE CAR THE PERSON MUSfBE 18 YEARS OR OLDER.
HAVE AVALID DRIVERS LICENSE • NO TEST DRIVE OR PURQIASE NECESSARY

.61.6-5441. 10th t

AUSTIN'S\'. ACROSS FROM FRIST OTY BANK McAUfN 686-5441
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1. Buy a Macintosh.
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2. Add a peripheral.
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3. Get a nice, fat check.

Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh®SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple®peripherals you add on - so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

Technology Reso~rces LRC 116
M-Th 8: 00am-5JOpm . Fri . 8: 00am-12 Noon
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Measles vaccine offered
Immunization shots for rubella measles will be available today to
dorm students and those notified by Student Health Services that
they have possibly been in contact with an infected person.
The immunizations will given today from 4 to 7 p.m. and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to noon in the Student Health Center, Emilia
Schunior Ramirez Hall 103.
The vaccination is recommended for those not immunized for
rmeasles since 1980.
·
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Regents uphold
decison to remove
0 'Neill as dean
PANFILO GARCIA
Editor

The Board of Regents Friday
voted unanimously to uphold the
decision of President Miguel
Nevarez and deny an appeal by
Dr.ErnestO'Neilto be reinstated
as dean of the school of education.
O'Neil'sdismissal wasrecommended by Ronald Applbaum,
vice-president of academic affairs. O'Neil had appealed
Applbaum 's recommendation
Applbaum based his decision
on an extensive evaluation of
O'Neil's deanship.
0 'Neil said the evaluation was
biased against him. He cited
several examples in which he felt
the evaluations were not a representative sample.
Applbaum defended his actions, saying "the input from
reviews included all four major
groups with which the former
administrator worked during the
time frame covered by the review."
In giving a recommendation to
the board, Regent Horacio Barrera said it seems that although
there are severe problems within
the school of education that are
not attributed to O'Neil.

But, Barrera added, the board
should uphold the president's
decision since O'Neil did not
seem capable to remedy the situation.
Nevarezrecommended that the
board suspend academic policies
and place the school of education
into "receivership," turn control
of the school over to the university administration
After the board handed down
their decision, O'Neil said he
would have to contact his lawyer
to decide whether he will pursue
a case he file against the university.
The board also accepted a bid
for roofing repair from Vega
Roofing Co. of McAllen for
$387,263. The project calls for
urethane roofing to be installed
on the Academic Support FacilityFacility, the Computrer Center, Administration Building,
Office Buildings A, B and E, the
Central Cooling Plant and the
Cafeteria.
Also, $12,000 was transferred
to PAD-Brownsville President
Homer Pena's travel account.
Pefia cited increased travel to
Austin because of the proposed
merger between The UT system
and Pan Am.

\
Coach Al Ogletree is surrounded by cajoling players moments after
Ogletree clinched his 1,000 th career win as a coach. Arthur "Skip"
Johnson (right) pitched the historic victory, a 10-0 battering of Miami

Faculty Senate struggles with collegiality
BEATRIZ MOYA
Staff Writer

collegiality during their meeting
on March 8.
A document drafted by the
The Faculty Senate placed a
high premium on the issue of senators was presented to the
administration in which faculty
are trying to develop a definition
for collegiality which both administration and faculty can agree
on. The document was accepted,
tout no response has been received.
The revised version reads:
Faculty senators believe that,
"The Publications Committee
if
the merger with UT goes
shalJ have 6 voting student
members: two SGA appointees, through, they will have a greater
the two editors (of "The Pan say in the running of the univerAmerican" and "Rio"), and two sity on academic affairs regardstudents elected by the student less of the outcome of the adbody during general elections." ministrators' response. Dr.
Alvirez,facultysenatechair,read
the
following excerpt from the
The second referendum calls
University
of Texas policies
for a redistribution of student
service fees to exclude their use manual concerning collegiality.
by the athletic department. No
" ...the faculties of the compoexact wording for the referen- nent institutions (of UT system)
dum has been proposed although regularly offering instruction
SGA members plan to have a shall have a major role in the
final version drawn up at tomor- governance of their respective
row's SGA weekly meeting.
institutions in the following areas: general academic policies

Elections slated for April 17-18
Campus-wide Student Government Association's elections
for president, vice-president,
attorney general, and class senators will be held April 19 and 20,
and special referendum elections are April 17 and 18.
Positions are available for two
students in both the Student
Affairs Advisory Committee and
the Publications Committee.

be returned by April 4 at noon in
UC205.

Two referendums will be put
before students prior to general
elections.
The first is to change the current wording of student membership in the Student-Faculty Publications Committee.
Section 4.4.3 of the SGA
constitution
currently reads "Half
Any student applying must be
enrolled at least part-time and of the student membership shall
be appointed by Student Govhave a 2.0 G.P.A.
ernment Association; the other
Applications to be placed on half of the student membership
the ballot may be picked up at the shall be appointed by the Student
SGA office, UC 314, and must Publications Association."

(Ohio). Ogletree joined an elite company of three other men who have
won 1,000 games in NCAA Division I See story on page 7.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)

and welfare, student life and
activities, requirement ofadmission and graduation, honors and
scholastic performance generally, approval of candidates for
degrees," and "faculty rules of
procedure."
Another issue discussed by the
faculty senators was the departmentaloperating budget.Alvirez
said that, according to Dr. Applbaum, the budget will probably stay where it was last year.
During the meeting, Dr. Bob
Lonard volunteered to join the
RapeAwarenessTaskForce. The
task force is being set up by Judy
Vinson, Dean of Students, to
combat student sexual assault.
Also discussed were the two
bills before the House ofRepresentatives in Austin that call for
anon-voting member of the faculty and another from the student
body to join the Board of Regents. Faculty senators voted
overwhelmingly in support of the
bills.
Alvirez announced that a re-

port drafted to do away with
graduate faculty status sent to
PresidentNevarezforconsideration was returned with a memo
saying that until some members
of the graduate council and faculty senate met to discuss it, he
will not act upon it.
Pan American is in the process
ofdevelopinganewl.D.cardfor
faculty, students and staff with
greater security measures. Dr.
Victor Alvarado has been appointedchairmanofthecommittehree documents, the Merit
Procedures, Faculty Grievance
and, new this year, Voluntary
Modification of Employment
were ammended by the senators
and will be forwarded to Dr.
Applbaum for funher review.
Carol Raush, administrative
assistant to the president,has been
asked to speak to the senators o~
sexual harassment during an
upcoming meeting to be held on
April 12.
The Senate will meet again on
March 29.

SGA bus shelter project
faced with legal snags
LETICIA CAVAZOS

Staff Writer

Ensemble dancers Lauro Rincon. Jr., Diana Garcia (held), and Dru Ann Jamison, practice their routine for the
annual Spring Dance Concert to be held April 21 and 22. The dancers will perform all original material, in
modem jazz style, created especially for their performances.
(Photo by James Hawley)

The Student Government
Association (SGA) said that
blueprints for a bus shelter had
beenreceived during their weekly
meeting Friday, but legal problems have arisen.
For the past few months, SGA
has been working to build a bus
shelter on University Dr. in the
University Plaza. The land has
been donated by the owner, and
the construction company, Casas
Solis, is only charging for the
cost of the materials, approximately $500.
Although no problems exist
with financing the shelter, the
Student Senate was asked by
Dean of Student Judy Vinson to
consider legal matters.
The coverage of mainten~ce
cost after th is year was a question
posed by Vinson.

"It should be Student Government," Attorney General Sandra
Griffin said.
Griffin added that SGA would
try and make the maintenance
coverage an every year affair.
Who will hold liability insurance, and how much liability falls
on the university were other
questions that arose.
General counsel Priscilla
Lozano said she first had to "look
under what circumstances SGA
is building (the shelter) under"
before answering those questions.
Vinson said the university
insurance policy will cover costs
of an accident up to $3,000, but
not liability costs.
A facility has been found for
the child care center Vinson said.
It is the building located behind
the baseball stadium.
Vinson added that funding has

not been found for the center.
Federal government funds do not
specifically address child care.
If the board of regents approves of the idea, the child care
center may become a part of the
School of Education curriculum,
credit hours could be given to
those who work in it.
In other senate action:
•The on-the-air time set aside
for Pan Am activities on KBFM104 FM is named "PAU Friday
Features."
It is aired Fridays at 11 a.m.
•The senate decided to travel
to Austin during Spring Break
and meet with Texas' representatives from the Valley.
The number of students going
will be determined by the number of people that can travel in
the transportation provided.
Those chosen, by SGA President Robert Alvarez, to attend
will leave March the 19th and
return on the 21st. ..
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Spring Break
no reason to
end up dead

N

ext week marks a long awaited vacation for PAU students as the annual ritual known as spring break goes
into full swing. Students from universities around the
state as well as the nation have already started to converge on the local resort community of South Padre Island.
For most breakers, this spring break will be a time for them to
forget about school and to get in that last vacation before the rush
of finals. For some, though, this spring break will be marred
with tragedy.
Each year, there are reports of students on spring break being
injured or killed on the road. Sadly, many of these accidents are
alcohol-related.
It is very hard to fathom how a person smart enough to comprehend the structure of DNA or a high level computer language
could be ignorant or careless enough to climb behind the wheel
of a car while he or she is intoxicated.
Students are bombarded each year with information concerning
driving while intoxicated and the high number of fatalities as a
result. Many major breweries have been promoting drinking in
moderation. Yet some college students insist on driving themselves home when their blood alcohol content is well above the
legal limit.
Students going out for a night at the clubs should name one
person to be the designated driver. It would be this person's
responsibility to drive those drinking home. This procedure
should be used not only during spring break but also any time a
group of people plan to go out drinking.
If, by some chance, none of the group members are within the
legal alcohol level to drive, these people should take a taxi cab to
their destination. The cost of a cab fare by far outweighs the
medical costs encountered should a person be involved in an auto
wreck. It may be inconvenient for someone to have to pick up
his or her car the next day from a night club, but the assurance of
getting home in one piece compensates for the inconvenience.
Charlie's Paradise Bar and Grill should be commended for
offering free round-trip bus shuttle service from the hotel area to
the club. Granted, the move is probably done mainly for business purposes, but at least the club has shown some initiative
toward the safety of spring breakers. Because of this, there will
most likely be fewer drunk drivers on the Island roads during the
break.
Similarly, Gray Line Bus Tours offers regular bus trips to and
from Matamoros, Mexico, allowing those wishing to visit the
border city to do so without having to worry about driving should
they become intoxicated while in Matamoros.
"The Pan American" encourages students to let loose for spring
break and fully enjoy the much needed break from college.
However, do so responsibly. Don't make this the spring break
you or your family and friends remember with sorrow instead of
joy.

LE

TT ER S

POL IC Y:

"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and staff of Pan american University. Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or less. They may be edited for space or
libelous statements, but letter writers are responsible for
correcting spelling and grammatical errors. All letters must be
signed and include the writer's address, telephone number, and
where applicable, major and classification or job title. Names
may be withheld upon request. Letters must be submitted at the
Student Publications Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the
Monday prior to publication. The editors reserve the right to not
print any letter.
·
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Party hearty, but party carefully

Y

s, it's that time of year again. It's time to round up
your friends, pool your money, spend your money on
ne~essities such as tanning lotion, drinks, an ice chest,
chips and hot new bathing suits and seethe with antici-

.
pation.
No, I'm not talking about getting ready to head to church and
observe Easter traditions this coming Sunday. I'm talking about
getting ready to go out and party all day
and night long like an 80s Neanderthal
gone loose on South Padre Island!
The grand moment has arrived and a
months worth of preparation is about to
be realized. Many of you out there,
however, have not prepared for this decade's final spring break and are wondering "What am I gonna do?" Well, there
are many options for those of you withSMALL ·
out transportation or plans.
FRY
Hitchhiking to the Island is an option
for those of you with a daring sense of
RAY GOMEZ
adventure. Although I wouldn't personCopy Editor
ally attempt this and discourage others
from doing so, if you 're going to do it, do
it right. Take plenty of fluids, sunscreen,
good sneakers and don't get into cars where the driver has a wildeyed look, tobacco between their teeth and asks, "Do you need a
ride? Gee, I think I'm on my way over there, too. Ha-Ha-Ha-Ha!"
. If you forg~t all of my warnings, at least try and remember that
if your potential good Samaritan breaks out in an evil Vincent Price
laugh, begins to grow fangs and starts showing you his or her skull
collection after you've just sat down, jump out of the car. If the
door has already been bolted shut, use your super human adrenalin
powers to unbolt it and hide in a ditch until they leave.
I'm sure there are many people who simply can't go to the beach

C

because of nasty, little commitments like employment. Rationalizing that there will be tons of people, long traffic lines and that
everything is expensive on the Island anyway doesn't make the
idea of having to work any easier. These people could plan a party
orasmall get together with a few friends to avoid boredom. Music,
good food, plenty to drink, a pool, if available, and an invitation are
all good incentives/bribes for friends to postpone their tanning
reser:vations at the beach. The babes will still be on the Island by
the time they get there and they'll probably have a good time at
your place.
Keep _in mind, however, that the objective of this party is to have
a few friends over, and not to become an altemative forup-state and
out-of-state spring breakers who got lost in the Valley. Your home
slJQPl~_, be treated like a hotpe and not a chea~ resort. If worse
comes to worse, go to a party at someone else s house and avoid
the hassle of cleaning up afterwards unless you're a good guest.
There are those, however, who shun sunlight, sand, skin and
soc~alizing. These p~ople will probably take their professor's
advice and use the spnng break to study or sit for hours behind a
damp cereal box watching green slime mold grow out of control.
Other really productive things on the stay-at-home spring breakers
agen~a ~elude the remov~ of all lint balls on every article of
cl~thmg ~ the ho~~e, th~ dall)'.' readjustment of the longitude and
lautude lines of therr African killer bee tracking maps, and reading
the "Nature/Outdoors" section of the Sunday newspaper while
wondering why they're so pale.
If you do decide to go out for spring break, make sure that you
take precautions so that you're able to live and tell about it. It
would be nice to have just as many students enrolled here after
spring break as there were before. Too many students take for
gr~t~d that their youth !s an automatic insurance to their safety not
realizmg that therr bodies make just as big a mess on the front of
windshi~lds as do dead insects. Don't end up like a dead bug. Have
a good tlme, but be careful.

An Islamic view of 'Satanic Verses'

I

slam has been the most misunderstood religion in the west.
The issue of the publication of" Satanic Verses" has created
more questions than before. However, many supporters of
. Salman Rushdie have failed to look at the Islamic point of
view.
A good example ofthis is the letter of Mr. Philip Lozano. Lozano
says that he has not read the book and intends to do it when it is
available here. He is apparently not aware of what this book is all
about. I wish to take this opportunity to inform your readers about
the real issue here. First of all, even if Prophet Muhammad (peace
be upon him) would have been alive today, he would have forgiven
Rushdie. Following the footsteps of
Prophet Muhammad, the Muslim Scholars have made efforts to have a dialogue
with the author Rushdie and the publisher
of Viking-Penguin, Marvin Brown, in
England and here in the United States for
at least one year. They actually refused to
talk with the Muslims. That shows their
intent of an obvious insulting blow on
Islam.
GUEST COLUMN
We reaffirm our commitment to the
freedom
of thought and expression guarDR. MOHAMMED
anteed to all people in this country, and
FAROOQUI
which is, at the same time, a cherished
Faculty
Islamic value. However, it should be
pointed out that it is highly imprudent and
inconsiderate for an individual to completely ignore the religious sensitivities of his fellows in humanity
while exercising his freedoms. An individual's rights are undoubtedly guaranteed by state, but it is in the spirit of harmony, goodwill
and mutual respect among the members of society that ensures the
full and balanced enjoyment and responsible exercise of these
rights by all. The ideal of freedom of expression should not be a
refuge for slander with the intent to do malice, nor blatant lies, for
defamatory ridicule. The publishers and book sellers of America,
as well as the media, have a responsibility to maintain an acceptable standard of fairness that should exclude works of slander and
bigotry. It is regrettable that Viking-Penguin, Inc. has shown
complete insensitivity to our concerns and has declined to even
r~ce1ve a representative delegation of Muslim American Community.

..

Muslim Americans are grateful for statements issued by Cardinal O'Conn_or of Ne';\' York, the_ archb!shop of Canterbury and the
Lord of Chief Rabbi of the ~!1ited K~g~om in condemning the
book. We urge the commumties offruth m North America to add
their voices of condemnation to ours. In the face ofsuch assault on
belief in God, religious consciousness, divine revelation the
~ers_on of the Pr~phet Abraham and the patriarch of Islam, chrisuanity and Judaism.
. D~spite our strong feelings about the content of this hatems~mng bo~k, Islam d~es 11:ot condone violence or the incitement
to v1?le~ce drrected agamst its author and those associated with its
pubhcauon. Equally, we cannot condone the highly incendiary
rem~ks of those who have suggested that violence be taken against
Muslims at large.
It is only sensible and in harmony with American tradition of
fairness and tolerance for publishers and booksellers in the United
States to refuse to broker hate against Islam and Muslims-or any
other religion or people, for that matter- and to voluntarily withdraw this slanderous book from their shelves. We condemn the
threat or use of violence to secure such withdrawal.
Muslim Americans affirm their belief in and commitment to the
One True Universal God of all humanity and affirm their utmost
respect for all the Prophets and Messengers-including Noah,
Abra!1am, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad (May the peace and
blessmgs of God be upon them all)-and affirm their commitment
to human equality and brotherhood.
In the words of God as revealed to the Prophet Muhammad in the
Quran, "Say~ My Lo~d has forbidden indecencies, whetheropen or
veiled, and sm and violence, and that you associate with God that
for which he sent down no authority, and that you say concerning
God that you know not (7:33)." Also, "O mankind, We have
created you male and female, and appointed you peoples and
tribes, that you may know one another. Surely the noblest amon~
yo~ in the s_igh_t of God is the most God-fearing of you (49:13).'
Fmally, I mvite any st~dent o~ faculty ~ember on this campus to
contact me at 381 -3543 ifhe wishes to discuss this manerfurther.

D.r. M'!hamm~d F_arooq'!i re.c~ived a PhD. in biology from the
Umver_suy ofIllinois. He zs origmally from India, but has lived in
the UmtedSfatesfor 16years. Mr.Farooqui has spent the Jastfive
years teachmg at PAV.
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READ ER, s Vo IC
C-C coach
praised
To the editor:
Congratulations to coach
Reid Harter and his assistant
Doug Erickson for guiding the
Lady Broncs cross-country
team to their second consecutive championship and a second place finish in the indoor
American South Conference
track meet.
It is a great tribute for all
Valley sports fans since there
are local girls on these teams.
And for the information of
many, cross-country is the only
sport in which Pan American
has achieved a Gold.
The main reason behind this
article is there is rumor that our
coach is planning to leave. I
hope it is just that. It is time
our Athletic Director recognize
our athletes and coach. It is
also time to let our coach
recruit a complete track and
field team.

Rafael Garcia

Merger bill
is "whitewash"
To the editor:
Can we really afford to put
the future of this institution into
the hands of a far-right-wing
conservative like Gov. Bill
Clements? Well, that's what's
going to happen if more people
in the Valley community don't
speak up.
You see, the governor wants
the merger bill to be a "clean
merger bill." You know,
'cause "the best way to move
forward is with a simple,
straight-forward merger," this
according to Clements' press
secretary Reggie Bashur
(source: "The Monitor" March
3 issue).
I mean, after all, we wouldn't
want to muddy-up the merger
bill with things like joint
programs in nursing, engineering, entrepreneurial program
and the like. No, nor would we
want to muddy the bill with the
protection of student credit
hours and faculty tenure. And
heaven forbid should we insist
that the "expanded and upgraded" programs be placed, of
all places, right here on the
P AU campus. I mean, after all,
it's just too convenient to head
off to Austin for us to consider
that possibility. And of course,
what better thing to do with the
high wages we all earn down
here in the Valley.
Besides, statistics show that
we 're not very smart people
anyway.
Folks, seriously, Rep. Alejandro Moreno Jr., D-Edinburg, is
playing right into the hands of
Clements. Instead of giving
Clements the line-item veto,
Moreno is giving him the "billitem veto." The bill to merge
PAU with UT is separate from
the bill to form "expanded and
upgraded" programs at Pan
Am. You can expect Clements
to veto the latter bill; you can't
expect him to say so, however.
If there is to be a merger of
this university with UT, we'd
do well to make sure the
merger bill is not as clean as
Clements and UT would like,
or it's likely Pan Am will have
a new name and not much else.
Also, I'd like to say I'm more
encouraged by what Sen.
Hector Uribe, D-Brownsville,
has to say about the merger bill
than anyone else. A summary
of his comments by "Monitor"
reporters Rickey Dailey and
Barbara K ing, which appeared
in the March 3 issue of "The
Monitor," read as follows:
"Any merger bill must_
specify that programs will be
upgraded at Pan Am, that
student credit hours and faculty
tenure are protect~d, and tha~
the Higher Education Co?rd1nating B0ard cannot abolish
PAU-B,' said Uribe.
"Any measure-such as the
present house bill-lacking
those s~ft'.~uards is an 'empty
bill,"' h :. sa:d.
Som1 · of you may worry
about the PAU-B part of the
above· I'm not. I'd hate to see
PAU-B get the kind of "white-
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islands (sand bars) are diswas. These Indians became
years old, e. g., those relating
Book titles
to the discovery of Aransas
sea shells. These fragments do
extm·ct Some say that m·com
·
Pass. What is more important is not come from the Rio Grande; tinctly pointed at Cape liatm·g Span1'ards frowned upon
resubmitted
teras, where the current turns
the fact that barrier islands
they come form shell fish
easterly.
,
their eating habits. But perhaps
pulverized
by
sea
tides.
The
we have judged too harshly. If
exist
the
world
over,
and
have
To the editor:
been in much the same place
current which brings most of
There are many factors which this primeval tribe tried to farm
I hope this letter is not given
during all of recorded history.
this material intc Padre is the
affect the placement of barrier
that salty stretch of barren land,
a disadvantage. Two weeks
Gulf Stream, which originates
sand bars off coastlines around
their crops may have failed.
While it is certainly true that
ago. i submitted a letter for
the wind blows sand off these
as a continuation of the South
the world. But it does seem
What else were they to eat?
publication, and this was the
islands, particularly when
Equatorial current. This titanic likely that Padre Island is
Charles c. Otken
case. My letter was given a
disadvantage. It contained
several underlined book titles,
but, when published, these
book titles were not underlined.
Of course, this made the letter
very difficult to read, that is, to
distinguish the book titles from
the rest of the words. But no
biggy; i try again.
Here, i resubmit the book
titles, and i hope u will make
sure they are published as such.
These are libros which all Pan
Am students should know
about: "Nationalchild Plumaroja" and "Timespace Huracan" by Alurista; "Chicano: 25
Pieces of a Chicano Mind" and
"It's cold: 52 Cold ThoughtPoems of Abelardo" by Abelardo Delgado; "The Day of the
Shallows" and "Sun Image" by
Estela Portillo; "Restless
Serpent" by Bernice Zamora.
Also, last week, this camarada (friend) introduced me to
another Chicano work worth
mentioning: "Chants" by Pat
Mora. It is a nice book. (thanx
bato.)
I would want to finish by
saying that i hope everybody
has a fun-time springbreak
"" JJ1
. .,....,L,U J I
,
1J1 .J ,
,1• ...,11
U .lh.., '""" ... 1t.; l"..l,l
without too much booze. DO
'1')fl<,rn"lvnn') ,, ~flt 1n t ?')
;9,n Q"" n ; qf"f'!, M r,nft-ta n
NOT DRINK N DRIVE. If u
have nothing to do, read the
books i listed above for u. Or
read for class. Just stay alive.
LJll

mo

<.J r

04&.J

OK?
Bye raza. I cu later. I love u
all. I really do.

Samuel Cavazos
Editor's note:
"The Pan American" follows
the AP style book which
dictates titles to appear in
quotes, not underlined.

1. Buy a Macintosh.

Island coverage
appreciated

-~
.-.:..,...,,,.,...,.,..,....,...----....-~~

To the editor:
Hurrah! Thank you for
giving front page coverage to a
problem ignored by or unbeknownst to students even
though many literally dive right
into it. The longshore current
and other agents which can
contribute to South Padre
Island erosion merit closer
attention by geologists as well
as the general public. One may
only regret that this subject was
not handled more professionally. In general, addressing the
island's erosion problems is in
itself a difficult task without
trying to cram a readily comprehensible set of explanations
in a short, tidy newspaper
article. It's the thought that
counts, though, and I'm
pleased that you at least ventured a try.
Oh, hey Edwin-How about
U.T. On the River?

Leonid L. Ellis
Senior

2. Adda peripheral.

3. Get a nice, fat check.

Now through March 31, when you buy selected·Macintosh'"SEor Macintosh II computers, you ·11 get
a rebate for up Lo half the suggested retail price of the Apple"' peripherals you add Oil - so you ·11save up to $800
Ask for details today where computers are sold Oil campus.

Island erosion
is unrealistic
To the editor:
Your March 9 issue contains
a front page article which
appears to be a summary of a
longer account published in
valley newspapers recently.
Dr. Judd says that Padre Island
is moving inland about nine
feet per year, and that its size is
diminishing because of winds,
and as a result of sediment
build-up behind Falcon Dam.

Apple Pays Half

Technology Resources LRC 116
M-Th 8:00am-5:30pm, Fri. 8:00am-12 Noon
C J91J'JA(9k Com{luler, Inc. A(rJk, /he Apple /ot?o, ar1d Mat:m/O&b art TfK1Slen,d tmdemar/ls ofApple Compuler. Inc Cmam 1l!Sln<'f/OIIS "f'fX)' ◄fl n-haJes mfJJl'd to
stria cqmp/ianct uilb /he Tmns and Co,,d;/iom oflhe ·ilfrJ/e /~s Half' f'rof/rrun Cll¥ie/ines, a,v,i/ah/efro,,, _)!JUT aulhonzwl Aff,I, ,.,.,/k,,- /Jjjer md ,,1,.,,,, /mihthtter/ h)' k111·
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Padre concerts feature Vixen, Little Feat
assembled her first
band in junior high and
over the years the band

Southern rockers
Little Feat and the
heavy-metal band
Vixen are the featured
performers at the annual Budweiser/Bud
Light Spring Break
concert at Isla Blanca
Park on South Padre
Island.

grew.

Eventually lead vocalist Janet Gardner,
drummer
Roxy
Petrucci and bassist
Share Pederson joined
Keuhnemund's band,
and played professional
gigs.

i
1

The concert, whichis
free and open to the
public, begins tomorrow at noon.
Little Feat was
formed in 1969 when a
group of musicians
brought their talents
together to write and
perform music ranging
from rhythm and blues,
to jazz, to classic rock.
Though they have nine albums
to their credit, Little Feat is best
known for the LP, "Dixie
Chicken."
,

After the death of lead singer
Lowell George in 1979, Little
Feat released their last album
before splitting up in 1981.

In 1985, the group reunited for
what was intended to be a onetime-only jam session.
Aftertheconcert,however, the
members realized they were still
destined to be a banct:
Soon aftervocalistCraig Fuller,
who performed with an opening

Vixen was soon discovered by Alan Kovac
and Left Bank Management. Left Bank also
manages Richard
Marx, the duo Times
Two and The Dazz
Band.
Vixen landed a feature role in the movie,
"Hardbodies," recordact for Little Feat on their last cals; Bill Payne, keyboards and Kuehnemund, is best known for
tour, became the new lead singer. vocals; and Fred Tackett, guitar, the singles, "On the Edge of a ing six tunes for the soundtrack.
Broken Heart," and "Crying" off
The group has performed with
Little Feat consists of Fuller mandolin and trumpet.
of their debut album "Vixen."
such acts as Cheap Trick, Night
Little
Feat
has
been
touring
the
who also plays guitar and accorAll her life Kuehnemund was Ranger and Yngw1e Malmsteem
dion; Paul Barrere, guitar and country in support of their reundrawn to rock music and dreamed and has toured the U.S. and overvocals; Sam Clayton, percussion ion album, "Let It roll."
Vixen, an all-temale banO of becoming a musician. She seas in Japan, Korea and Guam.
and vocals; Kenny Gradney, bass;
Richie Hayward, druns and vo- founded by guitarist jan
'

lSiand freebies tempt revellers
The following free items and
events will be offered to spring
breakers on South Padre Island
next week:
•Sunnies will be giving free
posters to anyone requesting
them.
•A $500 shopping spree will be
awarded weekly by "Banana Boat
Suntan Products." Register at
any Sunnies on the Island.
•"Banana Boat" visors, t-shirts
and survival kits will be given at
the Radisson Pool Deck parties.

•Free photos cant e taken at the
"Bud Beach Club."

•A free cassette recording of a
personai jam session irom rhe
"Bud Beach Club."
•A "Bud Beach Club Membership Card" will allow the owner
to claim free prizes.
•Free "Coppertone" tanning
products will be distributed at
the Radisson Poolside parties.
•The KBFM-FM 104 "B-104
Van" will be distributing free
"Coppertone" visors and t-shirts.
•~ree Kolder Holders, specially
•Free phone calls home will be
by "Coca Cola" will be
designed
allowed courtesy of the "Bud
given away. Listen to B-104 and
Beach Club."

99.5X for details.
•Ride the "Gyro" at the "Bud
Beach Club."
•Volleyball games, Twister and
other group activities will be held
at the "Miller's Welcome Center."

changed for empty aluminum
cans at the "Bud Beach Club."
The wooden nickels can later be
exchanged for free gift items such
~s ~-shirts, hats arid tGw~w,•e]~.

•Free nightly rides on the
"Charlie's Must Bus" will be
available from 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.
•Free phone calls home will be courtesy of Charlie's Paradise
allowed courtesy of the "Miller's Bar and Grill. The bus will travel
Welcome Center."
from the restaurant to the Bahia
•"Anheuser-Busch" will be Mar beach resort and return.
offering free materials support•A free Spring Break Poster
ing their programs "Know When will be available from "Spring
to Say When" and "The Buddy Break Enterprise" while supplies
System" at the "Bud Beach last at the Sheraton Pool Deck,
Club."
Radisson Pool Deck/Expo, and
•Wooden nickels can be exSunchase Mall-4th floor.

Spring break activity calendar
March 16Banana Relay Contest: 11 a.m

Sheraton Pool Deck.
Coca Cola Night Club: 1 to 3

to 12 p.m. at the Radisson p.m. at Louie's Backyard.
Poolside.
March 18:
Tug-of-War: 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Hula Hoop Contest: 11 a.m. to
at the Radisson Poolside.
12 p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
Belly flop Contest: 2 p.m. to 3 Belly Flop Contest: 1 to 2 p.m.
p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
at the Radisson Poolside.
Create a Bikini Contest: 2 to 3 Male and Female Dance
p.m at the Radisson Poolside.
Review: 1 to 2 p.m. at the HoliBest Buns: 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. at the day Inn Sparkles club.
Holiday Inn Sparkles Club.
Tan Line Contest: at 3 p.m. at
Tan Contest: at 3 p.m. Holiday he Holiday Inn Poolside.
Inn Poolside.
LaBare Male Dancers: 1 to 3
Joe "King" Carrasco: 11 p.m. p.m. at he Sheraton Pool Deck.
to 1 a.rn. at City Lights in
Brownsville.
March 19:
LaBare Male Dancers: 1 p.m. Hit the Lime Contest: 12 to 1
to 3 p.m. at the Sheraton Pool p.m. at th.! Radisson Poolside.
Deck.
Pool Volley: 1 to 2 p.m. at the
March 17:
Radisson Poolside.
Budweiser / Bud Light Con- Limbo Contest: 1 to 2 p.m. at
cert "Little Feat" and "Vixen": the Holiday Inn Sparkles Club.
12 to 3 p.m. at Isla Blanca Park. Tube/Indy 500 Contest: 2:30
Raft Races Contests: 11 a.m. to to 4 p.m. at the Holiday Inn
12 p.m. at the Radisson Poolside. Poolside.
Pool Volley: 12 to 1 p.m. at the Worship Service: 9:45 a.m. and
Radisson Poolside.
7 p.m. at Island Baptist Church.

$100cash prize will be awarded.
Bikini Contest: 12 to 2 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn Poolside.
March 21:
Create a Bikini Contest: 11

a.m. 12 p.m. at the Radisson
Poolside.
Banana Relay: 12 to 1 p.m. at
the Radisson Poolside.
Belly Flop: 1 to 2 p.m. at the
Radisson Poolside.
Legs Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at the
Radisson Poolside.
Basketball/Ring Toss: 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Holiday Inn
Poolside.
March 22:
T-shirt Relay: 11 a.m. to 12

Mr. and Miss Spring Break March 20:
Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at the Radis- Best Chest Contest: 11 a.m. to

p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
Raft Races: 12 to 2 p.m. at the
Radisson Poolside.
Tan Line Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at
the Radisson Poolside.
Hot Legs Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn Sparkles Club.
Best Tan Contest: 12 to 2 p.m.
at the Holiday Inn Poolside.
Crab Races: 7:30 p.m. at the
Radisson Quarterdeck Lounge.

12 p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
Limbo Contest: 12 to 1 p.m. at
the Radisson Poolside.
Pool Tug-a-War: 1 to 2 p.m. at
the Radisson Poolside.
Sunburn Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at
the Radisson Poolside.
T-shirt Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn Sparkles Club; a

p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
Tug-a-War: 12 to 1 p.m. at the
Radisson Poolside.
Belly Flop: 1 to 2 p.m. at the
Radisson Poolside.
Best buns: 1 to 2 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn Sparkles Club.

son Poolside.

Texas Tata Contest: 4 to 6 p.m.

at the Holiday Inn Sparkles Club;
first prize is $100 cash.
Basketball/Ringtoss Contest:
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Holiday

Inn Poolside.
99X with LaBare Male
Dancers: 1 to 3 p.m. at the

March 23:
Banana Relay: 11 a.m. to 12

Tube/Indy 500 Contest:: 2:30
to 4 p.m. at the Holiday Inn
Poolside.
Create a Bikini Contest: 2 to
3 p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
March 24:
Raft Races: 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. at

the Radisson Poolside.
P~ol Volley: 12 to 1 p.m. at the
Radisson Poolside.
Mr. and Miss Spring Break
Contest: 2to3 p.m. at the Radis-

son Poolside.
Texas Tata Contest: 2 to 3 p.m.

at the Radisson Poolside; first
prize is $100.
Bikini Contest: 3 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn Poolside.
Coca Cola Party: 2 to 4 p.m. at
Jeremiah's Water Slide.
March 25:
Hula Hoop Contest: 11 a.m. to

12 p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
Belly Flop Contest: 1 to 2 p.m.

at the Radisson Poolside.
Tan Line Contest: 2 to 3 p.m. at
the Radisson Poolside.
Basketball/Ringtoss Contest:

11 a.m. t0 1 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn Poolside.
March 2G:
Hit the Vme Contest: 12 to 1

p.m. at the Radisson Poolside.
Pool Volley: 1 to 2 p.m. at the

Radisson Poolside.
Worship Service: 9:45 a.m. and
7 p.m. at the Island Baptist
Church.

·A[coholhawareness
key to sober break

There are some laws regarding alcohol use on the Island that
spring breakers may not be aware
of and ignorance is no excuse
when dealing with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Commission
(TABC).
The TABC are actively enforcing the drinking laws in clubs
and on the beach, but they are not
in uniform and drive unmarked
cars.
For this reason, spring brea.Kers might keep in mind the following laws when participating
in alcohol-related activities.
•In Texas, the legal drinking
age is 21, and fake ID's carry a
minimum $ 100 fine.
•No drinking is permitted in
public places, such as swimming
pool areas, parking lots, hotel
corridors, etc., after 2:15 a.m.

•Making alcohol available to
anyone under 21 is ille!!al.
•No possession or drinking oi
alcohol in public is permitted on
Sundays before noon.
•If caught in a public place
under the influence of alcohol or
any other substance to a degree
that you may endanger others,
you can be arrested.
•If planning to party in Mexico, the best advice is to either
walk across the bridge or to take
advantage of Gray Line Bus
Tours.
The buses make regular trips
to Matamoros at 10 a.m., noon, 4
p.m. and 6 p.m.; and return for
passengers at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 10
p.m., and midnight. The cost is
$10 round-trip.

Sunbathing tips for
avoiding crispiness
Though Spring Break is a time remedies might ease the discomfor students to forget about fort:
classes for a week by working on
•To relieve the headaches and
tans and relaxing, students often pain that often accompany a burn
overdo things and end up with take aspirin or Tylenol.
'
painful sunburns.
To be sure your memories of
Spring Break are only happy
•Do not use any oil-based prodones, heed the following tips:
uct, such as baby oil, to soothe a
bum. This will cause the heat to
•Wear an effective sunscreen be trapped in the body.
when exposed to the sun. Be sure
•Use a lotion, such as Vaseline
to purchase one with the right
Intensive
Care, or cold cream
sun protection factor (SPF) for
such
as
N
oxema
to help reliev~
your skin type.
the burning.
•Comb a sunscreen through
•Aloe Vera is also an excellent
your hair to protect the scalp.
salve
for soothing a sunburn.
•Apply a sun block (SPF 1530) to sensitive areas such as
•A mixture of glycenn, availlips, nose, and tops of ears.
~bl_e at _most drug stores, and
•Choose a pair of sunglasses ioti~n will prevent the skin from
that block out ultraviolet rays. drymg and will relieve the heat.
Be sure that they do not distort
Following t~e above tips may
your vision.
help you acquue a beautiful tan
For those who acquire a pain- and save you some of the painful
ful bum anyway, a few of these consequences of overexposure.
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Med Tech applications due

•An overall 2.0 G.P.A.
Application forms are available in the Education Building,
Room 139, Monday through Thursday from 8 am.-5:30p.m. and
Friday from 8 a.m.-noon.
For more information, call 381-3407.

Student teaching deadline
The deadline for submitting an application for student teaching
for the Fall 1989 semester is Tuesday.
The general requirements are:
•Passed the P-PST and/or TASP test.
•Minimum 90 semeser hours completed.
•Minimum of 3/4 ofrequired semester hours in minor completed
with a 2.25 G.P.A.
•Minimum of 1/2 ofrequired semester hours in minor completed
with a 2.25 G.P.A.
•All general education courses completed.
•English 1301 and English 1302 completed with a grade of C or
better.
•Any additional requirements as specified by the department of
the major or minor field of the student's degree plan.

The deadline for applications for the medical technology program is March 31.
All medical technology, chemistry and biology majors must
submit an application, three letters ofrecommendation and a copy
,_
of their transcript to the Nursing building, Room 222.
There is a limited program capacity, so you should act quickly if -: ~~;
interested.
For more information, contact Program Coordinator Shari Hall
at 381-2291.

Raimo to perform concert
Faculty artist John Raimo will present ~wo more noon co~~erts
in his continuing series, "The Complete Piano Solo Compos1t1ons
of Mozart, Brahms and Ravel" on the followin_g dates:
On March 28, the program will include Mozart's "Sonata in D
Major, K. 309" and "Sonata in C Major, K. 311 "; Brahm's "Four
Piano Pieces, op. 119"; and will ~e~ture Ravel's "<;:iaspard ~ la
Nuit," which encompasses three ch1lhngpoems, Ondme, Le G1bet
andScarbo.
An April 4th concert will include Mozart's "Sonata in a Minor,
K. 310" and Sonata in C Major, K. 330"and Ravel's "Sonatine."
Also featured on this program are Brahms' "Three Intermezzi, o~~
117" and "Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Handel, op. 24,
which is taken from one of Handel's best compositions.
Raimo's concerts will be held at the Fine Arts Auditorium and
are free to the public.

-CRI ME REPORT!
ffl

Spring dance set for April
The Pan American University Concert Dance Ensemble will
present its annual Spring Dance concert at 8 p.m. April 21 and 22 in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Laura Grabowski, artistic director of the ensemble, said the
ensemble only performs material specially prepared for the group.
Admission for adults is $4 in advance and $5 at the door, and
children's tickets are $2. Students and staff will be admitted free
with a university i.d.
For more information, call 381-2312

Fashion conscious thief
steals golden clothing
Fulbright recipient will travel to Argentina
March 11, a theft occurred in the women's residence hall at about

•

8 :55 a.m. The complainant reported that a blue backpack with "St.
Mary's University" stitched in gold thread, three sweaters and three
to four blouses were missing from her room. Total value was
estimated at $710.
March 8, a man was arrested on charges of assault and disorderly
conduct. The man struck a young woman in the UC Snack B~ at
about 1:30 p.m. University police were called in, but the assailant
ran from them. The man was pursued to an apartment off campus.
The man was eventually apprehended, taken to the Edinburg City
Jail and is out on bond.
March 9, a case of criminal trespass occurred at the women's
residence hall. A female complained she was being harassed by an
ex-boyfriend who h'ad followed her into her room without her
permission. University police advised him to stay off campus and
warned him he would be arrested if he repeated the offense.
March 11, the passenger side T-top of a white 1980 Buick was
stolen from the service drive of the men's residence hall between
8:15 and 8:45 p.m. The T-top was valued at $250.
Between 11 :30 p.m. March 11 and 4:30 p.m. March 12, a <;ok_e
machine was damaged in the Education building. Un~own m~1viduals removed the large Coke sign, two fluorescent lights, pned
off the front plate with the head of a garden hoe and damaged_ the
inside of the machine. The individuals also removed three swuch
and plug plates from the wall. Total damage was estimated at $3~0.
March 13 Texas license plate was stolen from a red 1986 Pontiac
in Lot E bet~een 7 :30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. The rear plate contained
validation stickers.

BEATRIZ MOYA
Staff Writer

Dr. PamelaAnderson-Mejfas,
associate professor oflinguistics
and English at Pan American,
will be traveling to Argentina
this summeron a Fulbright grant.

which helps to create mutual
understanding among the different peoples of the world," said
Anderson-Mejias.

Anderson-Mejias has taught which trains teachers to teach
Her English to speakers of other lanmain courses of teaching include guages.
descriptive linguistics, introducAnderson-Mejfas earned her
tion to English as a second language, practicum in the master's Ph.D. in applied linguistics and
program and contrast of analysis English education from the University of Indiana in 1980. Bein socio-linguistics.
fore coming to Pan American
She has published a number she taught English in Germany,
of articles in journals like English Samoa, the University
"Hispania" and "Foreign Lan- of Indiana, Southern Illinois
guage Annals." She directed Pan University and the University of
American's English Language Hawaii.
Institute in 1982-83 and helped
She first came to the Valley as
design Pan American's new a consultant for public schools
master's degree program in located here and in northern
English as a second language, Mexico.
at Pan American since 1981.

She is one of about 1,000
university professors and staff
members from the United States
who will work and study abroad
with support from the Fulbright
program.

Anderson-Mejias will be
teaching an introduction to descriptive linguistics and other
This program was established
English courses to Argentinian
in
1946 by the U.S. Congress
English and education majors at
under
legislation introduced by
the University of Tucuman.
the former Sen. J. William
She will also be conducting Fulbright of Arkansas.
various workshops in a number
of places, including the Bi-_NaAdministered by the United
tional Institute in Buenos Aires,
States
Information Agency, the
on methods of teaching English
program also brings ~oreign
as a foreign language.
scholars and teachers to v1s1t and
"It's an exciting experience study in the United States.

...................................
: The
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Fink display featured
in CAS Art Gallery
EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

Standing just inside the CAS
gallery, Antonio Fink tried to
explain his hesitation about some
of his artwork.
"I wasn't sure about the brightly
painted crotches, but it gets
people talking," Fink said. And
until March 30, Fink's work will
keep people talking, as his senior
art show is displayed at the CAS
Gallery.
Fink, a senior art major from
Mexico City, is featuring his work
as part of his degree requirements
for a bachelor in fine arts. His
collection of work includes ce-,
ramie pieces, mixed media collages, paintings, and a series of
photographs.
Fink's personal favorite is a
series of eiJdit collages relating
the story of the trial, imprisonment, and death of a charismatic
type leader.

Ceramics are predominate in the exhibit of Tony Fink in the CAS Art Gallery. The exhibit will run until March 30.

(Photo by Joseph Kertesz)

A whole portion of his exhibit
is dedicated to photographs taken
by Fink in a variety of locales,
including Acapulco and San
Miguel de Allele, Mexico, Be-

'' No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
tohearthe
latest jokes.,,

lize City, Belize, and New York,.
"A lot of my photos were taken
in the summer of 1988," Fink
said, "although most of the ceramic projects were finished this
semester."
It is through the eye of the
camera that Fink makes his boldest political statements, capturing the opulence of high-living
in stark contrast with the meager
lifestyle of the underprivileged.

In his photograph titled" A Rich
Man Eats When He Wants, A
Poor Man When He Can", Fink
presents us with a view of two
completely different lifestyles,
that of the immensely affluent,
and that of the amazingly poor.
The picture is taken from the
beach and shows a large resort
hotel towering over a set of rundown shacks. This photo is quite
pos$ibly the highlight of the
exhibit.
Fink does reveal his lighter side
to his artwork in his series offour
untitled body molds of a pregnant woman. The four ceramic
pieces feature different color
schemes ranging from an all
white piece to a tutti-frutti looking mold. It is these four pieces
which have the brightly colored
crotches.
"It's my political statement,"
Fin.le said. " I knew what I was
saying, but I added some text
explaining the work so that others would get the full meaning."
The eight piece abstract work
features white ceramic slabs
mounted on a black background.
The slabs are held in place by
bright metal screws, and a splash
of color at the bottom of the collage relates the mood of the individual scene.
"The cast of the woman shrank
about 30 percent, and the clay
also shrinks when fired, so they
look a little smaller than they
should be," Fink said.
Finksaidallhiswork may be
purchased by interested buyers
but thinks, "a lot of these pieces
will be the beginning of my private collection."
Fink said he plans to begin
promoting his work in Mexico,
where he eventually hopes to
return. For now, Fink plans to
seek a master in fine arts at the
Universidad de Barcelona, in
Spain.

rbu miss her sparkling
sense or humor. She misses
you :md your jokes. E\'en the
lx1d ones. Thar's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Se1vice
i:-. :mother good reason. Bec1use it costs less than vou
think to hear your gr:uidmother start to giggle be!cm: \. '()LI en:n .:-,°et to the
punch line.
So \\'henever \'OU miss
hcT laughter, bring' a smile
to her bee with AT&T. Reach

out ,md touch someone~

Jf you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
ser\'ices. like the AT&T Card,

call us at l 800 222-0300.

·mco

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization that
would like to make $500-$1,000
for a one week on campus marketing project. Must be organized and hard working. Call Lisa
at 800-592-2121.
ATTENTION-Hiring! Government jobs-your area. $17,840$69,485. Call602-838-8885 Ext.
R-4490.

Near
PAU. Call 383-3425, Carmen
Gomez. Females only.

SMALL APARTMENT.

BOLD, INNOVATIVE Student

Magazine seeks passionate, creative art poetry, prose, and photography for Gallery '89. CAS
211 & 266.
Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & editing. English/Spanish.
Call. 585-2838.
TYPING SERVICE:

$1,500.00 REWARD for information and return of 1987 Silverado Chevrolet pickup. Short
wheel-base. Needs to be returned
in good condition. Stolen from
parking lot F. Possibly stolen
with a wrecker. 383-4033
ATTENTION-Government

AT&T

The right choice.

seized vehicles from $100. Fords
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys:
Surplus Buyers Guide 1-602838-8885 Ext. A-4490.
TERM PAPERS. Resumes. Letters. General typing. Public
Notary. A.E. Morin Secretarial
Service, 300 N. 7th St., McAllen. 682-4030.
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Ogletree wins l000th!
MARK MAY

Managing Editor

Baseball Coach Al Ogletree
wonhi~ l,OOOthgame, Tuesday,
becormng only the fourth man in
NCAA Division I history to celebrate 1,000 victories.
Pan Am whitewashed Miami
(Ohio), 10-0, in the landmark
game.
Junior Sydney Holland bashed
two homers, including a grand
~larr_i, ,!o secure the win. Arthur
Skip J?hnson raised his record
to 3-2 with the four-hit shutout.
The Broncs ran out onto the
field in jubilation the moment
the last out was made.
Surrounded photographers,
the players hoisted their beloved
coach onto their shoulders and
carried him to home plate. An
estimated 500 people gave a
standing ovation.
Athletic Director Sam Odstrcil
presented Ogletree with a plaque,
commemerating the rare achievement.
Ogletree was happy and proud

?Y

Fraser and Gustafson are still
but he insisted on putting the
coaching.
game in perspective.
In the twilight game, Tuesday,
"That's only one game," he the Broncs came from behind to
said. "I think the credit should go beat Missiori Southern 8-7.
to the players, they're the ones
With the score tied at seven,
who win the games."
Mike McCallum singled to right
Johnson said it was the biggest field scoring Mark Voss in the
thrill of his life, pitching the bqttom of the seventh. Pitcher
l ,0OOth win.
Ross Gonzales came on in the
fifth, shutout the Lions for three
"I worked my hardest. I was innings, and evened his record at
determined to win for Coach Al," 1-1.
Johnson beamed.
The Broncs lost their first shot
Ogletree has won 867 games in at getting Ogletree his l ,OOOth
21 years wearing the Bronc uni- Monday when the Bradley
form. He won 83 games in nine Braves (Illinois) beat Pan Am5years at Dallas University (1957- 4. Holland was on third base when
65) and 50 at Sul Ross State Mike Eiffert hit a line drive to the
(1J65-68).
shortstop, ending the game.
Pan Am is now 2 _1111 the CitRod Dedeauxheads the list with
rus
Tournament. Bradley is 3-0.
1,332 career wins in 45 years at
Last
week, the Broncs swept
USC. Behind him are Ron Fraser
three
games
from Arkansas State
of Miami (Florida) with 1,069
a 3 _0 American
giving
them
victories entering the 1989 season. Cliff Gustafson has 1,049
South Conference record. ASU
wins in 21 years at Texas also is 0-3. No other teams have
entering 1989.
opened conference play yet.

Senior Mike Henry is_back safely ~gainst Miami (Ohio) Tuesday afternoon. lhe uroncs 10.0 triumph hanaeo
Coach Al <?9le!ree h_,s 1,000 th win as a college head coach. Pan Am is now 12-10 on the year. They play
Bradley University ton_~ht at 7 p.m. at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
(Pl"Oto by Delcia Lopez)

They sv.:ept the Indians 5-0, 74 on Fnday. Saturday they
outscored ASU, 8-6.
.
Thursday the Broncs fell m the
lOthinningto~almValleyTournament champion Wake Forest,

•
I fl
•
t
•
1Il t ernat 1ona avor spices enn1s

The Broncs resume play tonight after facing Miami (Ohio)
last night. They meet Bradley
tonight at 7 p.m. Missouri Southem, an NAIA school, plays the
Broncs at the same time tomorrow while the Broncs begin a

ic;::bI;!~:~.:=rM!it
Frisbee golf coming up
The intramurals Frisbee Golf deadline is Monday, Mar. 27.
Competition begins on the 29th.
Five-on-five basketball is slated to begin April 11. Entries are due
no later than the 7th.
Entries can be picked up and turned in at UC 102. For more
information call Santiago Villanueva at 381-3439.

Anthony Hampton
liked the weather and the fact
that you can play tennis all year
long," Hampton said. "I flew
down from California and
checkedouttheschoolandtalked
to the coach. He was very nice
and he seemed to be the most
enthusiastic recruiter ...
Hampton's biggest adjustment
was getting used to the dorms
and the cafeteria food.
"I'm enjoying Pan Am now.
The te~m~~ pre~ty close," Hampton said. I thmk we're obtaining our goals this year. We've
beaten some teams we haven't

Brad Melville
even come close to beating in the
past."
This semester Hampton's goal
is to win the Lou Hassell Award.
"It takes hard work, motivation and love of the sport to become a successful tennis player,"
Hampton said.
Last semester Hampton's GPA
was a 3.8. His hobbies include
photography, golf and bikeriding.
Melville is a21 year-old junior
finance major from West
Kempsey, Australia.
Melville's step-father helped

Male netters win tourney
The men's tennis team beat the
defending champions in the finals of the Border Olympics last
weekend in Laredo. It's the first
time Pan Am has won the tournament in five years.
The women's team lostto Sam
Houston State in the same tournament.
The men beat North Texas State
in the fmals 5-1.
"This win shows the dedication and the commitment that our
guys have made this year, Coach
David Cross said. "It also shows
the desire which they had going
in to the fmals of this meet. To
beat North Texas State in the
finals is a great accomplishment.
Last year North Texas State beat
us pretty easily 5-1, we were only
making it to the fmals, now we 're
winning the fmals."
The men competed in a round

m the nmth with one out. The
DemonDeaconsbroughtuptheir
centerfielder and put five men in
the infield.
.
Pan Am flew out to nght, Holland tagged_ up at third but was

outinacloseplayathome.

YVETTE QUIROZ
Staff Writer

The chemistry of foreigners
· and Americans is a combination
that makes the men's tennis team
successful.
Roommates Anthony Hampton , Brad Melville, and Oliver
Trittenwein personify this international amalgam.
The rapport between these
young men and the relaxed, joking manner in which they converse with each other and those
around them immediately sets
everyone at ease.
' ·
1
However, one thing they are all
serious about is tennis.
Hampton is 22 and a senior
psychology major from San Francisco, California.
. Hampton started playing tennis to spend time with his father,
when he was 10. He continued to
play throughout high school and
at age 18 was ranked 40th in the
California Junior division.
After graduating, Hampton
went on to play tennis at Chabot
Junior College in San Francisco
Ca.,where he was ranked in the
top 30 ofall the CaliforniaJunior
colleges in singles and doubles.
"I chose Pan Am becaase I

7-4, Pan ~h~ loaded the bases

robin tournament in which the
schools are divided into two
groups of three. Each team plays
the other two in its group and the
two group winners square-off in
the final.
Pan Am beat Texas A&I in the
first round and Hardin-Simmons
in the second by identical 8-1
scores.
"The highlight of the men's
meet was Laurent Jacquemin's
come from behind win over Jim
Kohr, who is ranked 11th in the
Southwest and American South
region," Cross said.
Jacquemin defeated Kohr from
Hardin-Simmons 1-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Sam Houston State edged the
women in the finals 4-5.
The women received a bye in the
first round.

In the semis they whipped
Hardin-Simmons 9-0.
"The highlight of the women's
meet was Tania Webster winning her fmal singles match,"
Cross said."She had an oustanding performance."
Webster beat her opponent 63, 6-1 in the finals.
Webster teamed with Leah
Viloria as the #1 seeded doubles
and won, 6-4, 6-3.
"The women's team showed a
lot of character against Sam
Houston State, we were down
very early in the match and we
came back 4-4, but we weren't
able to win the last match. Three
yearsagowewouldn'thavemade
it to the finals, now we are,"
Cross said.
The Broncs will host a tournament at Cox Stadium Mar.30.

Editors Needed
Applications are being accepted for Editor of The Pan American and Rio
magazine for this summer and for 1989-90.
An edltor must be enrolled in at least three hours at Pan American and
must be in good standing (not be on academic probation).

Oliver Trittenwein
him take interest in tennis when
he was 8. . Although Hampton
started playing tennis at an early
age, he admits he.was not serious
about the game until he was in
seventh grade. When Melville
competed in the junior division
he held a world ranking of 251.
"I had to come to the United
States because I wanted to play
tennis and get a college education. Australian schools are
geared !oward education,:' Me_l~
ville said. "I came to California .·
and Texas because they are the ·
best states to play competitive
tennis in the U.S."
"There's a little more scenery
where I come from," Melville
s~id of his change of environ-

,<;....
'""

See 'Features' p. 8
El BOSQUE Apts.
3-bedroom - 2 bath
2 bedroom - 2 bath
Nice I bedroom apts at affordable
prices
1609 W. Schunior
Edinburg, TX.

383-8382 or 383-6162

FREE CONCERT
Cue Four in Edinburg
Presents Big Al & the Beaters
Start your Spring Break off
right with our free concert
Sat. March 18 at
1615 W. University

Applications can be obtained at Student Publications, Emilia Hall 100.
App!icants may also submit samples of their work.
Deadline for applications is 4 p.m., March 30. Applications, an official
transcipt, three letters of reference and supporting materials should be
submitted to the publications secretary in Emilia Hall 100 by the deadline.
For more information, call Student Publications 381-2541.

J··

7 p.m. - 1 a.m.
381-0624
Coldest Beer
y
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Comm. prof lectures in Monterrey IFeatures--rromp.
OLGA KNUDSON
Reporter

Dr. George McLemore, assistant professor of communications, conducted a seminar in
Monterrey, Mexico last weekend on the subject of American
television and its social, political
and phychological impact on the
North American culture.
The site of the course was the
Instituto de Communicacion,
Anes y Humanidades, which is
located in a charming colonial
mansion in one of the oldest
sections of Monterrey. Present
were 17 students who are professionals in fields of radio and television, and attend ICAHM on
post-graduate status. The seminar was called a "modulo," a
shon course that included 18
hours of instruction over a three
day period.
In an interview that appeared
in a Monterrey newspaper, "El
None", McLemore was quoted
as sayingthatmanymediacritics
consider American television as
the "ultimate expression of
democracy" in that people vote
for programs and by extension of
their product preferences. However, McLemore says that this is
a highly simplistic and ultimately
distoning view of television in
American culrure, because in
many instances the "vote" is for
a "lower common denominator."
McLemore's presentations,
funded through a diploma program in international communication sponsored by ICAHM,
prompted requests for his rerurn
for funher workshops in other
aspects of American television.
Among other topics of interests
were the differences between
government funded versus commercially funded programming.
During television and newspaper interviews in Monterrey,
McLemore was asked not only
about the power and influence of
U.S. television, but also about
practical issues such as why the
profession is such an underpaid
one in Mexico.
Translation to the Spanish
Joe
Bobby

Anabelle
Omar

LJr. George Mclemore, professor of communications, discusses American television with students in
fv1onterrey, Mexro.
(Pl'do by Joseph Kertesz)

speaking srudents was provided ore's course, Comm. 3301, "The
by Adalira Rangel, a translator Rhetoric ofTelevision," currently
with the American Consulate in provides such an orientation on
Monterrey who is involved in this campus.
communications.
"Since the recent advent of
Although there are five institu- satellite T.V. technology," said
tions in Monterrey that grant McLemore, "we must, of necesdegrees in communications, the sity, think of electronic commuMexican view of the discipline nication as international in nais somewhat more oriented to- ture. The city of Monterrey, in
ward technical and performance fact, has the highest concentraprinciples than is the case in the tion of satellite dishes as anyU.S.
place in the world." Some
ICAHM director and host of Mexican politicians have their
the seminar, Lie. Guillenno political campaign ads broadcast
Sanchez, said that he thinks North from the U.S. via satellite in order
American institutions like PAU to bypass governmental barriers
can add to the existing curricu- in Mexico.
lum orientation by contributing
Leaders, especially educational
"modulos" like McLemore 's that leaders, according to McLemaddress the socio-psychological ore, need to be aware of not just
influential behaviors that exist in media technology advances but
the electronics media. McLem- perhaps more importantly, how

SPRING BREAK
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STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY

520 E. University
Edinburg, Texas

~Heu JJfIoraI
h!! ~ett!!, ~ue.
EASTER MARCH 26

-~II]

$199.00 Per Person
•
•
•
•

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

381-1788
524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus

includes
Transportation
Hotel (4 Nights, Beach)
Tour Escourted
Visas, Tax

~

Stncerel:y yours
Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candies
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
1619 South Closner
381-5661

MAnclt SpEciAl

Treasure HIiis

... In

As;oci;Uo~·?Juh Ad~ption Affiliates

...Providing '"c;fioices in
-

./ Suite #35

T~~l~:550

Pregnancy Te~ting

WNITEflOUI

PATOS

ReprodUctive Health Care

~

w

·
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For Information CALL:

Offl, Goo,!

Thrv Mord, 31, 1919

& 12oz. CokE
ONLY S2.89

Now opEN ON NoRTlt 10Tlt foR
FASTER SERVicE
SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All food cookEd fREsk
dAily. NoTltiNG fRoZEN!

428-6242 - 428-6243

OPEN DAILY
7 A, ... - 8 p....SUNOAY 9 A .... - 1 P•"'·

Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health

V

Hamburger
• MEDIUM DRINK • FRENCH FRIES

s1a1

1 CltAlupA,,
1 BEEF PATO,,
SpANislt RicE,,
RANCltERO BEANS,,

TRY ,EM . . . . . YOU'LL LOVE ,EM

.

.Problefl1Pregnancy.Coun~eling
lllliil ._pregnf.1119Y :Ter,min.atJC>'1(1sJ & 2nd Trimester)
.. M.or.nihg AtJer,Jreatme._n f
. . Family., Plar,ning/Birth C.o_rytr,ol Counseling
- Speakers'For Ecti:icational Progrf11TlS
Adoption Services .
.. . . ·

Visit us at: El Centro Mall, Pharr - La Plaza Mall, McAllen
and Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen

Ualley Wide

Edinburg

• ~t~~:-ga~~~

NOW OPEN IN EDINBURG
Corner of Business 281 & Freddy Gonzalez

:£[ P RT O Mexican Food to Go

q{_/p~'q/£fjc ttfl~; ,

:seri!ices

Breakfast Special Served With 2 Tortillas & Beans

Global Tours
110 Pecan
McAllen, TX
686-4960

383-9035

-~-

Triple T Restaurant

Breakfast Special $1.69 Choice of
Huevos Rancheros or Migas or Choice of
Chorizo & Huevos, Bacon & Eggs $1.89

*

7 DAYS

(512) 383-8611

Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie
Mon. • Sat. 6 am - 2 pm
Breakfast Special S1 .99
Daily Lunch Plate w/Dessert .... $4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate ......... $4.50
Mexican Plate . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. $3.95
10% Student discount w/1.D.

Flour Tacos - 2 for $1.99

MAZATLAN MEXICO

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

Breakfast Tacos 2 for $1.59
& Eggs, Chorizo & Eggs,
Bacon & Eggs, Bean & Eggs
·

=~=====.! Choice of Potato

I

Call 383-9012
for Appointment
Walk-ins also Welcome

"I came to the United States
becaust! it's the only country in
the world you can combine tennis and education. Some of my
friendshadcometothe U.S. and
received athletic scholarhips so I
also tried it," Trittenwein said.
Trittenwein found out being
away from home meant being
responsible.
"Everything came ea$ily m
nome, and even in the military I
always had someone to take care
of me, but here I had to be responsible for myself," Trittenwein said.
Currently he wants to play the
best college tennis he can. He
also wants to get the best of both
worlds in education and tennis.
"Big city life is very fastpaced," Trittenwein said about
hishometown. "Itislikeasmaller
versionofNewYork(City). The
climate's dry, but there is not as
muchhumidity. ThecarsinSouth
Africa are smaller and there are
·no fast food restaurants."
Trittenwein does not mind
speaking about the political situation in nhis country.
"The world would like to see a
fast change, but the world does
not undersrand South Africa's
diverse problem. America or
Europe can not help us. The
change in South Africa will come,
but it will be a gradual
change,"Trittenwein said.
Oliver plays musical instruments, likes to bike ride, dabbles
in art and speaks German and
Dutch. He has a 3.1 G.P.A.
After graduating Trittenwein
plans to return to South Africa
and start a business.

Carne Guisada ..... $3.79
Fajita Plate ........ $3.99
Asado de Puerco .. $3.79
Chicken Fajitas , ... $3.99
All Above Served With Rice, Beans, Flour Tortillas

Rottier
Hairstyling

!Ba't&e.t dhop

Orders
To Go

elecironic media communicates
in terms of cultural and social
norms.
Also, understandably, many
Mexican citizens are concerned
about the impact of North
American television programming and movies on Mexican
culture and values. They know
that the value and idea transmission does not stop at the border.
"This new academic and professional relationship with
ICAHM is an important one for
the communications department
and Pan American overall,"
McLemore said. "If PAU, in the
future, wishes to follow through
on its commitment to developing
interrelationships in the social
and cultural aspects of Mexico,
then such collaboration with
institutes like ICAHM are vital."

ments. "!also live in a Valley but
it has trees, hills and less humidity. Before I came down I had
never been exposed to the Mexican culture but it didn't make a
difference because I can adapt
wherever I am."
Melville practices tennis at least
40 hours a week.
"To be a good tennis player
you have to love the game, you've
got to work, have someone at
your side to push you and you
have to set goals you can attain,"
·Melville said.
Melville was ranked 28 of all
NCAA Division I, Region 6 of
players last year.
Melville's main adjustment
going to Pan Am was successfully combining athletics and
education.
The Australian will play on the
pro circuit for a year after graduating. His hobbies include any
outdoor sport and Nerf basketball.
"I'm the world champ," he
joked.
Trittenwein is 22 and a sophomore biology major from Johannesburg, South Africa. He started
playing tennis when he was 9
with his father.
"Tennis was a once a week
event for our farnily," Trittenwein
said."
He played in junior high and
high school where he was made
captain of the varsity team his
senior year.
After high school Trittenwein
spent two years in the military.
He was allowed to play men's
open division tennis and was
ranked 68 in South Africa.

CAU 682-1~76

!I

FOR FASTER SERVICE
CALL 18'-07U
IN EDINBURG

ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE
ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, &
HARLINGEN

Banana
Split r·

99c
(Nuts Extra)

'Gallery' offers
creative outlet

Ogletree:chronicle. ~ "i
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Merger bill
faces
revision
•
ID committee

\

EDWIN AGUILAR
Staff Writer

Legislation to merge Pan
American University with the
University of Texas system ran
into trouble Tuesday as it was
sent for revision to a House of
Representatives sub-committee.
The move stems from a threatened veto by Gov. Bill Clements
of any bill containing free standing status for Pan American
University-Brownsville. One of
two House bills does contain such
language.

If we have to gut the
bill, then we will
- Raul Liendo

Richard Hyslin, art professor, does his Fay Wray imitiation while
putting the finishing touches on his sculpture of King Kong.

Hyslin created the sculpture for a McAllen miniature golf course
on McColl Road.
(Photo by Deida Lopez)

O'Neil to pursue reinstatement effort
RAY GOMEZ

Copy Editor

Dr. Ernest O'Neil, former dean
of the school of education, has
decided to continue his efforts to
improve the administrative c?nditions in the school of education
and to regain his position by
taking his reinstatement appeal
to state district court.
After entertaining arguments
during a regular Board of Regents meeting last month by both
O'Neil and Dr. Ronald Applbaum, vice-president of academic affairs, the board denied

an appeal by O'Neil requesting
that he be reinstated to his former
deanship.
"I do not intend to let this matter
rest," O'Neil said. "I intend to
pursue this until justice has been
reached or all avenues traveled."
Presently, O'Neil has planned
a closed session meeting with the
board in April to offer additional
information concerning his removal and suggestions as to how
to improve conditions in the
university.
"My intentions are twofold,"
O'Neil said.
"I will disclose information that
has not been broughtto the atten-

tion ofthe regents," he said, "and owes it to the students in the
to offer constructive recommen- university, to his supponers in
dations as to how to resolve prob- the community and the school
lems in the school of education districts he works with.
"The wrongdoers and the
concerning the administration."
wrongdoing need to be exposed,"
O'Neil said that he feels the he said. "It's a delicate matter
problems concerning the school and I want to proceed calmly and
of education are only a minute carefully."
example of the types of problems
facing the entire university.
"Right now, the spotlight is on
the school of education," he said.
"The problems go far beyond the
school of education and the solutions to those problems can be
Applications for Student Govextended to the university."
ernment
Association (SGA)
O'Neil said he is also pursuing
positions
are
due Tuesday in UC
the appeal because he feels he
205 by noon.
The elections for president,
vice-president, attorney general
and class senators will be held
April 19 and 20.
The president serves as chief
executive officer. He/She is to
ever, thut vandalism was a major officially represent all activities
hindrance in implememing plans that affect the interests of SGA.
to renovate or improve the curAs chief executive, he/she
rent conditions in the dormitoappoints
and re~oves student
ries.
body
representatives
who serve
"Fire extinguisher cabinets
on
boards
and
university
comhave been destroyed," Villanueva
mittees.
said. "Fire extinguishers are
missing, discharged, fire panels
The president also establishes
are destroyed or are damaged." and appoints executive aides as
"Money that would have been he/she shall deem necessary and
used to purchase new shower expedient for investigation recurtains has been used to replace search and assistance purposes.
damaged equipment," VillanThe vice-president calls Senueva said.
ate meetings and presides over
The total cost to date of replac- the Student Senate. He/She deing fire equipment is $385 while termines the business to be placed
the cost of replacing broken before the Senate.
windows in the west wing third
In addition, the vice-president
floor and the north wing third
floor lobby of the men's dormi- appoints and removes the chairtory cost approximately $200- persons and members of the
Student Senate Standing Com300 each.
Plans to continue improve- mittees, ad hoc and temporary
ments in the durmitor:es are still committees.
underway. Depending on the
He/She also assists the presishape of fiscal budgets for the dent in fulfilling the executive
Housing and Recreation office, and administrative functions of
Villanueva said he hopes to have SGA.
new showerheads installed in all
The attorney general represents
ofthe dormitory bathrooms soon.
SGA
before the Student Coun
"Anymoniesremainingtoward
or
Election
Commission when a
the end of the fiscal year will be
complaint
by
a student is issued
used for improvements," Villanregarding
violation
of an official
ueva said.

ShoWerheads arrive in dorms
RAY GOMEZ
Copy Editor

Four wings in the men's ana
women's dormitories have received new showerheads after a
long drive on the part ofresidents
to have the old showerheads
replaced.
The new stainless steel, adjustable showerheads were placed in
the north and west wings of the
women's dormitories and the east
and south wings of the men's
dormitories approximately one
month ago.
"They (showerheads) seem to
be working," Santiago Villanueva, director ofthe Housing and
Recreation department, said.
"The only problem now is that
the shower curtains are not wide
enough...there is a tendency to
have spray come over the top.
The shower curtains need to be
replaced."
Half of the cost of the new
equipment was covered by the
Housing and Recreation budget
while the other half was covered
by the Maintenance Utilities
account. Each account paid_
approximately $900.
More than 300 dorm residents
had signed a petition requesting

higher flexible and adjustable
showerheads in the dormitories
during the '88 fall semester.
The Housing and Recreation
office eventually agreed to new
water fixtures that met the criteria requested and made plans to
install the equipment as soon as
funding could be located.
As a result, several other problems such as the cafeteria food
and the general condition of the
dormitories were investigated by
the news media, the Student
Government Association and the
Resident Hall Association with
several results coming about.
Students had complained that
the university cafeteria did not
have enough variety in its meal
service and others pointed out
the bad conditions in cenain areas
of the dormitories.
Cafeteria management responded by distributing a survey
among students requesting what
changes students wanted in its
services while improvements
were made in the dormitories
such as painting the walls, sealing windows shut to help in the
prevention ofmold fo~tion and
plans are unde~~)'. to lIIlprove
handicap access1b1hty.
Villanueva pointed out, how-

Rep. Eddie Lucio's merger
bill grants free standing status to
the Brownsville campus, as well
as merging the main campus with
the U.T. system. Another House
merger bill, co-sponsored by Rep.
Alex Moreno and Rep. Juan
Hinojosa, does not grant
Brownsville free standing status,
but leaves it as a sub-campus of
the Edinburg location.
"If we have to gut the bill then
we will, and we'll push to run
with it through the House," said
Raul Liendo, legislative aide to
Lucio.
Liendo said the bill would be
revised quickly to avoid the
threatened gubernatorial veto of
the bill.
"Representative Lucio would
in no way want to endanger the

merger. We are working real
closely with UT and the Governor's office to appease everyone," Liendo said.
An aide to Rep. Moreno,
Romelia Rios, said she also expects the bill to make it out of
committee and be voted on by
the House before the legislative
session ends in May.
Moreno Tuesday removed
himself from lead sponsorship of
the merger legislation in the
House as a result of the difficulties the bills are receiving.
"It is clear that at present the
political posturing has endangered the proposed PAU-UT
merger," Moreno said.
"The issue is no longer being
considered on its merits. It is a
chess game where whose name
is on the bill takes priority over
the educational needs of our area.
That is a game I will not play,"
Moreno said.
Liendo said Lucio's effons in
the House have been an attempt
to draw attention to the status of
higher education in Brownsville,
not simply an act of political
showmanship.
"Edinburg is going to be taken
care of, and Brownsville will not
issuedegreesinitsname,"Liendo
said.
"The governor, the University
of Texas and the people of Edinburg and Brownsville will be
very happy with the compromise
bill," Liendo said.
Rep. Juan Hinojosa, who will
not run for reelection after this
term, has been asked by Moreno
to head the merger effort in the
House.

Election filing deadline April 4
University policy and/or regulation.
Advising the president and
Advisory Council on judicial
matters and be available to render advisory opinions relating to
SGA procedures is also a duty of
the attorney general.
Like the vice-president, the
attorney general helps the president in fulfilling the executive
and administrative functions of
SGA.
Class senators serve on committees of the Student Senate,
sponsor all legislation and take
appropriate action. They also
advise and act on nominees for
appointments made by the president, as well as approve and/or
ammend the budget of SGA and
the recommendations made on
Student Service Fee allocations.
(SAAC) and the Publications
Committee.
The Senate also formulates
suggestions and submit proposed
revisions to the "Student Hand-

book" and any other publication
affecting students.
Positions are also available for
two students in both the Student
Affairs Advisory Committee
SAAC advises the dean of students on all matters regarding
student life within the responsibility of the university. They
also advise on the allocations of
student service fees.
The Publications Committee
reviews policies in the Student
Publications handbook and appoints the editors of "The Pan
American" and "Rio" magazine.
Any student applying must be
enrolled at least part-time and
have a2.0 G.P.A.
Applications may be picked up
at the SGA office, UC 314.
The committee also establishes
rules as to the time, place and
mannerof distribution of student
publications on campus and rec- ·
ommends that each student publication develop an operations
handbook.

Installments due today
The second installment for students paying tuition .!)O the 1/4

payment plao are due today.

Payments may be made at the Student Service buildingt Room
115, from 8:30 a.m.-noon and from 1--4:30 p.m.
A $5 late fee will be added for those who pay tomorrow. Monday
or Tuesday and a $25 reinstatement fee will be added April 5-10.
Anyonewhohasnotpaidby April 10,4:30p.m. willbewithdtawn
from the university,
In order to be reinstated, the student will have to pay the balance
in full plus the $25 reinstatement fee.
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PAU-B autonomy
seen as threat
to UT-PAUmerger .

T

he skies above the UT-Pan Am merger have become
darkened as the house version of the bill was sent back
to committee for revisions. The battle is not betw·een
the UT and Pan American schools but between the legislators from the upper Valley and the legislators from the lower
Valley.
The skies above the UT-Pan Am merger have become darkened as the House version of the bill was sent back to committee
for revisions. The battle is not between the UT and Pan American schools but between the legislators from the upper Valley
and the legislators from the lower Valley.
Both sides said they support the merger between the UT system
and PAU yet neither seems very eager to cooperate with each
other in order to ensure the passage of the merger. It seems the
legislators are feebly holding their ground like a washed-up
gunslinger in the Old West.
Everything seemed to be coming up roses until a thorn in the
shape of the PAU-Brownsville status popped up. Legislators
from Brownsville wanted to ~ve PAU-B free standing status.
They are gung-ho about gaimng independent status for the
Brownsville campus, but have forgotten something very important-you have to learn how to crawl before you learn how to
walk.
For PAU-B to go from a two-year upper division satellite
campus to a free standing four-year institution is a difficult task.
To do this after being under the wing of PAU-Edinburg would be
a poorly thought out move.
The Brownsville legislators should abandon the idea of granting the Brownsville campus, since Gov. Clements declared he
would veto any legislation including the free standing of PAU-B.
PAU-Brownsville would fare a better chance of revamping
itself under the UT system over a period of years rather than
trying to radically change the structure of the school in one broad
stroke.
All the Valley legislators need to work together to establish the
merger first. Only then can the Brownsville campus have a
chance to progress into a viable four-year institution.

State .ponders
adding claws
to cockfight law
(

T

he state legislature will soon be entertaining legislation to make it illegal to be a spectator at a cockfight.
The bill, which is said to be introduced soon by Sen.
Craig Washington, D-Houston, is a bold step toward
eradicating this cruel, senseless "sport."
Cockfighting is the pitting of two roosters in a battle to the
death for gambling purposes. By making viewers of the fights
subject to penalty and possible seizure of their vehicles, perhaps
the state can deter persons from supporting this primitive form of
entertainment.
Adding to the cruelty is the introduction of spikes and blades to
the roosters' claws. The fowls, who are merely following their
territorial instincts in the cockpit, are able to inflict much severe
damage upon one another.
Spectators at illegal cockfights are essentially condoning and
actively supporting the cruelty of animals, and thus should also
be held accountable for the fights. To allow these persons to
escape punishment after a cockfight bust serves a great injustice.
The legislature needs to send out the message that the citizens
of Texas will not put up with any action involving the slaughter,
torture or deliberate cruelty toward animals. As the state becomes more and more urbanized, the citizens and government
within the state must break away from the backwoods mentality
shown by persons supporting the mutilation of animals who are
merely following their instinct and defending their ground.
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Don't only worry about the majority

T

he recent disappearance of University of Texas student
Mark Kilroy has received a lot of attention from the
media, both local and national, as they assist his distraught parents in their search for the young man. Just
this Sunday the case appeared on "America's Most Wanted"
broadcast over KVEO and other stations throughout the country.
The Kilroy case is an easy one to become emotionally involved
with, as sympathizing with the worried
parents is easy to do. The case does merit
some additional scrutiny, as it provides
an excellent example ofthe relative worth
placed on people by this society.
Kilroy was a junior at the University of
Texas at Austin, came of fairly affluent
parents and seemed to have a bright future in front of him. His sudden disapCOLUMN
pearance not only disrupted his family's
life, but reminded the rest of society that
·ALA MODE
even affluent types can vanish.
The panic that has ensued from KilEDWIN AGUILAR
roy's disappearance, however, would
Staff Writer
probably never have happened ifhis name
had an Hispanic surname, orif he was not
from Austin, but rather from a poor neighborhood in McAllen or some other Valley town.
It is not uncommon to hear of local residents disappearing in
Mexico, never to be heard from again. However, it is uncommon,
indeed absolutely rare, for these occurrences to draw much attention from local media, much less the national news agencies.
So what makes the case of Mark Kilroy so special? Simple.
Mark Kilroy is an all-American type with everything going for

him, but all those who disappear here are lumped into the great
mass of missing "spies."
The Kilroy case is representative of how the majority in this
nation is more than happy to take care of its own needs and
problems, but commonly turns a blind eye to the problems of
minorities. The case of the missing student is not the only example
one can find. There are others.
Recently, Marion Barry Jr., mayor of Washington D.C., has
come under fire from members of Congress for displaying poor
leadership in letting D.C. become the most violent city in America.
Barry's city has the highest per capita murder rate in the nation,
stemming partly from drug related gang deaths. However, the
violence in that city is not a recent occurrence, but rather has
become a fixture in the nation's capitol.
So why the sudden uproar? Why the growing concern over gang
related fire fights which usually result in the deaths of young black
gang members? The answer, again, is simple. A few weeks ago,
the shootings had been relegated mostly to black areas of the city.
Recently, however, the violence has moved into more affluent
areas of the city, forcing many Capitol Hill regulars to fear of
outbursts near their residences.
Again, we can see the hypocrisy ofthe majority, as they scramble
to jump on the anti-violence bandwagon, when a few short weeks
ago they were more than content to let some black kids blow each
others brains out whenever they wanted.
The two-faced treatment of minorities in this country is still alive
and well. The country's majority is not ashamed to place far less
value on minorities than it does on itself. Until this changes,
minorities will always be relegated to the back of the societal bus,
while the majority will not only ride up front, but will have armed
guards saving the seats for them .

Just wait until she hits twenty-one

I

Although I know this is a ridiculous notion, I, like many others
who inevitably have bought into this farce,
~~. •
find myself in crisis. Many people say
1
!' \.:
that twenty is not the age to worry about
: -;;;.. ;;;-t
the things I worry about, but I believe that
~~-, ·
the twentieth birthday is a miniature
~~ 1
version of forty.
"
Twenty means I have been on this
earth for two decades. It means youth and
carefree irresponsibility are long gone. It
means I can't get away with things I used
WARPED
to be able to get away with.
PEN
Besides all of this, I have discovered
wrinkles around my eyes and mouth that
MELISSA DOWNEY
will never go away because I'm not quite
Staff Writer
vain enough to contemplate plastic surgery.
And any woman who hasn't found her
first vericose vein is in for a very big shock: It can happen to
anyone. My friends swear I'm imagining things, but I know it's
there. It's just waiting for the other blood vessels on my legs to
burst and unite into one long purple winding path around each calf.
You know you 're old when someone asks about the woman you
spoke with in the grocery store and you reply, "Oh, we went to high
.
school together."
That still occasionally boggles my mind because only adults say
that. Then I realize / am an adult. .

You really know you 're olq.when ·younger siblings don't remember music or TV shows that you grew up with.
For instance, one day when I picked my fifteen year-old sister
up from school, I was listening to the song"Angel Baby" by Toby
Beau on the radio. She wrinkled her nose in extreme distaste and
stared at the speaker, then at me, as if the speaker and I were the
most hideous creations on earth.
"What is that ?" she asked.
"Angel Baby," I said.
She had no idea what I was talking about. I began to get edgy.
"Don't you remember it?" I demanded.
She kept denying any recollection ofthe song and then I realized
I was only eight or nine years old when it was popular. She was
only about four years old. At that moment, I felt so ancient. I also
realized what horrible taste in music I had as a child.
My friend's little eleven year-old sister doesn't have any idea
who "The Bionic Woman" or "The Six Million Dollar Man" are.
You '11 be shocked to discoverthat virtually anyone born after 1973
will fail to comprehend the meaning of the words "Shazam" or
"Isis." It seems preposterous that anyone could have no memory
of those TV shows. I feel like my parents must feel when they
discuss the old "Father Knows Best" episodes.
However depressing the aging process can be, I know deep
down that it should not be a tragic nightmare. I should look forwar.::
to developing mr character and making an impact on the world.
I should revel m the fact that for the time being, I still have afew
y~ars in which to grasp .onto mr _youthful ideas and gain the
wisdom to see them tu_rn ~to real1t1es as I progress in years.
One small consolauon 1s that the state of Texas considers me
quite youthful-so young, in fact, that I cannot legally purchase
alcohol in this state.
I suppose 20 years from now, I'll refer to this time in my life as
"when I was young ..." But for now, I still dread the coming of my
first full score years of life.

L E TT ER 5 P O L I C Y:
"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students,
faculty and staff of Pan American University. Letters to the
editor should be 300 words or less. They may be edited for
space or libelous statements, but letter writers are responsible for
correcting spelling and grammatical errors. All letters must be

signed and include the writer's address, telephone number, and
where applicable, major and classification or job title. Names
may be withheld upon request. Letters must be submitted at the
Student Publications Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the
Monday prior to publication. The editors reserve the right to not
print any letter.

hate to admit it, but with the approach of my twentieth
birthday, I have allowed myself to fall victim to one of the
greatest myths of all time. This myth is the concept that age
is an evil spell cast by some awful witch, causing bodyparts
to sag, skin to wrinkle as much as the California Raisins, and
vericose veins to form tiny roadmaps across blindingly white legs.
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common heritage Christianity
shares with Islam and Judaism.

Free press breeds

The issues I am concerned
with are politics, human rights
and censorship. If the Prophet
To the editor:
Muhammad would have forConcerning Dr. Mohammed
given Rushdie for insult, then,
Farooqui's Guest Column
obviously, the Ayatollah does
printed in the March 16th
not speak for the Prophet or the
edition of "The Pan AmeriIslamic community in calling
can": I would like to clarify
for Rushdie's death. Such a
some of the points in the letter
move is undoubtably a political
of mine (printed March 9th)
ploy, an abuse of his people's
that he referred to as a "good
faith. As far as human rights
example" of the failure of
are concerned, surely the most
Salman Rushdie's supporters to important one is the right to
"look at the Islamic point of
live. As I stated before, to
view." Dr. Farooqui informs
commit murder goes beyond
us that I am "apparently not
the free exercise of religion.
aware of what "The Satanic
Humans have killed each other
Verses" is all about and that
ostensibly in God's name in
"the real issue here" is the
countless situations, using
deliberately insensitive treatreligion as a gilding for politics
ment of Muslims in the West.
and prejudice. This is such a
He refers to the freedom of
situation.
thought and expression as a
"cherished Islamic value" but
points out that such freedoms
should "not be a refuge for
slander with the intent to do
malice, nor blatant lies, nor
A free press is necessary to
defamatory ridicule." While he
maintain human freedoms. It
does not condone the use of
allows for the exchange of
violence, he calls for voluntary ideas that stimulate human
withdrawal of this "slanderous
thought. If we were to censor
book" from America's bookevery book that contained ideas
shelves.
that were objectionable to
someone, then what would be
First of all, I would like to
left for us? There is fine line
say that I am sympathetic to
between criticism and slander,
Dr. Farooqui 's charges of
and I obviously cannot evaluate
misunderstanding and insensitivity to Muslims; the intent of "The Satanic Verses" for
my letter was not a condemna- myself while I am unable to
tion of Islam, nor did it attempt obtain a copy. Freedom from
religion is just as important as
to justify any undue "slander"
the freedom to practice the
contained within "The Satanic
Verses." As I and Dr. Farooqui faith of your choice. People
have pointed out, I have not yet must be allowed and encouraged to study different ideas
had the opportunity to read the
and decide for themselves
book and theological issues
between them. Otherwise, we
contained therein. Though I
cease to be human.
am a Christian, I have a fasciPhilip Lozano
nation with, and a deep respect
Communications major
for, Islam. I am aware of the

UT prof presents lecture

more freedoms

Dr. !',rturo Arias will present a lecture titled "Mexico, Central
Amenca, George Bush, and You," this Sunday April 2 at 3 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry located at 1615 West Kuhn.
Arias will also speak on campus Monday April 3 at 9:45 in LA
240.
Ari~, a native of Guatemala, _teaches in both the government and
Spanish de~artments at the Umversty of Texas-Austin.
The talk 1s sponsored by the Student Border Association for
Refugees from Central America.
For more information, contact Sandra Griffin at 381-2157 or
Maria Rodriguez at 383-3674.

Anthro club hosts Hobbs
The anthropology department is presenting a speaker Tuesday
during activity period in LA 101.
The featur~d speaker, ~- Sandy Hobbs of Paisley College of
Technolog_y m Scotland, will present a speech titled, "Hunting the
Monster with Iron Teeth: The Psychological and Political Context."
Anyone interested is invited to attend.
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South Padre Island returns to its relatively serene atmospnere
after the last two weeks of being bombarded by students from
across the nation enjoying the Gulf Coast resort area.
(Photo t7,t Jat Lewis)
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TERMPAPERS,resumes, letters,

LOOKING FOR a fraternity, so-

general typing, public notary.
A.E. Morin Secretarial Service,
300 N. 7th St., McAllen. 6824030.

rorityorstudentorganizationthat
would like to make $500-$1,000
for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Jill
or Corine at 1-800-592-2121.

TYPING SERVICE:
Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & editing. English/Spanish.
Call 585-2838.
ITISTRUE! Jeepsfor$44 through

the Government. Call for facts!
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 8300-A.

FORGET APRIL 15th. The real
deadline for submissions of art,
poetry, short stories, photos is
April 3rd. Avoid the rush!
Submit now!! Gallery '89-CAS
211 or266.
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Faculty Artist John Raimo will present the next in his series of
concerts, "The Complete Piano Solo Compostions of Mozart,
Brahms and Ravel'' at noon on Tuesday in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
He opens with Mozart's "Sonata in a minor," written immediately
after Mozart received word of his mother's death. It is a musical
outpouring of his grief and fond intimate memories 0£ ::er.
Brahms' "Three Intermezzi, op.117" are Romantic pieces which
suggest lullabies to a peacefully sleeping child. Ravel's "Sonatine"
reveals his return to post-war classicism, a change from his previous
style of pre-war impressionism
"Sonata in C Major, K. 330" shows another side of the mulitfaceted Mozart, and takes on a mood of Spring and flowers.
The program will conclude with Brahm's "Variations and Fugue
on a Theme of Handel, op. 24", which Raimo describes as a
"kaleidescope of emotions and expressions" in the 25 variations,
ending with a magnificent and climactic Fugue from Handel.
Raimo intersperses his selections with interesting program notes
on the background of each particular piece and its composer.
The concen is free to students, faculty, staff and general public.

CheerIea der tryouts planned
Any student can try out for the cheerleader squad on Apr.15 from
9 a.m. to 12 noon in the PAU Fieldhouse.
Seven positions are- own, four for women and three for men.
It is required each female applicant have at east a year's high
school experience in cheerleading and tumbling skills are prefered
for both sexes. Students must also have at least a 2.0 GPA but need
not be fulltime students.
Applications can be picked up at UC 102. For more information
call Santiago Villanueva at 381-3439 or Rachel Castillo at 3800789.
The deadline for intramural five-on-five basketball is Friday, Apr.
7. Play begins on Apr. 11. Entry forms can be found at UC 102. Call
Villanueva at 381-3439.
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POST ABORTION

COUNSELING ADOPTION
REFERRALS SERVICE

Raimo concert set

Begin Graduate School
In September '89

:
:

i
:
:
:

• Master of Arts
• Doctor o f Psyc hology
• Innovative
• Applied
• Clinical
• Small Classes
• Hosp ital Affiliations
• North Central Accredited
• Clinic a l Training Facilities On Premises
• Afternoon & Evening Classes
• Full & Pa rttime Programs
• Handicapped Accessibility
• Equal Opportunity Educational Facility
• Minority Sc holarships Available

Lib~~sec1 By The Texas Department Of Health
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ATTENTION:

Are You a First Time
Car Buyer?

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology

RENTALS

a------AND-------.nr.

1322 South Campbell • Springfield. Mo. 65807-1445 ·
417 /831 -7902
~
. ..

.

MOVIE CLUBS

SOUTI-1

RENT TO OWN

Would You Like to Buy With

$0

WASHERS, DRYERS,
REFRIGERATORS, STOVES

Down Payment

Would You Like LOW Monthly Payments?
We Have a Special Plan for First Time Car
or Truck Buyers Like You!
Come See Us Today at

COURTESY OLDS - NISSAN - BMW
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~U STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY
HAPPY HOUR-TUES.-THURS.
2 for 1 • All Day!
EVERY DAY - $1.49
NEW RELEASES • $2.49
■
•

--

McAllen-Pharr 682-0161

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT
* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome.
.,,,..--- On Tuesdays Only!

\

•

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!
FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
FTER 10:00 p.m. $1.50 BAR DRINKS
TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE ATTIRE ..

\
500 EAST HACKBERRY· McALLEN, TEXAS

721 North Jackson Road at Hackberry (Polk)

(Across the street from Sams Wholesale/ El Centro Mall)

TUESDAYS

VCR's, TV's, FURNITURE,

682-4133

*

NO COVER & FREE DRINKS DOES NOT A PPLY TO 18 to 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER /.0. REQUIRED A T ALL TIM ES
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Enthusiasm helps with 'Gallery' publication effort
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sure and anyone who likes to
write."

Prizes are given annually to the
best work.

"You learn a lot," he added.
For those who do not take the
course, but simply submit articles, "Gallery" offers the chance
to be published in a literary
magazine.
When Schmidt took a leave ot
absence, De La Fuente took over.
De La Fuente has noticed that
student particip.ation has remained steady throughout the
years "Gallery" has been in
publication.
"We keep getting better ana
better," she said. "Last year 70
students submitted (making 233
individual entries)."
. The upper level English course
So far, about 90 students have
IS generally restricted to juniors submitted works to "Gallery" and
and seniors. However, De La she hopes to receive more.
Fuente makes exceptions for
"In fact we have ex~ended the
beginning freshmen or sophomores who show talent and crea- deadline (from April 3) to April
20," De La Fuente said, then with
tivity.
a smile added, "That's for all the
''The enrollment is up to me,"
students still wondering whether
De La Fuente said. "In fact, I they should submit or not."
have a student who was a begin"Gallery" welcomes prose,
ning freshman last semester
poetry, short stories, pi.1otograwhom I recommended to the
course." She added that the stu- pi1y, and artwork from srudents
only.
dent is doing quite well.
The course is ottered eacn
spring and she urged anyone who
is interested to contact her.
"Gallery" was the brainchild
of Dr. Dorothy Schmidt who
The second annual Free Enbegan the magazine in 1981.
terprise week featuring speakers
The publication gives students lecturing on business and ecohands-on experience in the field nomic development in the Valof publishing and provides an ley, Texas and the U.S. has been
outlet for creativity that students set for April 3-7. The event will
be sponsored by the Student in
might not otherwise have.
Free Enterprise (SIFE) organi"I've learned the process of a zation.
·magazin~how it's created, how
Other topics include women
it'scompleted and various jobs," in business, business ethics and
said Lloyd Collier, a student entrepreneurs in the Valley.
enrolled in the course.
All presentations will take
"(The class) teaches you to be place in the Business Adminiexpressive. It's very laid back stration building, Room 110.
and you learn how to work with
•On Monday President Miguel
other people and how to work as Nevarez and various Valley
a team."
mayors will be signing prodaCollier recommended the mations. Mayors expected to be
course to "English majors for present include Othal Brand of

"The covers-everything-is
all done by students," De La
Fuente pointed out.

MELISSA DOWNEY
Staff Writer
Students looking for a place
for the creative juices running
through their veins to be funneled may be interested in working with the student literary
magazine, "Gallery."
Dr. Patricia De La Fuente, an
associate professor of English,
heads a class of students she
describes as enthusiastic and a
little crazy.
"That's what we need," De La
Fuente said. "In a lot of classes
(their behavior) would be considered crazy, but here it's what
we need. The main thing I look
for is enthusiasm."

Members ofthe class do all the
footwork involved with putting
out the magazine.
"We are an editorial stcif," De
La Fuente said. All the class'
students areinvolve1 in the work
and decide what i!: pul:>lished in
the magazine, she sai<l.
"Each individual student in
class reads and eval-:iates everything (and rates everything on a
scale of) 1 tc 5," De La Fuente
said. She acded that she participates in the rating because she is
res:eonsible !or the magazine.
Each selection is anonymously
graded by ea::h member and those
with the hig~st ratings are chosen.
The magazirie is generally 76
pages, or 80 with the cover.
De La Fuente believes that
"Gallery" should maintain acertain standard.
As a member of the Texas Intercollegiate Press Association,

"Gallery" has received numerous awards.
"Students should be able to
·publish some•.hing in 'Gallery'
and have it mean something," De
La Fuente said.
A reception will be held for
class members, students who
have had their work p'.lblished in
"Gallery" and the generll public
after the magazine ha: been
published.
De La Fuente was hesitant
about releasing a date for the
reception because tr.e scheduled
completion of the magazine is as
yet undecided.
However, she s:rid L1at the
reception is usually held one or
two days into "dead week."
Prizes, courtesy of the MCALlenMonitorthis year, are awarded
for first, second, an<.i third place
and honorable mention in each
category.
Only 300 copies are printed
each year and may be purchased
at the University Press, Room
226.
So, if you happen to be one of
those students who h:is reserves
of creativity just waiting to be
unleashed, give "Gallery" a try.

Free enterprise week, April 3-7
McAllen, Ignacio Garza of
Brownsville and Bill Card of
Harlingen.
•On Tuesday from 9 am. to
noon speeches on economic
development will be given by
Michael Allen of the McAllen
Economic Development Corporation, Dr. Miguel Cavazos of
the U.S. Small Business Administration and others. They will be
speaking about what their city is
"doing to attract economic development," Dr. Gilbert Cardenas, professor ofe.conomics, said.
Cardenas will give a presentation on Mexico and the maquiladora industry in the Valley.
•On Wednesday from 9 a.m.

to noon, SIFE students will collect pennies from university students in an attempt to reduce the
national deficit. SIFE will send a
check to the IRS in the amount of
the pennies collected asking that
the deficit be reduced in the
amount collected.
The pennies and signatures
from students will be presented
in letters to Congressman Kika
de la Garza and Sens. Phil Gramm
and Lloyd Bentsen to bring solutions to the problems on the national deficit.
At 11 a.m., Dr. Phil Mahoney
and Dr. Elliott Rock will offer
presentations concerning the
deficit.

I;~ -~

Vandals leave courts faul y
Between 5 p.m. March 18 and 10 a.m. March 23, a cas of
criminal mischief occurred at the Orville Cox tennis stadiun, A
fence, some padlocks and court nets were cut and fire was set to a
trashcan. The subjects stole tennis court equipment and attempted
to break into the storage room. Total damage was valued at $565.
Between 1 p.m. March 15 and 8 a.m. March 20, an electri~ fan
and a necklace were stolen from an office in the purchasing
department of the Administration building. The losswas estimated
at $75.
Also in the Administration building between March 15 WJ.d 11
am. March 20, a clock valued at $100 was stolen from an office.
March 18, a purse containing personal items was stolen from a
blue 1980 Chevrolettwo-door in Lot F between nine and 10:15 p.m.
The owner possibly left the car unlocked since there were no signs
of a forced entry. Total loss was $35.
March 18, a radar detector of unknown value was stolen from a
beige 1982 Ford van in Lot F between seven and 10 p.m. Entry was
gained by breaking the driver's side window. A purse and C.B.
radio were in plain sight, but were not stolen.
March 23, an unknown person or persons punctured two tires of
a 1984 gray Dodge automobile at approximately 10 p.m. During the
same time frame, two tires of a 1988 beige Chevrolet two-door were
punctured. Each set of tires was worth $120.

Submit suggestions for
new school name to Rep.
More than 60 suggestions for
the renaming of Pan American
University have been received at
the Austin office of Rep. Alex
Moreno, co-sponsor of a house
bill to merge Pan American
University with the University
of Texas.
"We expected more responses
to be sent, and we hope more will
come in soon," said Romelia
Rios, assistant to the representative.
The suggestions are in response
to ads placed in Valley papers by
the representative asking residents for suggestions for a name
for the university.
The ads ask readers to choose
between UT-Pan American-Ed-

inburg, UT-Edinburg ano UTRio Grande Valley as the new
name for the Edinburg campus.
Suggestions for a n ew
Brownsville campus name include UT-Pan AmericanBrownsvile,
and
UTBrownsville. Readers may make
their own original suggestions as
well.
Suggestions should be mailed
to Rep. Alejandro Moreno,
P.O.Box 2910, Austin, Texas,
78768, and should include one's
name and address.
Moreno and Rep. Juan Hinojosa are co-sponsors pf House
Bill 47, which merges PAUEdinburg with UT, but leaves the
status of PAU-Brownsville asis.

HAIRMASTERS
15% Discount for PAU
students and faculty with ID card

data

3g3..:9133

systems

walk-ins welcome

Special Pricing For Qualified Buyers*
Direct From Manufacturer
All Models Available

2002 W. University

!SU?l:r5;::,o;:;,-;-2as,..

Edinburg, 'Iha!>

Breakfast Tacos 2 for $1.59
& Eggs, Chorizo & Eggs,.
Bacon & Eggs, Bean & Eggs

L=~=====.l Choice of Potato

Portable Laptop
•

80286 Processor, 12/6 MZ, 0 wait states

•

1 MB RAM

•

20 or 40 MB Hard Disk

•

3.5'' 1.4 MB Floppy Disk Drive

•

NICAD Battery Pack

The Zenith Data Systems
Z-286 LP Desktop PC
•

80286 processor

•

I MB RAM

•

20 or 40 MB Hard Disk

•

3.5'' 1.4 MB Floppy Disk Drive

•

Microsoft windows

•

.,

Flour Tacos - 2 for $1.99
Fajita Plate ........ $3.99
Carne Guisada .... . $3.79
Asado de Puerco .. $3.79
. ken Fa11··tas . . . . $3.99
Ch ,c
All Above Served With Rice, Beans, Flour Tortillas

Breakfast Special $1.69 Choice of
Huevos Rancheros or Migas or Choice of
Chorizo & Huevos, Bacon & Eggs $1.89

* Breakfast Special Served With

2 Tortillas & Beans

NOW OPEN IN EDINBURG
Corner of Business 281 & Freddy Gonzalez
Visit us at: El Centro Mall, Pharr - La Plaza Mall, McAllen
and Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen

GOLD LA NC E C LASS RI NG S

*Qualified
Buyers:

College/ University faculty, staff, students

-------------- ---- -------------------1
For Your Information and Order Package

CALL (713) 890-6286 or WRITE
NAME: - - -- - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ST: _ _ _ _ Zip: _ __ _
□

Employee
□ Faculty
□ Student
□ Graduate Student
of University/ College: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone: _ __ _ _ __
Interest:

□

8088

D Laptop □ 80286
O Desktop D 80386

Work Phone: _ _ _ __
Send to :

ZEN ITH DATA SYSTEMS
12337 Jones Road. Suite 434
Houston. Texas 77070

_

_

We Accept:
• Zenith Data System Credit Card
• Certified Check • M~ey Order

•cm=
;B• I~~fems
1171

Sp«-1al pr1.:1n1 offer 1ood only on pw,rchascs d inctly 1hro1,1,ah bakh Co..lMl(t)
hstd a bove by stydenu, fac ulty and 11aff for 1h(;r own ""· No ocllcr diacovnll
apply l.1m11 one portable computer per individual in lft)' 12 monttl period. l'ricn
s u bJCCI 10 chanac w11how1 no occ
«'1988. Zenilh Da ta Sy11cms

: ·.

$250FFSALE
ALL STYLES IN 1OK & 14K GOLD

Free Options
Fast 4 Week
Delivery
Offer Ends
April 30
208 S. MAIN ST.
McALLEN, TEXAS 78501
686-8332
C Gold Lance tnc Offer ends Apnl 30. 1989 Aste. !or details

.
..

, .<of

Brittan's
Jewelers

~- ~
,-,__-

.

•

~

,.

10TH & NOLANA
McALLEN, TX
687-6147

SP
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Mireles lsprints ahead of pack
YVETTE QUIROZ
Staff Writer

Nancy Mireles shows up to
track practice each day, stretches
and goes through the same routine as your everyday ordinary
runner. But she is no ordinary
runner.
The Ingleside, Texas junior
holds five indoor and outdoor
American South Conference
records.
Her perfonnance at the Roadrunner Invitational in San Antonio Mar. 18 was exemplary of
her superlative abilities and her
inner resolve and confidence.
"Nancy won the women's •
10,000-meters with a time of 37
minutes, nine seconds. Then she
decided to run the 5,000-meters
20 minutes later," Coach Reid ~
Harter said. "She finished third
in 18:10. Her two times are the
best in the conference so far."
Mireles holds a bevy of track
marks.
She holds the American
South'srecordsintheindoormile " ·
.,. """
Junior track star Nancy Mireles stretches as part of her daily warm up routine before taking to the track for
h
000
3
and t e ,
-meters. Outdoors,
herdailywor1<out.
.
(PhotobyNereo Ramos)
she owns the 1,500-meters,
3,000-metersandthe5,000-meter the Alumni Association last year. wanted to run a relay with her,"
"What makes me smile is my
standards.
"Nancy is definitley one of the the junior said.
teammates want to beat rr.~ at the
Mireles became seriously in- meets. That makes me feel imIt's no surprise the long dis- best athletes Pan Am has ever
tance runner has been voted the had," Harter said."She's a real volved withherrunning after her portant. It makes me want to go
"Most Valuable Performer" at hard worker, I think that pushes brother passed away her senior out there and be aggressive."
both ASC indoor meets ('88 and everybody else to a higher level." year in high school.
Mireles is a double major. She
"I dedicated my senior year
Mireles started competing in
'89)andlastyear'soutdoorchamis
majoring in Political Science
track season to my brother," she
track in junior high school.
pionship.
and
Physical Education. After
"I became involved in track said. "I would run 10 miles a day
She was also voted the Most because my older sister was on · to his grave and back each day. graduating she plans to become a
high school track coach.
Outstanding Student-Athlete by the high school track team and I Now I run more for myself."

Women netters
host tournament
YVETTE QUIROZ
Staff Writer

respectable conference tennis
wise," Cross said.
Women's tennis is entertainCross did not conduct practice
ing American South Conference during spring break.
adversaries Southwestern Lou"The fact that we dido 't pracisiana, Lamar and New Orleans tice really scares me ,we will
today through Sat. at Cox Sta- only have two practice days in
dium and the P.E. courts in what two weeks before this meet,"
is officially a non-conference Cross admitted.
meet.
"The outcome of this meet
This year will be the first time
depends
on the team's eff9rt. The
the conference teams will comteam
has
to overcome the prespete in a dual match tournament.
of
playing
the conference
sure
"I proposed that we have meets
schools
this
weekend,
the only
in the fall and the spring amongst
the conference schools, so ev- thing that will defeat us is oureryone gets an idea of what type selves, I expect USL to win a
of team everyone else has before couple of matches, but depththe American South Conference wise we are stronger. I think we
meet,"·Coach David Cross said. have a good chance to sweep all
This meet determines where three teams this weekend."
players will be seeded in the ASC
Leah Viloria will play in the
meet April 27-28 in Jonesboro, number one sv.ot for Pan Am.
Ark.
Chris Reetz will play in the secDefending ASC champion ond spot, Gail Mclssac will play
Lamar lost their coach and only in the third spot, Tania Webster
have three girls returning to the will play in the fourth spot, Barteam.
bara Barrera will play in the fifth
Coach Cross and Arkansas spot and Kim Butler will play in
State Coach Marcia Williams are the sixth spot.
Viloria and Webster will play
the only returning coaches in the
the number one doubles posiASC.
"A lot of the programs are tion. Mary Jane Mayer and Reetz
rebuilding or starting from will reside in the number two
ground zero, we have good position while Barrera and Meiscoaches in the conference now sac will play in the number three
that are going to make the ASC a position.

Make up to $1,000 in one week. Student organizations, fraternities,
sororities needed for 1 week marketing project right on campus. Must
be organized & motivated. Call
1-800-950-8472 Ext. 150.

Ogletree's 1,000 wins had simple beginnings
games in Austin. That was his
first experience in organired ball.
His team won the Texas state
championship in 1944.

MARK MAY
Managing Editor

The moment the final out was
made, the Pan American Broncs
stormed out oftheir dugout, raced
to the pitcher's mound, and began jumping in jubilation. They
had beaten Miami of Ohio 10-0
but that wasn't the reason for
their excitement.
Coach Al Ogletree was lifted
onto the shoulders of his joyous
players and carried to home plate
where he was congratulated by
members of the administration,
the media, fellow coaches, players and fans alike. Ogletree had
done what only three other men
in NCAA Division I had accomplished before him-won 1,000
games.
Ogletree was happy but net
outwardly emotional. Characteristically, he turned over most of
the credit to his players.
"You can be the best coach m
the world but if you don't have
the players, you aren't going to
win " he said.
The road to a 1,000 victories
started off simple enough. Growing up in Austin, Ogletree remembers making unusual pregame preparations so he and his
chums could play.
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Al Ogletree

Like any other youngster,
Ogletree had his heroes. He cites
New York Yankee Lou Gerhig
and Chicago Cub Phil Cavalera
as childhood favorites.

"Texas Houston pitched for the
Boston Red Sox, he lived two
houses down from us," Ogletree
said. "His wife used to wash his
uniform and hang it outside and
we would go to watch it dry."
used to play catch with him
and I still got the ball he signed
for me," he added.
As a 14-year old, Ogletree used
"We had to run the cows offthe
field to play in this old cow pas- to play with 17 and 18-year olds
in American Legion league
ture," he recalls.

,;•1

Ogletree said.
He was offered the Pan Am job
by then Athletic Director Jim
Brooks. Twenty-one years and
He went ori to become an All- 877 victories later, he's still going
Southwest Conference catcher at strong having never coached a
Texas A&M, leading them to the losing Bronc team. In fact, he's
aveHg~ct4i,y)ctp~p~f year at .
College, Wo~ld ~e~~ 1951.
the Brt>nc,helm. ·
· · , ··
Originally an aeronautical
His office walls are covered
engineering major, Ogletree said
he changed majors after a week's with memorabilia from past
time and eventually got his de- glory. One glass frame contains
newspaper headlines of his two
gree in education.
favorite wins. The 1-0 and 4-0
From there, he served two years sweep of Texas in the 1971
as an officer in the army but did NCAA playoffs which propelled
not go to Korea.
Pan American to their cnly Col"There were 28 first lieutnants lege World Series appearence in
and me and another guy volun- Omaha.Neb.
tered to go but we were the only
After 12 NCAA playoff trips
two who didn't," Ogletree said. and seven 50+ victory seasons,
"That's the way the army is."
Ogletree has not set a timetable
After playing Class C minor for retirement.
league ball in Louisiana, Ogle~
"I'm not old enough (to retree got his first coaching job at tire)," says the 59-year old coach.
the University of Dallas in 1957. "Once you get baseball in your
The first of 1,000 wins did not blood you can't get rid of it."
come easily.
As long as his blood is flowing,
"It was Austin College," he Coach Al Ogletree will keep
recollected. "We played 'em 10 plugging away in the simple sport
or 12 times and we finally won he loves. The sport which has
one."
forged some of his earliest
After nine years he moved on memories.
to Sul Ross State in Alpine, Tx.
"To me it's probably the greatIn 1968 "on our way home from est game ever."
the (NAIA) College World Series we got word the (baseball)
program had been cancelleel,"

:EC. P RTO

Mexican Food to Go
Unlleu Wide

ApRil SpECiAl
BiG MExicAN PLATE,
BEEF GuisAdo,
SpANislt RicE,
RANCltERO BEANS,

WNITEfLOUI

PATOS

SAlAd & 2 ToRTillAs
ONLY $2.79

TRY ,EM . . . . . YOU,LL LOVE ,EM
Now opEN ON NoRTlt 1OTlt foR
fasTER SERViCE

ull 682-1j76

SPECIALIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

!I

All food cookEd fRE!,lt
dAily. NoTltiNG fRoZEN!
OPEN DAILY
7 A,M. - 8 p.M.

SUN['IAY 9

A.Ill, -

J p.111.

FOR FASTER SERVICE

CALL J8J-072j
IN EDINBURG
ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE
ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, &
HARLINGEN

Northern Illinois woos Wall
Men's basketball coach Kevin
Wall is being considered for th.e
same position at Northern ID1nois, a Division I independant.
The McAllen Monitorreponed
that NIU's Athletic Director
Gerald O'Dell had a preliminary
discussion with Wall Mar. 22.
Wall's name had been recommended to O'Dell as a possible
replacement after Jim Rosborough was fired at the conclusion
of the Huskies' 11-17 season.
"W:e have a list of 100 to 15!)
peopl~ right now and haven.~
begvn to narrow that down ,
0•~11 told the Monitor. "We

J\llen ~fora!
h~ ~e~, ~nr.
1320 N. ClOSNER
EDIN BURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611

made some inquiries concerning
Kevin, that's all."
Wall says no discussion has
taken place since O'Dell's initial
call.
"I haven't heard back fron.
them," he said yesterday morning.
Toe Monitor story says Wall is
the only Division I head coach
being considered right now.
Wall's Broncs went 15-13 this
past season. In three years as
headcoachheis45-39, the fourth
winningest coach in Pan Am's
history.

Meanwhile, Wall continues to
recruit prospects for the 1989-90
Broncs. He was in Oklahoma last
week and will be on the move
again next week.

Triple T Restaurant
Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie
Mon. - Sat. 6 am - 2 pm
Breakfast Special $1.99
Daily Lunch Plate w/Dessert . . . . $4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate . ..... .. . $4.50
Mexican Plate .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . $3.95
10% Student discount wn.o.

381-1788
Orders
To Go

524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Campus

NEWS FLASH!!!!
PAUF and P.A.U. Staff Local Unit will host a briefing session with Dr. Charles Zucker, TFA Director, Rep. Alex Moreno, Sen. Hector Uribe, and Dr.
Miguel Nevarez.
Mr. Hector Loya, TSTA Uniserv Representative will
explain Hospitalization benefits for TSTA members.
Friday March 31, 1989
12:30 p.m. / Cafeteria Faculty Lounge
Refreshments will be served

Join America's Fastest Growing Retail
Chain.

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. currently
operates over 1200 stores in a 25 state
trade area and is opening over 125
new stores each year. Wal-Mart offers
excel lent opportunity for rapid
advancement.
•Competitive salary and bonus plan
•Complete Benefit Program
•Train ing and development program
leading to store management and
other management positions.

You are invited to attend a presentation
conducted by representatives from Wal-Mart
on our Management Training program All
students regardless of graduation date or college
maior are welcome to attend
The meeting will be held on Campus at

Pre sentation-April 3, 1989
7 · QQ PM
Personal 1nterv1ews wil l be conducted on
4/4
contact your placement office for further details If
for some reason you are unable to be placed on
our 1nterv1ew schedule. and are interested 1n a
retail career. send your resume to the address
below

WE WANT TO TALK TO YOU!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
People Division
702 S.W. 8th Street
Bentonville, AR 72716
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Broncs 2nd in Citrus, Ramsey Four new measle
pair of walks, a double steal,
another walk, an error and three
singles.

MARK MAY
Managing Editor

Pan American
50
Spring break was no break for
South
Dakota
State
4
the baseball team who stayed
(14)
busy winning six of ten games as
Bob Shepherd
Third
baseman
they finished second in both the
to
right
field, scoring
singled
Citrus and Jody Ramsey TournaSydney
Holland
from
second for
ments at home. The Broncs are
the ·game winner in the 14th.
now 21-15.
Senior Eric Forestier earned his
Bradley (Ill.) won the Citrus first college victory in relief of
while Ohio State was tops in the Loy Gillis who went 13 innings.
Jody Ramsey.
Pan American 6
Pan Am is on the road this
Ohio State
2
weekend for the first time since
Wednesday, Victor Garza and
mid-Feb. with double-headers
Victor
Manriquez combined for
Fri., Sat. and Sun. against Dallas
four
hits,
three runs and three
Baptist, Lubbock Christian and
had a two-run double
RBI.
Garza
St. Edward's of Austin.
while Manriquez slapped an RBI
Here's .a game-by-game re- triple. Arthur "Skip" Johnson
count of the eight Jody Ramsey won his sixth straight game (6games of which Pan Am won 2).
five.
St. Francis
10
Ohio State
Pan American

S
2

(14)
Bronc hurler Charlie German
fought off the stuhborn Buckeyes carrying a 1-1 tie into the
14th inning Mar. 20. The Buckeyes finally broke loose with a

Pan American

9

In a wild game, Pan Am committed three errors in the first
inning allowing St. Francis (Ill.)
to score six times. Trailing 10-1
in the seventh, the Broncs rallied
for eight runs but fell an eyelash
short.

Pan American
St. Francis

9
4

Shepherd drove in three runs
while Mike Eiffert and Lance
Sardelich drove in two each in
Thursday's nightcap, a 9-4 Bronc
win. Todd Burgess went the distance raising his record to 2-1.

scored the winning run from third
on a wild pitch.

Pan American 8
South Dakota St. 3
Alex Perez' two-run homer
helped Wrennie Wickliffe win
his first game of the year on the
hill for Pan Am.

cases strike PAU
RAY GOMEZ
Copy Editor

The red measles, Rubeola,
continue to hamper the health of
students and have forced the
cancellation ofthe annual Health
St. Francis
1
Pan American 3
Fair originally planned for this
Pan
American
0
Ohio State
2
Monday.
The Saints no-hit the Broncs
As of Monday, four new cases
The week before Joel Gilmore and struck out 10 Bronc batters . of the red measles had been rethrew a three hit shutout as Pan while scoring the winning run on ported to Dora Castillo, coordiAm won 3-0. This time he al- a two-out single in the seventh. nator of student health services,
lowed only two hits elevating his Charlie German endured the
and as a result the annual Health
record to 5-1. Clint Morrison tough loss (3-3).
Fair sponsored by student health
services was permanently
cancelled with no foreseeable
plans to reschedule the event.
"Under the recommendation of
the County Health Medical
Director...the annual event on
Baseball standings through March 26
campus to which we invite up to
all games
40 health agencies to give inforcon. games
21-15
mation to the community and
3-0
Pan American
27-6
student
body ... has been
0-0
Southwestern Louisiana
11-7
cancelled," Castillo said.
0-0
Louisiana Tech
14-17
0-0
Lamar
Presently, there are approxi10-14
0-0
New Orleans
mately 20 students who have been
1-11
0-3
Arkansas State
reported as suspected measle
cases, she said.

ASC standings

These students have either been
clinically diagnosed by the school
doctor or a family physician or
have been confirmed as having
the disease through laboratory
testing, Castillo said.
These students have been asked
not to attend classes for at least
seven days after an initial red
rash be gins to appear on the skin.
There is no way, however, of
verifying whether these students
are cooperating since the request
is not mandatory.
Students enrolled in classes
with faose afflicted with the illness have been notified of the
situation and have been informed
of the availability of a free vaccine.
The vaccine needed to treat the
disease is available on campus
and will be administered to all
enrolled students upon request.
As ·of Monday, more than 320
students had been given the vaccine within a 10 day period said
Castillo. Immunization records
are not necessary to receive the
vaccination.
The measle outbreak is not
unique to this area. Similar outbreaks have been reported
throughout the state in regions
such as Harris County, Lubbock
and other areas nationwide.

,, Mom says the .
house just isn't the
same without me,
even though itS
a lot cleaner.,,

When asked to explain why a
measle outbreak had occured
here, Castillo said that measle
outbreaks occur on an annual
b1~is in different areas without
any apparent cause.

Summer session
info available
Students who are enrolled for
the Spring 1989 semester and
want to attend Summer School
must notify the Office of Admissions & Records in order to receive a registration appointment
for the summer session(s).
The student's name and social
security number is all that is
needed in order to update the
summer information. Students
may either call 381-2201/2206
or go by the office, SS 108,
Monday-Thursday 8 a.m-5:30
p.m. or Friday 8 a.m. to noon.
The deadline to be updated is
May 19.
Students not now enrolled must
complete a new application for
admission. Applications may
also be obtained by mail orphone.
The deadline for applying by
application is April 28 .
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Stnce,i-e,[y youi-s
Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candies
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
1619 South Closner
381-5661

Just because your Mom is far
away, doesn't mean you can't be
close. You can still share the love
and laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you think to
hear that she likes the peace and
quiet, but she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a call. You
can clean your room later. Reach
out and touch someone~

Edinburg

Las Vegas, Nevada

The Clark County
School District
n new
projects
schools for the 90s!
We will be at the
Teacher Fair in your
area on
April 12-13, 1989

AT&T

The right choice.

For location and
application
contact your Career
Planning and
Placement Office.
See you at the Fair!
EEO/ AA Employer

